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This thesis is a study- of the bank affiliated credit card
businesses in Hong Kong. It further explores the impacts of
credit card businesses on the banking system.
Chapter 1.0 gives a general introduction of credit cards and
their functions. Chapter 2.0 tells the history of credit cards
in Hong Kong and explains why banks take a major role in its
development. Chapter 30 gives a general operational framework of
the credit card businesses. Chapter -.0 examines the credit control
measures of the bank cards while chapter 50 reports on the mar¬
keting activities of credit card companies and their measures used
in controlling associated merchants. Chapter 6.0 suggests an
evaluation of credit card business from the bankers' viewpoint.
Chapter 70 evaluates the economic impacts which affect the banking
industry directly or indirectly. Chapter 8.0 examines the various
legal interpretations of credit card business and their implications
to bankers.
This thesis concludes in chapter 9 that Hong Kong have the
necessary requirements for a credit economy under the support of
local banks. It is necessary to develop a more comprehensive
credit information pool, an inexpensive operation, a localisation
program and a more clearly defined legal status of credit cards.
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1. Significance of This Study
Prior to 1970, the credit card business in Hong Kong was
limited to certain trades, mainly those involved in tourist
servicing, with limited acceptability in certain areas, mainly
the tourist centres. No local commercial bank before 1970 had
ever issued credit cards or offered services of similar nature.
Obviously, the local credit card business was an offshoot of the
overseas credit card operation. It merely offered purchase
services to foreign credit card holders who came to Hong Kong.
The most popular ones were Diners Club and the American Express
credit card.
Now, the credit card business serves local people to a much
greater extent and local people are becoming much more inclined
to use credit cards.
Another phenomenon is the growth of institutionalised credit
card operations in Hong Kong. Such organizations offer credit
card services to the general public. Most of them are subsidaries
of local commercial banks as an offshoot of their banking services.
Thus, credit cards offer a short of disguised consumer financing
via their own financial intermediaries.
The institutionalised credit card operation has gone a step
further to replace the 'house card' operation in large hotels,
department stores, restaurant chains, etc. In this respect, a
new product has been introduced in such replacements. The 'Local
Credit Card' aims to satisfy part of the 'house card' holders, who
are not qualified for an international credit card, for their
local purchases. In addition, the new product, the Local Card,
can reduce the potential for bad debts largely as it facilitates
better credit control.
The author, through his practical experience in the credit
card business, sensed there has been a rapid growth in this sector
in the last five years. It is his opinion that the impact and
the development is becoming more wide-spread. Thus, it is the
purpose of the author to explore various aspects of the credit
card operation in Hong Kong. Thus the objective of this thesis
can be stated as:
To conduct an in-depth study of the credit card business
and its impact on the banking operation and practices
through selected credit card companies in Hong Kong.
The author is very much interested in exploring the whole
credit card operation from the banker's point of view as it is his
own experience as a bank officer in charge of the credit card
operation. In fact, the bank card has been extremely popular in
more advanced countries such as the United States of American,
United Kingdom and other European countries. Furthermore, the
bank card has a greater impact on the public than other kinds
of credit card products, such as house cards, travel and
entertainment cards, etc.
It is the final aim of the author to answer the following
questions in this thesis, from the macro viewpoint, namely:
1. What are the contributions and economic significance that
credit card business gives to our local economy?
2. What are the possible implications that the credit card
business will have for our present banking system as a
new form of consumer financing?
3. Does the credit card operation in Hong Kong bring any
problems to our present monetary structure?
4.. What are the distinct features of Hong Kongfs credit card
business? What are the possible areas for future improve¬
ment?
From the individual firm level, the author would like to
explore the following aspects
1. Why should individual banks operate credit card service?
2. What are the operational problems experienced in the
firm!s credit card activities?
3. How does the firm control their credit risk and credit
activities?
What are the problems in promoting credit card business
in the Hong Kong economy?
5. In what direction should individual firm grow in future?
Of course, it is the intention of the author to guide readers
to understand more about credit card industry in Hong Kong and
have a proper evaluation of this new 1 money1.
In order to oresent an objective view in this thesis, the
author also tried to explore opinions from various parties
affected by the credit card trade, such as card holders, associated
merchants, and semi-government bodies, such as The Consumer
Council and the Hong Kong Tourist Association.
Readers will find a constant comparison between the Hong Kong
credit card business with the United States1 credit card operations,
because through this comparison the reader will understand the
local operation more as they will find that the local credit card
business is in fact at its very young age, and there is high
probability that it will follow the development in United States.
This is especially true for the governments role in regulating
credit card operations through the consumer protectionism movement.
2. Problem Definition
Prom his own understanding of credit card operations, the
author has observed that the problems that the operational
organisations face are multi-dimensional. Their different
aspects, which he will explore in this thesis, are suggested
below
Firstly, in the operational aspect which concerns the activi¬
ties between credit card companies and associated merchants, the
author has identified many problems, such as:-
1. What is the possible misuses or the mishandling of credit
card services taken by associated merchants? How can
credit card companies eliminate such?
2. What sort of control in the reimbursement process has been
introduced by the credit card companies so that the whole
operation is more efficient and economical?
3. How can the credit card companies overcome problems con¬
cerning the irregularities of sales drafts?
l+. Do the credit card comnanies follow a consistent and uniform
discount policy? How can they meet their competitors in
their discount rate adjustments? What are the impacts on
their operations and profitability?
5. Lastly, the author like to explore the credit card operation
and procedures from the international operations viewpoint.
Secondly, in the aspect of credit control, the author like to
find outs-
1. How does the credit investigation work? What are the credii
difficulties encountered by the credit card industry?
2. What sort of credit control have the credit card companies
.1.
established? Is such control able to eliminate credit
losses? How does the control system work? And what are
the difficulties involved?
3. How serious is the problem of bad debt in credit card
industry? How do credit companies overcome it? What are
the potential remedies?
4. To what extent does the credit card business provide credit
facilities to Hong Kong economy? What are the possible
implications?
Thirdly, in the aspect of banking practices, the author wishes
to know, from the credit lending body's viewpoint about
1. Is there any conflict between credit card lending and
the traditional commercial banks advances?
2. What are the reasons for banks to go into the credit card
operations?
3. How can bankers protect their own interest in this new type
of consumer credit?
4.. What are the implications of such retail banking to the
Hong Kong's banking system?
Fourthly, in the legal aspect, the author will investigate
1. What is the nature and legal status of credit card debts?
Is the credit card a traditional debt instrument?
2. What are the liabilities of various parties involved?i.
(i.e. the duties and liabilities of credit card issuing
companies, associated merchants and the credit card
holders.)
3. Is it necessary to have government regulate credit card
activities? What are the present legal status and inter¬
pretation of credit card activities? What are the legis¬
lation in other countries in this respect?
Finally, the writer would like to explore the profitability
and the justification for the credit card operations in Hong Kong.
He will explore the following problems
1. Is the credit card business a good investment?
2. What justification do the banks have for their decision
to go into credit card services?
3. What other advantages will credit card business give to
Hong Kong economy as a whole?
4. What implications does it have on our money supply function
and the credit function in our monetary system?
3. Scope and Assumptions
Throughout the problem definition process, it is clear that
the author concentrates mostly in the operational aspects of the
credit card system. In fact, it is an exploratory research trying
to answer the question:
What are the operational difficulties involved in credit
control and day-to-day operation?
It is essential to state at this stage that the research is
banking-practice-oriented. That is to say that each individual
problem is viewed from the banker!s point of view or from the view
of the credit card company. This determines what questions we
are concerned with and what areas of interest we shall go into.
With thorough understanding of the operational problems, then
we shall evaluate the operations results in terms of its profita¬
bility and its subsidiary functions or services to its parent
company, mostly the commercial banks. Thus we will understand
the justification for the credit card system in our economy.
In the analysis about the operational results, i.e. the return
on investment or the profitability, the following points and
assumptions are made in order to facilitate comparison and inferences.
1. The study was conducted during the period from 1st January 1975
to 31st December 1976.
2. Each credit card company is in a perfect competitive market.
3. The market share would remain unchanged throughout the whole
period.
U All financial resources are coming from the commercial banks in
the form of bank financing.
5. Profitability can be expressed and measured in percentage terms.
Absolute figure or amount is not important.
6. The acceptable rate of return on investment from the bankers'
viewpoint is the return rate of the parent bank's operation.
7- All credit card companies are in the same stage of development.
8. Credit creation function does not exist until the customers'
outstanding balance has been converted formally into account
receivables or recognised as installment credit.
9. The credit card companies have the same accounting system and
accounting concepts. They accept the same accounting terminolog;
with same understanding and logic. Thus it is possible to
aggregate and compare the data under the same accounting
terms.
k. Methodology
As the nature of the thesis is exploratory, so most of the
field-work was carried out in the form of personal interviews with
the operational personnel so as to obtain a good understanding
about various operational problems. Top management personnel were
interviewed in order to explore the company's policy and the
justification for the commercial banks to operate credit card
business.
The kind of credit cards discussed in this thesis will be the
general multi-purpose credit cards involving three parties, namely,
the card issuing institutions, the establishments which accept
the credit cards (which is often called as the associated merchant),
and the card holders. This excludes those credit cards issued by
hotels and department stores, which are honored only by their own
particular institutions in their particular industry or chain
(house cards).
There are only eight that agree with our definition. They are:
1. East Asia BankAmericard- by Bank of America and
Bank of East Asia, Ltd.
2. 0 T B Credit Card- by Overseas Trust Bank, Ltd.
3. Master Charge Credit Card- by Hong Kong Shanghai Banking
Corporation.
4,. American Express Credit Card- by American Express Inter¬
national Inc.
5. Diners Club Credit Card- by Diners Club (H.K.) Ltd.
6. Nippon Shinpan Credit Card- by Nippon Shinpan (Asia) Ltd.
7. Global VIP Credit Card- by Global VIP Credit Card Ltd.
8. Asia Credit Card- by Asia Credit Card Ltd.
Other credit cards may either be a foreign off-shoot operation
or their operation is so small or insignificant that we can ignore
them without any bias in our findings or conclusions.
Limitation of In-depth Personal Interview
It is difficult to have a very relevant and appropriate
standard questionnaire for guiding the interviews of credit card
company executives. Each company has different operations,
Dolicies and concepts in their credit card business. Thus they
would require a different set of questions. Consequently the
interviews were unstructured and mainly dependent on the cooperatior
of the interviewees.
The author fully realizes that answers in interviews are subject
to various types of errors, such as misinterpretation or loss and
answers were put into written form only after the actual interview.
Thus there might be the risk of losing detailed information
especially that relating to operational procedures.
In addition, it is not always possible to draw a definite
conclusion from interviews as very often, interviewees might give
contradictory replies.
Secondary Data
Another part of the information came primarily from credit
card companies as secondary data on their past activities. Also




Interviews were held with all the companies identified above
except the Asia Credit Card Ltd. because the author could not
contact the company. Personal interviews were made with top
executives of the credit card companies. All the interviews were
conducted by the writer himself to permit a more flexible and a
more informative communication.
There was a set of questions serving as guideline during the
personal interview. But it was not shown to the interviewees. On
a number of occasions, the interviewees dominated the interview
and proceeded to talk about whatever they thought was relevant.
The writer believed this was a positive way to proceed with the
interview. However the author did managed to lead the interviewee
to give information as designated in the question guideline.
(Appendix I) On the whole, the respondents were very cooperative
and friendly.
In addition to the credit card companies, the following
interviews were made:-
1. Mr. Wong Wing Chung of East Asia BankAmericard Card-
Assistant Manager, The Bank of East Asia, Ltd.- the puroos
of the interview was Questionnaire testing' and as a
'mock interview'.
2. Mr. Chow Shou Him, an Ex-officer of Diners Club (H.K.) Ltd.
3. Mr. Simon Ho of the Consumer Council, Hong Kong Government
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4.. Mr, Peter Chan, the Public Relation Manager of the Hong
Kong Tourist Association.
Problems Encountered
Firstly, as the interviews were unstructured, the interviewees
had the dominating part and they only revealed the information
that they thought proper. There were some minor questions remain
unanswered.
Secondly, individual credit card business has different
principles and philosophy in their credit card business, therefore
they have different ways of conducting their operations. This
leads to some problems in drawing generalized conclusions.
Thirdly, due to the competitiveness within the credit card
business and desire to maintain confidentiality, interviewees
refused to give exact or written data. They have only suggested
rough figures during the interview.
Fourthly, it was found that the credit card companies have
little understanding about the economic aspect of credit card
services, i.e. the money substitution function and credit creation
ability. They failed to understand the economic significance of
these two items. Thus no data has ever been generated with re sped
to these two subjects.
Fifthly, the interviews with the Consumer Council required
a separate list of questions. No proper questionnaire testing was
done. Thus it followed an unstructured pattern. In fact, it is
the same case with Hong Kong Tourist Association.
In order to ensure the data collected during the interviews
were reliable, three more interviews were conducted with present
and past officers of some of the credit card companies. These
were informal interviews with the main objectives to confirm any
recorded data as well as to explore any in sights of the credit
card business they might have obtained through their past
experience.
It was felt that the use of tape recorders or note taking
during the interviews might reduce the effectiveness of the persona]
interviews and also the willingness of the interviewees to respond;
so the writer tried to remember all the information and recorded
it shortly after the interviews.
6. Questionnaire
After the personal interview, the author gave another question¬
naire to the interviewee. The questionnaire requests data of the
company in the research period on the following items
1. its monthly sales volume.
2. the percentage of total transaction conducted by local
card holders.
3. the number of card holders.
the number of associated merchants
5. its profitability as a ratio of Net Income to Total Annual
Sales.
6. its credit creation ability as a ratio of Monthly Account
Receivables to Monthly Sales Volume.
7. its bad debt amount.
The writer found it was extremely difficult to secure responses
to these questions from the companies. It was because interviewees
shared the opinion that the credit card business is extremely
competitive and they would not release any data to other bodies.
Finally, only two interviewees returned these questionnaires.
Limitation of Data from Credit Card Companies
Credit card companies may have different interpretation of the
same accounting terminology, thus the figures under the same
accounting term may, in fact, be referring to different information.
Companies may adopt different accounting principles which
would affect their operational results. For instance, one may
recognise 180 days1 delinquent balances as bad debt while other
would only recognise bad debt until it is consolidated.
Companies may have differences in operational expenses due to
externalities or efficiency or expertise in their operation. Thus
there is a difference in their ultimate cost functions, which
cannot be shown in the data they supplied.
The company policy may distort the real operational results,
thus financial statements are not very reflective of the true
operation.
1.0 EVOLUTION OF CREDIT CARD
1.1 Introduction
Most of us can easily identify a credit card. It is a stiff,
shiney, two-by-three inches, rectangular, embossed card made out of
plastic. Upon it, you may find the name of the cardholder, the
issuer, signature, sometimes a magnetic tape or even with photo¬
graph. There is a series of code which means nothing to cardholder
but it communicates extremely essential information to the card
issuing body and operation staff. For instance, the code may
state the account number of the cardholder, the regional office
that issued the credit card or where the account is keot, the
credit standing of the cardholder in terms of the available credit
limit for each ourchase, the billing cycle, restriction for the
uses of credit card in certain areas and for accounting control
purpose.
There are many interchangable names for credit card, such as
charge card, money card, bank card, house card, purchase card,
multi-purpose card, travel and entertainment card and the new
money. As suggested by Robert A. Hendrickson in his book, The
Cashless Society, all of them might with more justice have been
called 'debt' or 'debit card1, but Americans do prefer to think
positively of the 'debt'.~ However, Mr. Robert Roth, Vice President
of East Asia BankAmericard operation in Hong Kong figured that the
debit card is quite a different product and it should be labelled
as Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT), which may be an ultimate
replacement for credit card.
Even though people can tell what a credit card is, yet few
scholars have ever taken a serious study in this subject. They
share the opinion that the credit card is only a tool with technical
or organizational development impacts. Most equate credit card
with the conventional concept of cash, a form of payment and also
as debts created by consumers. That is why most literature in
this aspect is piece-meal.
But think of the fact that half of the families in the most
affluent nation on earth use credit card in their daily purchases,
70 million credit cards issued, a total billing over 3U billions
U.S. Dollars, and an annual growth rate over 22% in recent years,
as well as the loss of US$259 millions in delinquent accounts in
a single credit card operation. All these suggest that the impact
and momentum are far greater than people have perceived. It
deserves a completely new approach in defining the role of credit
card in present economies.
1 Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, The Cashless Society, Cornwall
Press, Inc., Cornwall, N.Y., p. 4.6.
D. Davis, 1975, 'Charge It Please,' Newsweek, Jan. 30, 1975.
Thestory of Credit Card
OlMBRB CLUB Credit Card
Q5t (UitcWtSfZS First card around the world for a quarter of a century.
I) In 1949 Mr. MacNamara 2) Forgot to bring his wallet
3) Had to call
Mrs. MacNamara
4) Who came to pay the bill....
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5) This embarrassing event
inspired Mr. MacNamara
6) The first credit card in
the world
1.2 Origin of Credit Card
Mr. Edward Bellamy first used the term credit card to
suggest a physical object to obtain necessities in his novel,
Look Backward: 2000- 1887, published in 1887. He imagined,
as a result of economic evolution of American society, by 2000,
a credit corresponding to his share of the annual product of
the nation is given to every citizen on the public books at the
beginning of each year, and a credit card issued him with which
he procures at the public storehouses, found in every community,
whatever he desires whenever he desires it. This arrangement,
you will see, totally obviates the necessity for business
transactions of any sort between individuals and consumers
this card is issued for a certain number of dollars. We have kept
the old word, but not the substance. (i.e. cash or currency)
The term, as we use it, answers to no real thing, but merely serves
as an algebraical symbol for comparing the values of products
with one another. Of course, the concept of credit card put
forward by Bellamy is quite different from our understanding of
the same term nowaday. He regarded credit card, being used in a
cashless society and the substance is a medium of exchange and
identification of wealth. However, now we have a multi-purpose
card. Robert A. Hendrickson suggested that credit card had a
relatively long history. He stated that at the start of the
Edward Bellamy, 1887, Look Backward: 2007-1887, quoted in
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, Cashless Society, Cornwall Press, Inc.
P. 4-7.
twentieth century, a few hotels began to issue credit cards to
their most favoured regular patrons. By 1914 large department
stores and chains of gasoline stations were also issuing credit
card. In those days, credit cards were instant symbols of the
holders' prestige. Merchants issued them only to their most
valued customers. They were more convenient to use than cash,
and they made it much easier for good customers to spend more.'
Mr. David Chuang revealed that the T E credit card was
invented by Diners Club. A U.S. businessman, Frank X. McNamara,-
one day invited his foreign customers to dinner. When he asked
for the bill, he found that his wallet was gone. He was extremely
embarrassed and had to send his friend away first before he
telephoned his family to send him the money. When he went back to
his company and asked his subordinates for advice about what they
could do about it. Finally, one suggested to have the arrangement
with the restaurants so that customers could have their meal first
but payment later, perhaps on a monthly basis. Of course, customers
had to be identified with documents issued by the credit card
company. In its very early stage, such 'credit card' facilities
were not popular because it was extremely difficult to be qualified
Ibid., p. 49.
Mr. David Chuang, General Manager, Diners Club (H.K.) Ltd.
Lewis Mandell, 1972, Credit Card Use in United States,
Institute for Social Research, The University of Michigan, Ann A rbor,
Michigan, p. 3,
for such facilities and only large restaurants provided such service
to patrons. The service became more widespread and popular with
invention of plastic. Plastic cards with embossed identification
enable ease for carrying, more lasting and facilitate operation.
1.3 Development of Credit Card
The growth period of credit card started after World War II
when the industrial boom began. There were new market, new
innovation to meet new wants. Travel Entertainment credit card
business was one that met the needs of corporate executive who
wanted purchasing power convenience and accurate records of company
and personal charges. The sponsor organisation issued a card to
people of high credit standing and encouraged motels, hotels,
clubs, restaurants and all types of firms engaged in transportation
to honour its credit cards. Sales were generally made at a
discount and the merchant's account receivables were transferred
to the card sponsor, who in turn assumed responsibility for
collection and losses. The credit card companies earned a
return from the merchant discount and the annual fees paid by
the credit card holders. The fees ranged from US$5.00 to US$25.00.
Many businesses have entered into the credit card business,
but there are only 3 firms which have a large share in this
expanding field.
Diners Club was the pioneer in the travel and entertainment
credit card. By 194-9, the Diners Club was promoting a new kind
of credit card, the plastic one instead of the original paper
document identification.1 Instead of receiving the card free,
cardholders paid an annual fee, instead of itself providing them
with the goods and services which were charged on the card, the
Diners Club acted as a credit reference agency, and saw to it
that charges made on Diners Club cards in restaurants which had
joined Diners Club and displayed its decal symbol in the window
would be honoured promptly and without default. It was not long
before the Diners Club extended its plan to cover not only
restaurants but also general travel and entertainment purchases.
Though recently, products and services with no relationship to
travel and entertainment have been added to the T E card.
Diners Club's first new credit card was issued in 1950. In
the early stage of such new system, the company suffered great
losses due to inexperience and costly errors. Besides, the initial
cost was high; so the only way to reduce losses was to increase
charge volume to break-even point or surpassing it. They became
involved in heavy advertising and promotional outlays and issued
credit cards to customers with marginal credit ratings. It was
lucky that Diners Club encountered no competition until 1958,
shortly after the company began to show a profit in its financial
statement. By mid-1960's, the company had gained substantial
1 Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, Cashless Society, Cornwall
Press, Inc., N.Y., U.S.A., p. 52.
volume due to a variety of customer services such as computer
billings, charge account and revolving credit plan under joint
venture with other organisations.
American Express entered the credit card industry in 1953.
They described their 'T E card' as the 'new money'. Their
advertisement tried to show that the new money is not just a
substitution of the old cash but it was entirely new and different,
much safer and more desirable. By 1965, the company enjoyed a
commanding leading role in the T E card operation.
Carte Blanche was acquired by Hilton Credit Corporation from
Hilton Hotel in the latter part of 1953. But in its first year
of operation, there was a reported loss of 2.4- million U.S. Dollars
with one-third of the loss resulted from bad-debt. The company
began to make a profit in 1963.
All such T E cards were regarded as a further development
from the traditional party cards such as those issued by the oil
companies, the UATP (Universal Air Travel Plan) and retailer credit
cards.
Dennis V. Richardson, 1970, Electric Money: Evolution of
an Electronic Eund Transfer System, The MIT Press, Cambridge,
London, England, p. 59.
2 Ibid., p. 59-60.
Oil Companies Credit Card Plans
The petroleum industry was the major pioneer in the credit
card field. In 1930's, the oil companies issued paper cards,
usually for 3 to 6 months, to facilitate customers in purchasing
gasoline, and a few major automotive services. By 1960Ts many
oil company credit cards were used to purchase goods and
services which had no distinct relationship with oil industries.
The growth in 50's was tremendous. In the five year period 1952-
1957, there was a 50% increase in total number of petroleum credit
card holders.
All the major oil companies issued cards without charge.
There are intercharge agreement between some companies under
which one will honour the cards of another in areas where they
have no direct competition.
It would be helpful for us to understand the major credit card
problems of the oil industry.
First, the cost of offering and processing consumer credit
was high initially. In 1969, the Oil and Gas Journal reported,
that to place a credit card in force cost from US$1.89 to
US$5.00 before a nickel's worth of product is sold. This cost
increased once the account started. This would be especially true
1 Ibid., p. 60-71.
since half the cardholders were classified as inactive. And a
tremendous amount of money was spent to promote active usage by
this group.
Second, the increasing number of lost card or stolen card
posed another problem to the industry. It was costly to have
such misuse on such card though the percentage misuse was reported
to be very small.
There was attempt to solve some of the credit card problem
of the oil industry by promoting a single, universal credit card
plan. One was started by Frontier Refining Co. as early as 1949-
However, it was reported that the plan had unfavourable acceptance
and in 195National Credit Card Inc. filed bankrupcy. There
were 3 major obstacles in promoting such universal plan, namely
1. It was very costly in operation especially from the
company point of view.
2. Lack of public acceptance is another factor as the
general public did not understand the billing system.
3. A third obstacle resulted from the fact that a large
majority of stations were so located that they did not
draw additional volume from a foreign card.
The UATP
The Universal Air Travel Plan is a typical cooperative credit
card venture in which most of the major airlines have participated.
Air travel cards all looked alike but the identification number
has a letter prefix to show which airline originates the card.
It is primary for the accommodation of business executives. A
company pays a deposit and can issue as many cards as they prefer
to their employees. All UATP members or airlines honour cards of
member airline and each charged its cardholders for all the trips.
Cardholder receives one monthly statement payable within ten days.
There is no central billing system but a clearing arrangement
through which members clear their interline UATP charges.
Retailer Credit Card
In the States, credit has been extended by retailer as a
customer service and as a means to increase sales. There are 3
common methods of selling on credit, namely; the 30-days charge
account, revolving charge account and installment plans. And
credit cards are used as a device to extend 30-days charge account
and revolving credit. Most large retailers nowadays issue a credit
card.
For charge accounts, the customer applies for a credit card
which permits the cardholder to purchase from only that merchant
on ten to thirty day charge basis. The same credit card in most
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, Cashless Society, Cornwall
Press Inc., N.Y., U.S.A., p. 51.
cases will permit the customer to extend credit period beyond the
usual 30 days. A revolving charge account enables the customer
to pay a fraction of his monthly bill and make monthly payments
on the balance, usually with a 1.5 monthly service charge on the
outstanding balance.
Such single party credit card plans are primarily intended
to sell company products and to keep customer coming back by
offering purchasing convenience and credit and to be away from
their competitors.
Bank Card
Banks moved in credit card and charge accounts plans rather
late. It was started in early 1950 and grew with amazing rapidity
in mid-1960. And they are now of greater importance than all
other kind. The Franklin National Bank of Franklin Square, N.Y.
started the first of the present-day bank credit card programs in
August 1951 and swung into full scale operation in April 1952.
The general purpose for engaging in charge account banking were
(l) to provide a new service for the retail merchants in areas
where Franklin had branches or planned to establish branches;
(2) to increase purchasing convenience for existing customers and
to attract new accounts (3) to attract new deposits, both consumer
and merchant and (4) to provide an additional source of earnings
for the bank.
Shortly after the credit card plan started, banks soon
recognised that it was far more costly than it was expected. They
lost money in early years. Not until 10 years after the intro¬
duction of its BankAmericard, did Bank of America start to show
profit in this operation. Also, large and highly competitive
department stores would not readily yield up their own well
established credit facilities to banks. In 1962, Chase Manhattan
Bank sold its credit card system which eventually became Unicard
System.
Before 1965, bank credit card operation were confined to
local areas. But since the banks have developed in regional and
national groups, we now find that Visa (formerly BankAmericard),
Mastercharge, and Interbank Card are now used nation-wide throughout
U.S.A.
Under a typical plan, there is a principal bank in a region
to issue credit card, to serve central accounting and to provide
revolving credit. Agent banks signed up local merchants for the
plan. They get pert of the discount received as their share in the
Correspondence with Mr. Steven A. Vanden Bergh, Vice President,
Franklin National Bank, N.Y., July 31, 1967, quoted by Dennis W.
Richardson, 1970, Electric Money, Evolution of an Electronic Funds-
Transfer System, The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts and London,
England, p. 76.
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program. When purchases are made by the bank card, the merchant
forwards the sales draft to agent bank who in turn presents it
to the principal regional bank. Sometimes, agent banks share in
the revolving credit as well or they may issue their own cards
through the principal banks.
Now, before we go on to see various aspect of credit card,
let us see the history of credit card business, or better termed
the expanding application and scope of credit cards. This is shown
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T E Card vs. Bank Card
It's time for us to draw a clear cut distinction between the
T E credit card and the bank credit card, both of which are
subjects of this study. Credit card operation and organisation in
Hong Kong belong to either one kind or the other. In fact, we
have no similar plans to the Oil Company Credit Card and the UATP
in our economy though we have a limited application of charge
account cards in large departmental stores and house cards of large
hotel chains. Typically, the kind of T E card is the one issued
by Diners Club or American Express as we shall discuss in more
detail in Chapter 2. Readers will find all but one of the credit
card plans in Hong Kong belong to the T E type. Now let us
review their difference by a table.




Demand monthly payment in full
Seldom apply overdue interest
Higher discount rate
Operated by private firms
The operation is service-
oriented
No credit limit
No cash advance though some
cashes personal cheques












Aims at middle higher income
groups
1•U Function of Credit Card
Having shown the development of the credit card, now let us
see its operation and various functions performed by it. The
basic system that Franklin installed originally is still in
operation to day. The credit card system works as follows: A
customer holding a Franklin National Bank Credit Card can make
purchase at local merchants who subscribe to the arrangement with
his credit card instead of cash or cheque. When the customer
presents the salesman with his credit card, the salesman fills out
a charge account ticket with a description of the goods or services,
the unit cost, the total charge. Then the card and the sales
ticket are inserted in an imprinter which prints the customer's
name and account code number and the merchant's name address and
account number. After that, the customer signs his name and receives
a copy of the sales ticket. When the merchant has concluded several
credit card transactions, he sends the copies of the sales tickets
for deposit. Then the bank will credit the merchant's account
with the proceeds of the sales tickets after deducting the discount
charges which range from 5% to 2%.
At the end of the month, the cardholder receives a statement
showing all the details of his payments and charges. If the
cardholder settles his account within the prearranged time limit,
usually 30 day, there is no charge. Otherwise, a service charge
of 1.5% on outstanding balance will be added.
There are two additional features of the original credit card
plan. The first is authorisation. Such is commonly applied in
all credit card systems in Hong Kong. If the purchase exceeds
the floor limit, the salesman has to get approval through
telephone. If the credit reference meets with positive answer,
then an authorisation code is forwarded as reference for approval.
The second feature is the 'piggy back' instant account which
is not found in the local operation here. This enables a customer
who does not have a Franklin Credit Card to make a credit purchase
up to fifty dollars. If the customer has a foreign credit card
he has just to sign out an application form of Franklin's credit
card and charge the transaction to his temperory account. Again,
2
telephone authorisation is required.
Now, let us have a preview of the function of the credit card
in this early version. The functions can be broadly classified
as (1) a medium of exchange (2) immediate source of fund (3) credit
creation and (A) other services. What follows is a general
explanation or each of these. A detailed investigation on the
economic implication of the first three functions will be presented
in Chapter 7.
Dennis W. Richardson, 1970, Electric Money: Evolution of an
Electronic Fund Transfer System, The MIT Press, Cambridge, London,
England, p. 77.
2 Ibid., p. 77.
Credit Card as a Medium of Exchange
In the recent BankAmericard advertisement program, its strategy
is to educate the Hong Kong citizens towards the medium of exchange
function of credit card. 'Think of it as Money.' In their
advertisement, they suggest that the problem with sales is that
the real bargains don't last very long. Quite often, they are
gone by pay day when you have the chance to buy them. That's one
reason why we would like you to think of our East Asia BankAmericard
as 'now' money. With a BankAmericard you can use your money in a
more convenient way We learn from the above that people
are encouraged to accept credit card payment as they accept cash
or cheque. In fact, under these circumstances it is right for us
to suggest that credit card is money just as good as cash and it
works far better than token money.
Robert A. Hendrickson, in his Cashless Society outlines the
'lawlessness of money.' It is a thread to our human life or bodies
to have money, to demand money, to use money and to carry money.
Unlike a cash transaction, the credit transaction is traceable,
revocable, cancellable, limitable and recordable through the credit
merchandiser, all without the necessity of seeking redress in
overburdened courts. There is no gainsaying that credit and credit
cards lead to abuses and theft, but such uses and abuses involve
East Asia BankAmericard Advertisement, on S.C.M. Post,
November 17, 1977. Appendix 19 of this thesis.
a different order of danger to person and property than crime
against the person inspired by the bail of money as cash A
general condition of cashlessness in society would open up the
possibility of eliminating all violent crimes against the person
except crimes of passion by making them unprofitable, as well as
illegal.1
Money can be lost easily and often cannot be recovered The
Gallop Poll organised a survey on Careless Americans- A Report
p
on How People Lose Cash.~ It reported 9% of the population in
1961 in U.S.A. had lost cash totalling more than US$700,000,000
and 90% reported no recovery. With credit card used in transaction
money can be stripped of such risk due to their own carelessness.
Finally, we can have our liabilities on the loss of credit card
limited and insured.
In fact, many interviewees suggested that, I never carry
too much cash with me. You know it's unsafe to do so. I just
have two or three hundred in my wallet and credit cards. For small
changes, I pay in cash; otherwise, I have all my bills charged to
my credit card account.
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, The Cashless Society, the
Cornwall Press Inc., N.Y., U.S.A., p. 115.
Ibid., p. 4-9.
Of course, there are other advantages of credit card in this
aspect. For a traveller, he does not have to carry various kinds
of currency or change. He has just to present his credit card
and worries nothing with the exchange rate, the availability of
different currencies, waiting long hours in the banking hall,
paying stamp duties on the traveller's cheques, risks and trouble
in buying and selling the foreign currencies, etc. Certainly,
there is a price for such convenience in travelling. The credit
card company will apply the exchange rate for you and that is the
exchange risk you have to take. But it is equally possible
that you may gain from exchange rate fluctuations. It is true that
you normally have a longer free credit period for all your consumption
overseas during travelling.
Credit Card as an Immediate Source of Fund
Besides serving as a medium of exchange, credit card supplies
immediate fund for your consumption, American Express in their
commercials stress that you can run out of cash at embarrassing
times, but the limits to what you can charge on your credit card
are more flexible. BankAmericard suggest, in their ads. that
now, you can spend part of your salary before pay day. With
this blue, white and gold card you can enjoy the advantage of
a more flexible budget because it makes your money more convenient.
Most of the credit card systems allow a limited amount of
cash drawings on their accounts. BankAmericard permits cash
advances to their cardholders as long as their spending is within
the preset credit limit, American Express cashes the personal
cheque of its csrdholders for a limited sum. When an American
Express credit card holder presents his personal cheque with his
American Express credit card, they will cash his cheque without
any charges. A record transaction for American Express credit
card is HK$390,000.00 for a single purchase in Hong Kong. Nobody
would carry that much of cash around in travelling. Without the
use of credit card, the transaction might not materialise as
other instruments of payment would certainly cost a lot more if
they supplied fund of same nature and with equal flexibility.
Other credit card organisations provide emergency drawing
so as to supply immediate fund to card holders to meet their
immediate obligation. A card holder suggested that he paid his
tax with cash advances from East Asia BankAmericard which saved
him 1% of the tax surcharge. In fact, he paid l of cash advance
commission instead of the 5% tax surcharge for delay payment.
Credit Cards for Credit Creation
Though the first credit card plan only provided 30 days
interest free charge account, it quickly adjusted its repayment
facilities to the form of instalment charge account. In fact,
such instalment payment works as hire purchase, but it functions
even better. For instance, in Japan credit card plan allows the
customers to choose the number of installment they prefer to repay
any specific item. The credit card organisation will split the
amount into the chosen number of installment and bill accordingly.
They add on 0.6% per month as flat rate on the purchase price as
cost for the financing the purchase. For hire purchase, customer
hires the services of the goods. They can only obtain the title
to the goods after the last installment of the hire purchase has
been fully settled. Yet, installment payment under credit card
allows the customer to have full ownership of the commodity and
even to sell the goods before his repayment to the credit card
company. Besides, for a number of hire purchase items as automobile,
etc., a flat interest rate applies while the credit card only
demands the application of true rate in its interest calculation.
In addition, it provides more flexibility for customers in his
repayment schedules. If he has necessary fund he can repay the
amount without any add-on interest. But when it is the case of
hire purchase, he has to fulfil all installment payments under the
hire purchase contract with no interest deduction.
Thus we find that American families have made use much of
their credit under this system. In 1974., BankAmericard in States
with a gross sales of 7.S billion U.S. Dollars had an outstanding
balance of 39 bi1lion and it is increasing. Mastercharge with
3k million cardholders had a total billing of 8.6 billion but an
outstanding balance of 8 billion. BankAmericard in Hong Kong
The Recession catches up with credit cards, Business Week,
Feb., 17, 1975.
reported an outstanding rate of approximately 2% in her operation
in 1977. It was very low indeed. While Shinpan Credit Card in
Hong Kong reported that about half of their customers make use
of the installment facilities under their credit card plan. It
is general used to finance expensive items.
Other Services
In order to compete more efficiently and effectively, credit
card organisations try hard to offer additional services to
customers in order to encourage more consumption through credit
card. A number of such services is listed for the readers'
reference.
1. They provide travel services and arrangements similar to
the T E card which primarily serves travelling executives.
They make arrangement with transportation and entertainment
agencies so that their cardholders will be served more
readily.
2. Most of credit card agencies, especially T E cards
provide advance booking service for such things as enter¬
tainment for their cardholder through their center.
3. They provide chit books and credit facilities, similar to
the credit card system in oil industry, to their card¬
holders or their representatives at gasoline filling stations
for purchase of gasoline or minor automotive parts or at
gargage for automobile servicing.
4.. Credit card organisation serves their customers by mail
order purchasing or merchandising services in coordination
with manufacturers or factories.
5. They very often function as the credit reference for
their customers.
1-5 Trend
From Figure 1.1, through the expansion of the three coordinates
it justifies our prediction that the use of credit card to facili¬
tate purchases will be more widespread. We can suggest almost with
certainty that bank card will have a more significant role as a
medium of exchange and produce a more decisive step towards the
cashless or even checkless society.
In Japan and U.S.A., credit card service is used as a weapon
in the competition among banks. They have to secure their present
customers or to attract new customers by offering credit services
through credit cards. In addition, they try to broaden their
merchant base so as it is more convenient for cardholders to
purchase goods and services. At the same time we see a growing
tendency for ever increasing application of credit card concept
and operation across national boundaries.
However, the growth of credit card is not without challenge.
For the past 5 years, some 7000 members banks that offer BankAmeri-
card have not been allowed to offer the competing Mastercharge
card. But as a result of threatened anti-trust action against
National BankAmericard Inc., the prohibition on dual membership
was repealed in May 1977 and suddenly banks are rushing to join
both bank-card systems. Some people perceive that this is the
starting point more towards a single universal credit card
operation while others suggested that this is, in fact, working
towards monopoly by the two giants in the credit card industry.
There are problems associating the banking competition
attitude with the growth of credit card system. According to Hal
Scouyers, President of Western States Bankcard Association,
Interbank1s major member, the rush to join certainly has revived
bank competition for merchant business. Banks begin to compete
more vigourously with credit card service. Saving banks in U.S.
allow an interest rate of 1% on outstanding balance instead of
1.5% of the prevailing rate provided that the credit card is secured
by a savings account. Another new wrinkle in the credit card
business is a one-percent discount rebate offered by a savings bank
in Massachusetts in U.S.A. As the card users1 bill is totalled at
the end of the month, the bank gives a 1% discount and puts the sum
into the customer's savings account. However, the plan loses
money so far.
When banks start carrying two cards will both BankAmericard




Credit cards are an instrument that provokes disturbance in
the common place financial structure. It needs more definition
of its nature and role in the banking industry. We find it as
a financing service acrossing industrial borders. Retailers,
travelling agents, brokerage, financial companies, banks, oil
companies and even government try to have a share of it and it
gives rise to much regulatory problems.
The growing number of delinquent account and amounts pose
another problem for credit card organisation. With the recession
of United States in 1975, credit card companies experienced a 20%
growth rate in outstanding delinquent balances. This is a threat
to the credit card industries as it means more costly operation
in debt collection, lower growth rate as tighter control is
exercised over requirements for having a card and more man and
machinery-time is used to control the credit limit and consumption
pattern of various card holders. Arthur Sandles said, The real
key to credit card success, however, is not the defeat of rivals,
but a revival in the world economy.
Rival forms of credit and money mobility hit at the heart of
the credit card business. In 1976, American Express experienced
a greater growth rate and total earnings from traveller's cheque
1
Arthur Sandles, the Bank Card and Others, S.C.M. Post,
September 24-, 1976.
than from their credit card. There are multi-cards, discount
cards, house cards etc. Retailers are more eager about the
in-house card systems not only because they reckon it save them
money, but also because it encourages customer loyalty.
Finally, the rise of Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) or debt
card would certainly be a threat to the present credit card
operation. A recent experiment was carried out in U.S. to adapt
the EFT operation to the credit card system but it was not
successful due to lack of public acceptance. However, EFT would
eventually replace credit card from the cost consideration
viewpoint. Actually, the implications of EFT are so far reaching
and its direction so diversed that it has confused, alarmed,
stimulated, depressed, exasperated and motivated not only the
banking industry and the business machine industry but the retailing
industry as well.
2.0 GROWTH OF CREDIT CARD BUSINESS IN HONG KONG
2.1 History
In spite of the fact that Hong Kong has a history of credit
card business as long as other parts of the world, the growth
in credit card activities has just started in recent years. Hong
Kong did not really enjoy a real growth in early years and it
was in fact an off-shoot operation of the U.S. credit card
operation. Even now, although American Express does issue cards
to local people, Hong Kong is only regarded as a service centre
to serve their world-wide operation rather than an issuance centre
to serve the local public.
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FIGURE 2.1 SUGGESTED GROWTH TREND OF CREDIT
CARD BUSINESS IN HONG KONG
The main characteristics of early operations were twofold:
(1) It served the tourists and travelling executives mostly.
(2) Credit card business in Hong Kong followed that of the
T E credit card operation.
In fact, we had no bank card prior to 1970. Before that, the
credit card business had a limited operation in the Central area,
Tsimshatsui area and the big department store within the Colony.
Readers can have a better understanding about the development of
the credit card business in Hong Kong with a brief introduction
to the credit card organizations operating in Hong Kong.
Bank Ameri car d~~
It is one of the five major credit card companies in Hong
Kong. Before 1970, the Bank of America was responsible for the
payment settlement for the local merchants who accept BankAmericard.
It did not issue any cards in local currency to local residents.
Thus it was in fact a service department within Bank of America
to serve the incoming tourists from U.S.A. mostly.
By 1970, they sensed that there might be a great market in the
Colony and started to study the feasibility of setting up a Bank¬
Americard centre in Hong Kong. Finally, they took Bank of East Asia
as her partner and launched the project in full operation in 1974-
They began to issue cards to the customers of the two card issuing
banks, namely, Bank of America and Bank of East Asia, Ltd., and to
Information obtained through a personal interview with an
executive of East Asia BankAmericard Centre, Bank of America in
Hong Kong on 22.12.1977.
professional people who have a high financial and credit integrity
and to the public as well. They appeal to the intermediate income
group as well by offering a kind of local card with lower credit limit.
Their growth has been tremendous in terms of merchant member¬
ship, cardholder membership and collar of sales. The credit card
organisation has been extremely successful in their marketing of the
new product- East Asia BankAmericard. With approximately 700 of
the original merchants before 1973? it now has more than 2,300
merchant member and a total number of 3000 outlets. The number of
cards issued has been nearly doubled between 1974- and 1977. It was
said the number of cards issued to the public in 1977 was approxi¬
mately 4-0,000 with a yearly sales amounting to HK$130 million.
Diners Club
It is one of the oldest credit card operations in Hong Kong.
The company has a history of 25 years of operations. It began as
a member of the world-wide Diners Club operation through franchise.
Unlike BankAmericard, it is a highly autonomous unit within the
Diners Club family.
Instead of the charge account operation as BankAmericard,
Diners Club is in fact an E T card and it is operated under a
completely different approach. Its main concern is to offer
purchase service, not credit. Thus they serve a different
1
Information obtained through a personal interview with an
executive of Diners Club (H.K.) Ltd. on 28.12.1977.
market- most of their card holders are business executives,
travelling managers, etc. They follow a pretty strict and
conservative policy in card issuance. Only those who belong to
a high income group and have a rather high position or with
status are eligible for membership. And they serve their card
holders through the convenience of shopping in major shopping
locations. Thus prior to 1970, they had a larger list of merchant
member than BankAmericard and they have enjoyed a steady growth
in this respect. By the end of 1977, they had a total of 2,300
merchant outlets.
However, the keen competition between various credit card
organisations forced Diners Club to start a new course in their
credit card membership policy. They started the issuance of a
local card in the course of replacing or purchasing the whole
credit card plan of the Peninsula group. This added approximately
10,000 new cardholders to their existing membership list. It
is reported that they have approximately 25,000 accounts at the
end of 1977 with a monthly sales averaging from 10- 12 millions.'
p
The growth in recent years can be represented by the following
chart:-
1
Information obtained through a nersonal interview with a
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FIGURE 2.2 GROWTH OF DINERS CLUB INTERNATIONAL
CARDHOLDERS FROM 1967- 1977
It has been suggested that the company has a similar growth rate
in their sales volume.
O.T.B. Credit Card
It is a credit card launched by Overseas Trust Bank, Ltd.
operated through its subsidiary, the OTB International Credit
Card Ltd. It is the first locally based credit card establishment
to work on an international credit card basis, though at present
its main fields of operation covers Hong Kong, Taiwan, the
Philippines and Macau.
Though it is a bank credit card, there are many outstanding
features that mark its difference from the kind of bank charge
account card operation. Firstly, they do not encourage partial
1 Information obtained through a personal interview with an
executive of OTB International Credit Card Ltd. on Dec. 29, 1977.
repayment service though they allow partial payment uoon due day.
As a company policy, they prefer and insist that cardholders pay
in full. Of course they charge interest upon outstanding balances.
Secondly, just like other E T card, 0TB card requires a membership
annual subscription. In fact, this amount constitutes a considerable
portion of their income. Thirdly, they have not formalised any
instalment plan as East Asia BankAmericard. Though 0TB card is
also promoting buy now, pay later., you have to pay in full amount.
Lastly, it derives its income sources mostly in the form of merchant
discount commission and membership subscriptions as Diners Club
and American Express do. So it would be proper for us to classify
0TB card as an E T credit card with its main target market on the
local Chinese merchants and executives.
As a locally based credit card, 0TB card is very aggressive
and competitive in its marketing activities. They incline to a
more dynamic and flexible discount rate oolicy for merchants in
order to open its channel for cardholders. At present they have
approximately 6,500 cardholders and a total of more than 2,000
merchant establishments accept 0TB credit card.
American Express Credit Card
Strictly speaking, American Express credit card activities
are restricted to servicing its world-wide card holders. Their
operation in Hong Kong is limited to collection and payment
Information obtained through a personal interview with an
executive of Card Division of American Express Int'l Corp. on
Jan. 18, 1978.
settlement between card holders and the American Express Inter¬
national Inc. and with the merchants as well. There is no
issuance of credit card based on local currency. However the
local operation is responsible for accepting applications from
local residents and processing the major issuance procedures-
such as credit investigation and approval. All the approved
applications are referred to either the Briton Centre in Britain
or the New York Centre in U.S.A where billings are processed.
Thus in principle, local American Express cardholders are members
to either one of the two centres oversea where their accounts
are kept.
As the local American Express credit card holders are
controlled by two separate centres, no statistics have ever been
published with special treatment to the card holders in Hong
Kong. Yet, it is widely recognised that American Express is the
one who has the lion's share in the credit card market both
throughout the world and in Hong Kong. It is estimated that they
have about 4-5- 50% of the market in terms of total credit card
transaction in dollar term. It is suggested that in 1976, its
annually transaction amount was over 300 millions. According to
Mr. Simpson Y.T. Chua,1 it is believed that the growth rate of the
Mr. Simpson Y.T. Chua, Vice President of American Express
International Inc., Card Division, East Asia and North Pacific.
local operation, though its exact magnitude is unknown, is much
better than the company's overall growth rate. The overall
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FIGURE 2.3B GROWTH OF BILLING AMOUNT
American Express- Why everybody wants a piece of its
business., Business Week. Dec. 19, 1977.
Here, it is necessary to digress a bit from our current
discussion. A word on the American Express Hong Kong operation
is essential. Though it is the same type of E T credit card
as Diners Club, American Express works in a single world-wide
system rather than between various franchisees. Throughout the
world wide system, there are 7 centres which control all the
records of all cardholders. All recordings and credit control
and management functions are done by computers which analyse all
fV£
the imput data and give approve!, to transaction exceeding credit
limits, so it is a highly computerised and machanical control
system within a tele-communication network all over the world.
Hong Kong as a service centre carries out a number of functions
(1) It is responsible for soliciting new cardholders. In
Hong Kong, there has been little promotional work done.
Most applications are initiated by the applicants. Then
they have to ascertain all information through credit
bureau and approve the application. Finally they send
the application data to appropriate centre.
(2) The service centre has to solicit more merchant outlets.
(3) The service centre in principle buys the account
receivables resulting from credit card sales with American
Express cards from merchants and sells these receivables
to the New York centre from which the Hong Kong centre
gets its reimbursement. The income is the difference
between the selling and buying prices of the receivables.
(4) The service centre is responsible for collection work
from local cardholders, not as a billing department but
as agent who receives and keeps tracks of the card holders.
Mastercharge Credit Card
Mastercharge in Hong Kong is operated by Hong Kong Shanghai
Banking Corporation, the largest bank in Hong Kong. They joined
the Interbank Card plan in U.S.A. as an affiliate member and
started in full operation in 1975•
Though Mastercharge in the States operates as a bank card or
bank charge account and is the major competitor of BankAmericard,
we find that Mastercharge in Hong Kong has taken a different role.
Instead of being a tool in competition and getting more deposits
for the bank, the Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation runs
the Mastercharge as an E T credit card. The card issuance has
not gone to the public sector but a selected group within the
Bank's own valued customers. It is but an additional service to
the selected customers who are financially sound. Thus customers
are expected to have full settlement of the amount they have spent
on credit card purchases. In fact, it has been so arranged that
monthly payment is settled through automatic debit system or
authorisation debit by the customers. Therefore, they experience
no problem in solicitation of cardholders, in collection or
delinquent account. It is interesting to note that Mastercharge
Information obtained through a personal interview with an
executive of Customer Services Department of Hong Kong Shanghai
Banking Corporation on Dec. 29, 1977.
here is operated within the scope of the Customer Services Depart-
ment of Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation. As Mastercharge
here has taken an E T approach with restricted membership and
does not intend to appeal to the public in future, its operation
is to function as a payment settlement agent within the whole
Interbank Card System.
The above five credit card operations make up the major credit
card activities and entities within the credit card industry. Yet
there are a few more minor organisations. A brief introduction is
given for each organisation.
Global VIP Credit Card
It is a locally based credit card operated by the Universal
Finance Co. Ltd. Though the criteria for granting a credit card is
similar to consumer credit, the VIP card is just another E T card
as its main purpose is to facilitate purchases within the Colony.
Started in the early 1960!s, Mr. Allan Lau of Universal Finance Co.
Ltd. introduced the first local credit card plan to Hong Kong. How¬
ever, due to inexperience in the early stage of the operation and
the cultural factors, VIP Credit Card suffered a great loss. Yet in
recent years they have been able to improve the system and eliminate
many losses. It is an E T card because it does not allow partial
payments and no interest is charged on the overdue balance. The main
income for the whole operation is the discount commission from
merchants.
Information obtained through a personal interview with an
executive of Global VIP Credit Card Co. Ltd. on Jan. 5, 1978.
Shinpan Credit Card
It is a branch operation of Shinpan Credit Card plan in Japan,
the Mastercharge affiliate member in Japan, The local operation
resembles the Japanese system with the only exception being the
currency demonination. At present, it issues credit cards to
Japanese resident here and also Chinese employees of Japanese firms.
There are plans to have Shinpan Credit Card go to the public
gradually if the approval of the Japanese Government can be obtained.
Generally they adopt a very conservative credit control system and
a careful or reserved expansion program in their future growth.
2,2 Bank Operated Credit Card
As the credit card business requires huge financial resources,
it is logical to find that all the major cards are operated by
commercial banks either directly as BankAmericard and Mastercharge,
or indirectly as 0TB Credit Card. American Express operates in
the American Express Banking Corporation in Hong Kong to coordinate
its credit card plan while the Diners Club is strongly backed by
the Chartered Bank in Kong Kong,
It seems that there is an unique relationship between the
banking industry and the credit card business. In fact, they are
both concerned with the lending of money. What follows will be
a general exploration of this phenomena rather than a full
elaboration of technical banking considerations and credit card
1 Information obtained through a personal interview with an
executive of Nippon Shinpan (Asia) Ltd. on Jan. 25, 1978.
functions. Readers will find a more banking oriented discussion
in Chapter 6. Now, let us see why in Hong Kong, there is such
an intimate relationship between banking and credit card.
Firstly, credit cards are in fact a kind of consumer credit. It
is basically the management of lending and borrowing money, control
and collection. So it is logical to have banks which have the
recognised expertise in this field to take over such specialised
functions and activities.
Secondly, the use of credit card means that the credit
institutions have to pay the merchants first while customers may
have a free credit period from 2 to 9 weeks depending on the billing
cycle. Thus there is a lag between the pay-out and the pay-in.
Considering the large amount of transaction per day, about HK$ 2
million daily, only banks, which have a relatively low cost of
capital, can afford to finance such operations.
Thirdly, the U.S. credit card is a product to serve consumers,
thus it is necessary to have the organisations which have very
frequent contact with the general public. The banking industry in
Hong Kong is highly developed and has developed an extensive
banking system. We find that for every 10,000 persons, we have
Estimated annual turnover is HK$643.88 million. (Table 7.7,
p. 176).
1.17 banks. Thus banks are ideal institutions to offer such
consumer services.
Fourth, credit cards are a new service in Hong Kong. It is
a challenge to the Chinese traditional belief that one should
not entangle oneself in debt. Debt financing is a completely
revolutionary financial idea to the Chinese public. Thus such
a service requires a lengthy and exoensive promotional effort.
Banks in Hong Kong are capable of both.
Fifth, just like the case of Japan twenty years ago, Hong Kong
banking is encountering keen competition for customers and deposits.
Credit cards are a new attraction to add more customers to the
existing list or to nrevent the loss of existing customers.
However, there is another distinguishing feature of the bank
operated credit card in Hong Kong. In the U.S., most of the bank
operated credit cards are in the form of charge account. They offer
consumer credit rather than purchasing convenience and services. In
Hong Kong, we sense that only the East Asia BankAmericard closely
functions as bank card while all the rest function as E T credit
card. A number of reasons have been offered by various interviewees to
Y.C. Jao, 1974-, Banking and Currency in Hong Kong, A study
of Postwar Financial Development, Macmillan Press Ltd., London,
p. 20.
explain this phenomenon.
First, the Chinese culture is a predominant factor. It is
a traditional virtue for people not to be in debt. Thus, credit
card should be able to identify one's credit worthiness rather
than one's need for financing. So a credit card would receive
more acceptance by the Chinese public, especially among the top
executives and business figures if it is positioned as a prestigeous
product.
Second, nearly half of the American families have credit cards,
thus the credit card in the States is to facilitate purchases for
the general households. However, in Hong Kong, one of the con¬
ditions for a credit card company to grant a credit card is a
monthly income of HK$4.,000 or more, thus we actually find that not
too many households are entitled to a credit card. Thus the credit
card is merely a means of payment than a means of financing.
Third, most of the daily purchases are small items. Thus it
is not necessary to use credit card as it is less convenient than
cash payment. On the other hand any large items may mean that it
exhausts or even exceeds the credit limit, so they cannot get their
purchase with their credit card.
Fourth, hire-purchase is very popular for most consumer
durables. Items with price as low as HKlOO often allows
hire-purchase arrangement thus it reduces the needs of installment
plan under the bank card system.
Fifth, the sources of financing for consumers are numerous in
Hong Kong. There are personal loans, borrowings from finance
companies, pawnshops, bank lending, sales credits, instalment plans,
hire purchase etc. all try to cater the consumers' need and
facilitate purchasing. This is reduces the need for credit card
usage as a debt financing device.
3.0 CREDIT CARD OPERATION
Introduction
In this chapter, we shall examine the general framework of
credit card operations. Though it is understood that each credit
card company has its own internal operating system and control
as well as different approaches or policies, they follow a general
pattern in their operation as the product is uniformly applied
or practised.
3»1 Local Operation
First let us examine the regional operation of credit
transactions in Hong Kong. Within this general category, we shall
discuss on the general functioning, the operation, the marketing
mix, the acceptance agreement (i.e. the credit card company and
customer relationship) as well as the reimbursement procedures.
Afterward, we shall investigate the worldwide credit card
transaction from a global point of view. We shall investigate
the macro-credit card organisation, international flow of funds
and the reimbursement control across national boundaries. This
chapter aims at a general understanding about the credit card
business's framework. Various problems and considerations will be
dealt with in the following chapters.
From the regional point of view, a credit card transaction
involves 3 parties: the credit card issuer, the credit card holder
and the associate merchant. Generally speaking, the relationship
between the credit card company and the cardholder or the credit
card company with the associate merchant is one governed by the
contractual relationship (we shall discuss different kinds of
such contractual relationship in Chapter 8) while the relationship
between cardholder and associate merchant is one of ordinary
buying and selling transaction. Thus the credit card under this
relationship is to serve as a medium of exchange or a means of
payment. The following diagram indicates the relationship of a
credit card transaction. In fact, the two distinct areas of
operation are quite different. The only entangling between the
two distinct activities arises from conflicts from the cardholder
and merchant relationship.












FIGURE 3.1 THE RELATIONSHIP AMONG THE CREDIT CARD
COMPANY, CARDHOLDER AND ASSOCIATE MERCHANT
In order to facilitate the understanding of the operation
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FIGURE 3.2 A TYPICAL CREDIT CARD COMPANY
AND ITS DEPARTMENT
The actual functioning of the Customer Department and the
Merchant Department will be discussed in Chapter 4- and 5
respectively. The workings of the International Department will
be revealed later in this chapter. Before that, let us examine
another chart which shows the actual transactions of the credit





















FIGURE 3.3 THE TRANSACTION RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CARDHOLDER, MERCHANT AND CREDIT
CARD COMPANY
A merchant member identified himself by the decal or the
promotion materials provided by the credit card company. He will
put such decals or signs in front of the shop or in the show
window to inform and to attract cardholders. When a cardholder
sees that the shop accepts his credit card and he needs the goods
or services offered in the shop, he will go into the shop and
order the item of his choice. In payment, he tenders his credit
card to the shopkeeper who in turn would check the validity of
the credit card. If the card is valid, he will put the card onto
an imprinter with a sales draft or charge voucher or sales slip,
whatever name it is called, over it and press the particulars
onto the sales draft. Of course, he has to put in the amount of
transaction. Then the cardholder has to acknowledge such transac¬
tion by signing his name onto the credit sales draft. Naturally,
the shopkeeper has to ensure that the signature on the credit
card is same or at least similar to that signed by the customer.
After that the cardholder can have possession of the goods or
services and leave happily.
At the end of the business day or it may be weekly, the shop¬
keeper will collect all the sales drafts and total the amount.
He will send one copy of the sales drafts to the credit card
company for reimbursement. The credit card office will check the
validity of all the presented sales drafts to ensure there is no
irregularity or mis-acceptance. After deducting the prearranged
discount commission, the credit card company reimburses the
merchant with the proceeds either by cheque or by credits into
the merchant's bank account. The account department will make
entries into respective cardholder's account which may be ledgers
under a manual system or data input in the form of tape or cards
under a computerised system. When It is the billing date, monthly
statements will be sent out to card holders for collection.
Payments can be made in forms of cash settlement, cheque or
automatic debit system.
Of course, the total operation is not as simple as described
above and by no means representing the whole picture. There are
considerable complicated procedures for granting credit, card
issuance, credit control, control over irregularities, etc.,
which we shall investigate in the Ahapter on Consumer Profile.
Besides, there are various controls for the merchant members and we
shall explore this area under the topic on Merchant Profile. But
now let us have a look on the marketing mix of the credit card
business.
Marketing Mix
As there are two major activities of credit card operation,
so the marketing mix of the credit card business is also divided
into two sectors. Following the conventional identification of
marketing mix by 5 Ps, namely: product, price, promotion, personal
selling and place, we shall examine the marketing effort within
each of these topics.
Price
With regard to consumer aspect of credit card issuance,
'price' means both the annual subscription and interest charges.
The interest charges on overdue payment is quite uniform. Normally
credit card companies charge an interest rate of 1.55 on the over¬
due monthly outstanding balance. This represents an annual flat
rate of 18$. But in terms of real rate, it is over 20$. We find
there is little discrepany in this practice of overdue interest
even though T E cards have the policy to demand full payment in
the monthly settlement of bills while bank card prefers to have
customers to make use of the installment repayment plan as interest
under the bank card plan represents a major source of income.
However, T E card companies and bank card companies follow
different policies for membership price. T E credit card plans,
aiming at a more selective cardholder base, requires an annual
subscription which normally runs in the range of HK$100 to HK$150.
Perhaps such membership fee may ensure a member list of more frequent
card users than inactive accounts. It has been suggested that a
membership fee encourages people to make full use of the free
credit period especially in heavy purchases. Thus the company can
earn more in discount commission. Bank cards with the main purpose
of facilitating general purchases do not charge an annual sub¬
scription from cardholders. Of course, such practices helps them
to lengthen their cardholder list very quickly, thus the number of
card issued by BankAmericard out-numbers most of its credit card
counterparts. This policy enables a greater number to be entitled
for a credit card and would contribute to a greater transaction
amount.
But all the credit cards restricted for local transaction
require no subscription charge. There is no charge because there
is lower credit risk, and greater ease of control. Also cards
restricted to local use permit greater effect from promotion point
of view. And it is hoped that such local cardholders can become
heavy user or make use of credit terms or to become international
cardholders if their income increases in future.
Promotion
For promotion activities, we find that both T E and bank
card again follow different policy. Bank credit cards are
basically a consumer credit retailing business. So they take a
more active and aggress role in promoting the product. The bank
cards have to ensure a broader customer base and a greater sales
volume. Thus they appeal to the middle and upper income groups.
They solicitate their customers very actively. The approach
professional people such as qualified accountants, doctors,
engineers, senior government servants, well-known personalities
and big depositors of banks. They use direct mailing in the early
stage of the operation. Also they schedule advertising or promotion
programmes to educate the public about the benefits of credit card
so as to stimulate demand for their product. They make use of mass
communication channels such as newspapers and television for their
promotion work.
But such aggressive action is obviously absent from the
promotion effort of T E credit card organisations. Normally,
they adopt a more passive role in promoting the product. They
hold the belief that customers should have the necessary credit
but what they need is purchasing facilities, so the T E credit
card organisations do more to build up the purchasing facilities,
that is to enlarge the merchant list rather than to enlarge the
cardholder's listing in a short period of time. They suggest
that if the cardholders have no need for purchasing facilities,
it is no use to offer him the credit card. So they let the
customer to decide when he should apply for the credit card. Most
of the T E organisations believe in the self-education or need-
recognition process of cardholders. They sense that the card¬
holder would promote their card service to their friends and
relatives or business associates if their services prove to be
superior and they would then become valued customers, heavy users
or reliable cardholders. Thus promotion work is piece meal and
occasional. They use advertisements in magazines, mostly trade
business magazines, to gain goodwill as a means to position their
product as one of status and prestigeous service.
Product
The product again is differentiated because the different.
Philosophy between bank card and T E card. As suggested, the
T E credit card is in fact positioned as a prestigeous service
to wealthy people. It serves the cardholders with purchasing
convenience and the means of payment, too. Under this interpre¬
tation, the credit card is regarded as money used in transactions
and serves as a medium of exchange. Together with this money
function, T E cards benefit their customers in the buying
process through their effort in merchandising, a relative distinct
service for T E card only. In this case, the credit card agent
serves as a bridge between the merchant and cardholder. As
cardholders are mostly busy business executives and have little
time to do shopping, the credit card agent help direct merchandising
promotion to their own cardholders. For instance, Diners Club
in Hong Kong derived considerable income from this service.
Therefore the whole idea of T E card is to serve the cardholder
in shopping, travelling and merchandising. Customers are assumed
to have the necessary financial resources before the purchasing
decision. Thus credit card company with this philosophy offers
little credit services. There is no limitation of amount to be
spent by cardholders, though there must be a sort of internal
limit for credit control as a security purpose. Cardholders are
expected to settle the outstanding balance in full when due.
Bank cards are operated in a different fashion. With charge
account originally serving housewives in their daily purchases,
the bank card actually offers a kind of consumer credit. It is
common to find them using advertisements such as 'Fly now, pay
later.1' or 'Buy now, pay later 1' They strive for a good listing
of merchants which enables more purchasing and a larger credit
transaction turnover. This encourages cardholders to utilize the
credit opportunity offered. Thus we see that credit service,
not purchasing services, are the primary purpose of the bank card.
As it is a credit service, thus we find several distinct features
of bank credit cards.
First there is a credit limit for each cardholder. As a
general guideline, it is approximately the amount of monthly
disposable income of the cardholder. He is expected to spend to
the greatest extent his monthly income only. Another purpose of
credit limit is to facilitate credit control and decisions so as
to minimize credit risk. Of course, credit card companies do
follow a very flexible credit policy, as there are differences
in purchasing behaviour, capital consumption, increases in incomes
and occasional purchases of expensive items.
Secondly, the bank credit card serves as a form of consumer
installment credit. In order to finance expensive items or
durables, bank cards introduce the partial payment schemes.
Cardholder may be required to pay only 10% of the monthly balance
or a minimum amount. Naturally, interest will be charged on the
unpaid balance. Thus it is similar to the consumer financing as
hire-purchase, but it is more flexible for bank credit card
holders.
Thirdly, the bank card is, by nature, a revolving credit to
consumers. They have an over-draft limit for them to utilise each
month. After payment, eithin in full or partial, card holders
can utilise the credit as long as the amount of over-draft is
within credit limit.
Thus it is easy to see that the operation is one of customer-
credit provision. Though it also serves as a medium of exchange,
very often from the consumers' stand-point it is a source of
credit- consumer debt. It is the credit which they can make use
of to buy goods and services even though they may not have the
necessary means of payment. They would be especially true when the
customer requests partial repayment on his monthly statement.
Though we claim to be able to distinguish bank credit cards
and T E credit cards through their different philosophy and
service functions, it is hard to make such distinction in real
life. As the credit card business is extremely competitive,
credit card gradually becomes a more homogeneous product combining
the two functions. Each tries to offer more services than those
provided by their competitors. We now find bank credit cards
heavily involved in purchasing services and in travelling while
T E cards now allow more members from middle income groups and
offer the choice of partial payment. Such competitive attitudes
may explain the development of locally used credit card issued
by both T E credit card agents and the bank credit card plan.
Place and Personal Selling
There is little difference between bank card and T E card
in the areas of marketing mix. They are both basically concerned
with consumers service. They are both involved in the retailing
business. Both credit card organisations have a direct and
personal contact with their customers. Though credit card plans
such as Mastercharge, 0TB and BankAmericard make use of the
banking network of their parent company or associate commercial
banks and have a more intimate touch with their customers, we
find that companies such as Diners Club and American Express,
through their associated banks, have an equivalent role in
customer relations. This is attributable to the full development
of the banking services and the branching network in the Colony.
Up to now, all that has been discussed regarding the marketing
mix is but one of the two major activities of credit card business,
namely, that part concerning the cardholders. In order not to
confuse readers with the marketing mix of associated merchants,
we shall leave that discussion for Chapter A under the topic of
Merchant Profile.
Credit Card Organisation and Consumers Relationship
The credit cary company- card holder relationship is deter¬
mined fundamentally by the philosophy under each of the credit
cards operations. And in the case of credit card business it is
readily understood through the contractual agreement between the
credit card organisation and cardholders. A typical membership
agreement is suggested in the following pages for reference, but
two major points are raised at the outset.
First, we can immediately understand that the credit card
service is seperated from the actual merchandise transaction. It
is an uniquely new product or service and it is governed by the
Agreement only. That is why all credit card companies in Hong
Kong would assume no responsibility for any complaints about the
merchandise though in practice they may take the role as a mediator
in a dispute between the consumer and the merchant.
Second, readers, after consulting the two different agreements
should understand that the agreement governing the T E credit
card activities is really service-oriented while the bank card
offers a financial mix to the cardholder and governs such operations
and relationships through the membership agreement.
3•2 International Operations
From the consumers1 standpoint, credit cards offer a more
valuable service in their international operations. Within the
card holders1 local community, there are always numerous ways for
them to get purchasing service or financial assistance. There are
buying agents, brokers, mail order organisations, door-to-door
salesman, promotion pamphets, reply slips, advertisements etc.,
to assist the consumer to make his choice, to inform him about new
products and to facilitate his purchases. There are plans to help
people to accomplish purchases such as hire-purchase, credit sales,
discount cards, purchasing installment plans, small personal loans,
bank borrowing, pawn shops, personal lending, etc.. These offer
some services similar to credit cards. However, it is not quite
possible to make use of all such service during travel because the
travelling executive may not be on the list of the direct mailing
list or has no stable residence where the salesman can call. Or
the credit worthiness of the person is unknown to local financial
institutions and very often the identity is hard to ascertain.
But a credit card can serve better.
With a credit card, the cardholder can buy at shop which
identifies its merchant membership by the credit card agents'
promotion decals or signs on the show windows. Thus they can buy
on credit and there is no need for him to carry much cash. There
are directories issued by credit card centres to inform cardholders
which merchants honor the credit card in various localities. Thus
cardholder can know where to shop.
In fact, international operations account for a major part
of the credit card business in Hong Kong. For instance, only
15% of the total billings of American Express arosed from in-
country transactions. It is estimated in 1976, the use of credit
card as a means of payment accounted for 11% of total tourists
expenditure and approximately 50-60% of total credit card billings
p
in Hong Kong. Thus it is essential to understand credit card
operation on the international basis.
The international operation is heavily dependent upon the
structure of various credit card organisations. There are basic¬
ally two main types. One results from franchising and resembles
that of the corresponding banks open account system. The other
resembles the format of cheque clearing house of the banking
system. Let us review the latter one first.
Those credit card organisations which operate their international
settlement as the banks' clearing houses are BankAmericard (now
named VISA), Mastercharge, and American Express. There is an
uniform procedure to govern international transaction between
various centres or affiliate members. The chart below suggested
the international operation.
Hong Kong Tourist Association, Survey Statistics Department,
1977, A Statistical Review of Tourism, Hong Kong 1976, p. IS.
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FIGURE 3.U INTERNATIONAL OPERATION OF CREDIT CARD
BODY: FLOW OF SALES DRAFTS
There is a headquarter organisation to serve all inter¬
national transactions. For instance, Master Charge has the
Interbank Organisation, BankAmericard has IEOTCO, etc. Under
such system we find that there is no direct relationship between
affiliate members. All members have to deal with the headquarters
organisation. When a foreign cardholder makes a purchase with
his credit card in a given country, the local affiliate bank will
then send the sales draft to the headquarters for reimbursement.
The headquarters will sort out all the sales draft into member bank
order and send the sales draft to the member for collection. Upon
receipt of the sales drafts, the member banks have to check the
regularities of all the sales drafts and reimburse the headquarters
with the proceeds. Afterwards, they will debit the individual
customers accounts. The headquarters upon receipt of the proceeds,
would deduct all the charges and transfer the proceeds to the
collecting centres either in open account or by telegraphic transfer.
It is not necessary to have all the member banks to operate
under the same name. Master Charge is an affiliate member of
Interbank Card Organisation. The Access Card in Britain and
Eurocard etc. are also members under the same organisation. On
the other hand, a highly centralised and standardised operation
as American Express operates under one single name on a global
basis. There is a great tendency for credit card organisations
to operate under a single trade name and standardised procedures.
Recently, BankAmericard members, previously operating under
different names as Barclay's Card etc. have changed to a more
uniform name- VISA.
The other form of international settlement is the direct
dealing relationship among members as a result of extensive
franchising. An example is the Diners Club. Such relationships









FIGURE 3.5 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONSHIP OF FRANCHISED
CREDIT CARD OPERATIONS
Under this system, very often, there is no uniform operational
procedure. All is to be settled by individual agreement arranged
between members. Thus there may be different charges, fees and
reimbursement methods depending on the bargaining power, exchange
facilities, government control and reimbursement facilities in
each member countries.
A major criticism on such practice is the lack of uniformity
which is an essential consideration to have smooth international
operation. Very often, the franchisees look only to their own
interests and they prefer to protect their discount income and
stand behind only their own merchant establishment. There is a
price for such behaviour. Foreign cardholders may not be satisfied
with the goods and services which they obtain. They may believe
that they have been cheated and demand refund. They will be even
more dissatisfied if they find that the franchisee in that country
refuses to act accordingly or tends to be biased towards the local
merchants in such claims. Frequently, there are conflicts and pro¬
blems between franchisees for these reasons.
Any international transactions, even under the uniform
operation, involves problem of foreign exchange, international
debt settlement and exchange control laws among the countries
concerned. Let us go into each item briefly.
Foreign Exchange
From the customer's point of view, he is exposed to exchange
risks especially in operations such as the American Express system
under which purchases are made in local currencies. When a
tourist travels abroad and pays for his goods or services with
his credit card, all transactions must be carried out in the local
currencies. The accounting office of the local credit card centre,
after collecting all the sales draft for the foreign cardholders,
will present the sales drafts to the foreign centers with the
total amount expressed in the foreign currency. Generally the
local centers use the bank's buying rate in such procedures.
Upon receipt of the sales draft, the foreign centre will reimburse
the presenting centre with either an open account credit or a
telegraphic transfer in foreign currency. When the cardholder's
monthly statement comes, some purchases were accomplished in what
is foreign currency for the cardholder. He has to settle these
purchases with his own local currency by buying foreign currency
from the credit card company. This time, the credit card company
sells foreign currency and applies a higher selling rate. It is
generally the case that the amount of billings would be greater
than the sum signed on the sales draft as a result of such foreign
exchange procedures.
The exchange risks become even greater in the case of a Hong
Kong resident American Express cardholder who makes purchases in
Hong Kong with his credit card. The diagram below presents a






































FIGURE 3.6 PAYMENT OPERATION- AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE
IN AMERICAN EXPRESS SYSTEM
In the American Express case illustrated above, the Hong
Kong office of American Express converts the Hong Kong dollar
purchase amount to U.S. dollars before sending to the Accounting
Centre in the U.S. Here a further conversion to Pound Sterling
occurs before sending the draft to the cardholder's billing centre
in the U.K. The U.K. billing centre then bills the Hong Kong
cardholder in Pound Sterling through the American Express Service
Department in Hong Kong. The cardholder will usually pay in
Hong Kong dollars, which requires another conversion from Pound
Sterling.
Of course there are occasions in which the customer gains
positive exchange benefit especially when the exchange rate for
the particular foreign currency goes down. But generally speaking,
the more stages of foreign transactions the procedure involves;
the greater risk in foreign exchange the cardholder has to take.
International Payment Settlement
Such international transactions also causes considerable
work, if not problems to the credit card companies.
Firstly, such international transactions require a longer
time for settlement and delivery. This means a longer financing
period for the credit card company, and a greater financing cost
for the reimbursement of funds to merchants. Normally, it takes
3 to 7 days to settle operations at the international level.
Secondly, during this period, the company is exposed to
exchange risks also. It is not uncommon to find that after
presenting the sales draft, the foreign currency depreciates
by 10$, it means that the credit card company local affiliate
is going to get less than the original amount. On the other
hand, the exchange rate could go up, in which case the local affili¬
ate gains.
Thirdly, such international transactions involve greater
operational costs than local activities. For instance, there are
often special arrangements with the Post Office for express
delivery for sales drafts, naturally at a higher delivery cost.
There are more operational controls. Sales drafts have to be
duplicated for record keeping or for protection against loss
during delivery. More man-power is required to regulate such
transactions. Very often the local affiliates have to finance the
operationed expenses of the headquarter of the international credit
card organisations. For example a 1% commission is charged on all
international transactions for local centre rebate commission to
foreign centres and operational expenses of IBANCO of BankAmericard.
It is common to see such commissions as high as 2,75% under the
Diners Club system.
Fourthly, there are also costs for internation payment.
Such payment may be in the form of credit or debit entry to open
accounts similar to the system adopted in corresponding banks, or
it may a draft, a telegraphic transfer, a letter transfer. This
involves costs and stamp duty for international fund transfer.
If the amount for settlement is small, the cost would be quite
signaficant oroportionally.
Lastly, there may be problems in such international payments
as a result of international politics, government exchange
control, fluctuation or floating of foreign currency, strikes
and riots, wars, etc.
It is not our intention to broaden our discussion on these
considerations but we would like to make readers to aware that
the international operation is by no means a simple system as
suggested in the graphs.
4.0 CREDIT MANAGEMENT IN THE CREDIT CARD BUSINESS
Introduction
The failure or loss of credit card organisation in the early
years have been attributed to inexperience in this field which
caused large amounts of uncollectable accounts. Sound credit
management is essential to the success of a credit card company
to reduce its financial costs, its operational risks, and to
secure its corporate image. In this respect, American Express is
very successful. It has been widely recognised as a high class
credit card for credit worthy individuals. As a result, Amex
skims the cream from the credit risk market. Its demographic
profile shows that 50% of its cardholders earn more than US$25,000
per year. Ninety one percent pay their bill within 30 days, 95%
pay within three months. And Amex credit losses average some
0.8%, on a five-year basis; which is about half of that of bank
cards.
In this chapter, we shall review consumer credit management
from the credit card agent's viewpoint. We shall study the credit
investigation, credit granting, control operations with delinquent
Business Week, Dec. 19 1977 Edition; American Express, Why
Everybody wants a piece of its business.
accounts and the possible remedies for delinquent accounts.
4-.1 Credit Investigation
Credit to consumers is a means of obtaining something for
nothing. And we find in the most wealthy country on earth, credit
is widely utilised. The Survey Research Center at the University
of Michigan reports that in 1970 nearly half of all American
families had outstanding installment debts. Nearly one in ten
ranged from US$1,000 to $2,000. In 1974., consumer credit totalled
US$188.06 billion. We find at the same time there has been a
flourishing growth in credit agencies. There are 2,500 credit
reporting agencies in the United States with information on 110
million people. One agency alone can release thousands or reports
2
daily and has files on 30 million people.
Due to the relatively short history in the credit card business
in Hong Kong and the conservative attitude of Chinese people towards
credit or financial disclosure, credit reporting agencies have a
limited role in the credit card business. Still the major credit
card companies, such as BankAmericard and American Express, emplo
credit bureaus to check or to confirm the information in the
application form. Here, the credit bureau does not become involv
Edward T. Burda, 1975, Consumer Finance, Harcourt Brace
Jovanovick, Inc., U.S.A.; p. 88.
Ibid., p. 89.
in activity similar to credit rating bureaus in the U.S.A. They
try to confirm and to make comments on the information inside
the application form by telephone checking with the applicant's
employer or the applicant directly. Of course, they check the
reliability and validity of information through other means such
as land search or company search with the registrar, etc. But the
final credit decision is made by the credit card agents.
Most of the credit investigation is done through the banking
information system through bankers' enquiries. In general, such
enquiries provide very limited and non-material information as
'satisfactory routine transactions', 'careful with his financial
activities', or 'inactive'. In fact, seldom would bankers give an
unfavourable opinion on their customers. Yet, it is possible to
understand the stability or the length or the applicant's account,
and sometimes the average balance or frequency of transactions.
Such bankers enquiries may be significant especially in Hong Kong
as we have a very comprehensive banking system.
Additionally, the bank's own customer list is a primary area
for solicitation of credit card holders. Thus, there is a long
and detailed financial history behind each potential cardholder.
Bank information is most valuable for credit decisions. As a
matter of fact, Mastercharge in Hong Kong make their credit decision
relying solely on the applicant's financial history with the Hong
Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation. It should be more correct to
say that Master Charge Credit card is offered to the Bank's account
holders who show extremely good financial strength and solid
background.
If the applicants keep no account with the credit card
issuing bank and the bank or credit card organisation employs no
credit bureau, credit investigation is the main duty of the
credit department within the credit card company. The staff in
the credit department have to ascertain the proper identity of
the applicant and his income and other information as well. In
this regard, they rely on offical evidence such as tax returns,
and income certification of large companies, bank statements,
property tax demand notes and rates demand notes etc. Evidence
such as employer's certification of income and financial statements
are often not highly regarded because there is little assurance
of the validity of the information. This information and evidence
is vulnerable to manipulation. The only exception is the credit
investigation work of Shinpan Credit Card system which issues
cards to Japanese resident here and the Chinese employees of the
Japanese firms. Actually, they get all the relevant credit
information from the Japanese employers or companies.
A major problem in credit investigation is in ascertaining
the applicant's identity. As most applications and even investi¬
gations are done by post or telephone, it is hard to say that the
applicant's name on the application form is true. There may be
a great potential for loss if a credit card is issued to a
fictitious or fraudulent person. He can manipulate his purchase
by stretching the limit- having all the purchasing under the
floor limit. It is easy to learn such floor limits through the
merchant members. There has been suggestions to print the card¬
holder's photograph on the credit card, but this means higher
operational costs, more control work and inconvenience to the
cardholder.
Another problem is that people simply have little trust in
such credit investigations. They fear that their true earnings
may be released to the Inland Revenue Department or even the
I.C.A.C., but they prefer at the same time a true or representative
credit limit for their financial status. This often results in
the dissatisfaction of the applicant as the credit card company
cannot make a decision on the credibility of the applicant.
Very often, as a compromise, credit card companies accepts
issue a credit card to the applicant if he can offer guarantees
from some other credit card holder or persons with sound financial
trust-worthiness. As an alternative, the credit card company
also accepts deposits as security. Of course, they would revise
such requirement if the transaction with that cardholder proves
to be satisfactory.
Even though we have specified the problems and difficulties in
conducting a credit investigation, one credit card company
official suggested a more optimistic view of this aspect of
credit management. He said that this decade, we have the best
credit checking devices, the best financial analytical tools,
the best information network, a tremendous information and
communication flow and control system and the best credit bureau
functioning we have ever had. Thus, at the present moment, losses
should be a minimum throughout the entire history of credit card.
4.2 Granting of Credit Limit
After the credit investigation or confirmation, it is time
for the company to consider whether the applicant should be
granted a credit card. Generally, credit card companies indicated
that they have to consider several matters before aoproval or
refusal is made. They have to consider the applicant's income,
his job stability, his job nature and position, his credit worth¬
iness, his expenditure pattern and possible his capital resources.
Income
The applicant's income is the main consideration that has to
be satisfied first before other elements are considered. The
income level has been viewed as more importance than the assets
behind the applicant. Assets have problems of proper valuation,
difficulties in realisation, and little value in generating cash
1
Information obtained through a personal interview with an
executive on East Asia BankAmericard Centre of Bank of America on
Dec. 22, 1977.
flow, especially properties for self-accommodation. In fact, they
may mean additional costs and thus more expenses for maintenance
and upkeep. Only income represents a steady inflow of cash or
similar liquid assets with which the cardholder can repay the
credit card company for the amount he has spent. Income level
also indicates the earning power, and thus the repayment power,
of the applicant. Therefore, credit card companies try to solicit
their cardholders from high income groups such as top company
executives and professional people as doctors, lawyers, account¬
ants, etc. All of them can be quite certain to have a steady
and increasingly high income in the future. They may have
difficulties in ascertaining the income of businessmen, commissions
earned by salesmen. Credit card companies have generally been
quite conversative or reserved in accepting of the figures supplied
by individuals from these groups.
The income level requirement differs among the credit card
companies. An American Express official indicated that the
criteria for obtaining a card are a minimum income of US$12,500.00
and they are considering revising that upward. Stability of
employment, such as two years or more in a job; stability of life
cycles, credit references and a reasonable consistency of credit
experience. In Hong Kong, American Express would only consider
Business Week, Dec. 19, 1977, Edition; American Express,
Why Everybody wants a piece of its business.
those applicants with an annual income over HK$80,000.00. Diners
Club and BankAmericard accept applicants with annual income over
HK$50,000.00 though an applicant with a lower annual income of
HK$30,000.00 may be granted a local card or a card with lower
credit limit. Minor credit card operations accept applicants
with an monthly income over HE$2,000.00.
Job Nature and Stability
Besides income, job nature and stability is the second most
significant criteria. One official says, We get the nice, solid
citizen. As the risks of credit card business really depend on
how much receivables the company can collect, frequent changes of
job nature and location often indicate not only a fluctuating
income and thus repayment power, but it also means higher risk in
collecting the receivables, and potentially higher cost in the
collecting operation and a higher bad debt rate.
Job nature and stability receive special attention from the
credit card company. Given the high mobility of the working class
in the Colony, it is difficult and expensive, to keep track of the
movement of the cardholder. Some cardholders simply leave the
Country without settling their accounts. As a rule of thumb,
they accept the application if the applicant has shown that he
has been working with the same company for at least 2 years.
1
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There are some trades or positions that the credit card agents
discriminate against because of the high risk involved. Salesmen
who have an irregular income and consumption pattern are often
denied a card. Through their operating experience the credit
card companies understand the consumption patterns and credit
worthiness of certain trades or employment. But there is price
for such discriminating issuance policies. There is often
resentment. One interviewee commented, They should also understand
the career advancement and the asset accumulation instead of
rejecting all applications with employment term under one year.
I can do without the credit card. But they simply lose business
really.
Besides stability, credit personnel also examine the position
or the rank of the applicant. American Express prefer to have
top executive who may travel a lot and become heavy users. While
Shinpan Credit Card suggests that they consider very seriously
the marital status of the applicant. They suggest there is a
definite relationship between a married man and his stability or
financial responsibility.
Credit Worthiness
Credit worthiness is also important as it stands for the
applicant's trustworthiness with the credit. Can he manage his
credit card? Would he pay the outstanding balance promptly?
Does he act beyond his menas? Does he have a bad financial record?
Has he ever been involved in a financial case or conflict? Is
he a responsible person who will meet his financial obligations?
The credit card company would like to have answers to all these
questions. They welcome positive answers. One way to understand
the credit worthiness of the applicant is through the banker's
enquiry. Though it is unable to gather any specific credit
information, it is possible to learn the history of the account,
stability of account balances, the activeness of the bank
transactions, etc.
Another way is to solicit credit reference from third parties
such as applicant's employers or his suggested credit reference.
Credit card companies often write to the applicant's employer,
asking him to state the employment history and comment on the
credit standing of the applicant. They may also contact other
financial institutions that have financial transactions with the
applicant such as commercial banks, finance companies, other credit
card agents, hire-purchase agents and even individuals. They try
to determine the applicant's financial integrity- that is whether
he makes payments punctually or remains as a delinquent account.
Through this, they assess the existing financial obligations. They
would not extend too much credit beyond the repayment power of the
applicant. One East Asia BankAmericard official said~ that No
Information obtained through a oersonal interview with an
executive of East Asia BankAmericard Centre of Bank of America on
Dec. 22, 1977.
one will be so silly to lend money to some who cannot repay his
debt. They are just giving their money away.
Expenditure Pattern
Furthermore, the credit card organisations would like to
know the expenditure pattern of the applicant, what interests them
most is the disposable income of the applicant. They determine
the net disposable income by deducting all fixed payments such as
rents, installments, subscriptions and financial obligations from
the applicant's monthly income. After that, this should be the
amount the applicant can use and should use but not more; otherwise
he is spending more than he could afford.
Generally, the amount of disposable income is taken as the
credit limit for bank cards. Some may apply a definite percentage
on the applicant's income as the credit limit. But the essence is
that he should not spend more than he can repay.
Occasionally, there are people who can afford to spend more
than he earns as he may have other sources of income. He may
have fixed assets or shares to generate cash for his spending
or he may use his past savings. All these have to be properly
taken notice of by the credit card company. In fact, the credit
limit is suggested as a tool for control. And it is intended to
be a flexible one. After a certain period of time, if the credit
card company notices that the cardholder always uses the full
credit limit and he pays promptly, they would revise the credit
limit upward. It is suggested that they would normally allow an
additional 10% of the credit limit to be utilised by the cardholder
provided that the transactions are normal. So some credit card
organisations, typically the T E credit card operations, reveal
no credit limit to the cardholder. In orinciple, the credit is
unlimited. Yet there is an internal credit limit for the sake
of credit control. Usually, the credit limit is a guideline for
decisions to give approval under the authorisation system or for
financial control of the credit department. Finally serves as a
guidance for the cardholder's proper utilisation of the credit
card.
Capital Mix
Finally, they have to assess the applicant's capital resources
as a collateral security to meet his debt obligations. This
category comprises of bank deposits, life insurance contributions,
share holdings, property owned by the applicant, business interest,
card and other tangible assets. Except under special situations,
rarely would they put a great weight on such securities. As
credit card is an unsecured advance and service to cardholder.
In reality, they demand no collateral. Because of its nature,
credit card agents do not have any priority claim on the cardholder's
assets. Thus they usually take any personal property or assets as
reference for one's credit worthiness. Besides, such personal
property can be disposed of or sold without notification to the
credit card company. Anyway, one's capital resources do inform
the credit card company about the financial stability, the tendency
or habit to save, and the proper handling of financial affairs of
the applicant.
Finally, a sample rating scale for credit applicants is
given below
TABLE 4.1 A SAMPLE RATING SCALE SHEET
DO YOU QUALIFY FOR CREDIT?
Rate
Yourself!
STEP 1- Select the one number on each line that most
closely describes you and enter it in the
hmr t.o t.ha crht.
SETP 2- Add your scores and enter in the Total
Score box. Now you can see how you rate.
STEP 3- If you have scored 15 points or more, complete
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U.3 Credit Control
Once a credit card is issued to the cardholder, it is similar
to giving a signed cheque to a person with the figures unprinted.
The person can put in any amount. A cardholder can use his credit
card in whatever way he likes. There are practically no res¬
trictions on the way he can use the card. However, credit card
companies manage to set up some control tools to regulate the use
of credit card.
First, control is imposed by the contractual clause of the
Membership Agreement. Readers will find a clause similar to
this:
All rights and privileges conferred upon the Holder
by the Company may be withdrawn by the Company at
anytime at its absolute discretion and the Holder
agrees to surrender the Card upon request to the
office or any authorised person of the Company.
Use of the Card by the Holder after notice of the
withdrawal of the above-mentioned rights and
privileges constitutes a fraud on the part of the
Holder and subjects the Holder to legal proceedings
Thus the credit card organisations are entitled to suspend the
utilisation of the credit card service whenever they sense it
would be wise to do so.
In fact, they have built up a 'pick-up card' system. There
is a listing of forbidden cards sent to merchants. They are
Diners Club's Rules of Membership, Clause 3; Directory
7778 Hong Kong; p. 2.
forbidden because they are either stolen on lost or because of
bad credit record and become black-listed. This list is sent to
merchants weekly or bi-weekly. In addition, they also send out
warning advices to notify the merchants not to accept credit
card transactions on particular cards. Urgent ones may be
notified by telephone with confirmation following by post. Mean¬
time, with their advice, merchant members are authorised to pick
up the card when they have found it. In order to discourage any
misuse of black-listed cards, the company offers a reward of
US$25.00 for everv oick-uo card.
Another form of control is the expiry date on the credit
card. It is suggested that normally the cycle for credit card
is one year. But it not uncommon to have a credit card issued
for a period of 3 months, 6 months or 9 months. Occasionally
credit cards are issued for a period of 2 years. Any credit card
which is expired should not be accepted and the company will take
no responsibility to reimburse the merchant. During the renewal
of a credit card, the credit card company would assess the past
performance and payment schedules of the cardholder. Only upon
satisfaction of both, would a new card be issued to the cardholder.
Quite often, the credit card organisation refuses to renew cards
after the expiry because of poor credit record. They may demand
the cardholder to settle his outstanding balance before a credit
card is renewed to him. Frequently, this proves to be an effective
and cheap way of recovery from delinquent accounts.
The expiry date in fact serves also to check the black¬
listed cards. After the expiry date, the forbidden card is
invalid and the risk resulting from misused disappears. This
means a large saving or a big reduction in losses arising from
such misuses.
Thirdly, the authorisation system does help a lot in control
and reducing the amount of overspending or financial risk.
There is a limitation to the amount a cardholder can purchase.
It is called the Floor Limit. The floor limit differs from
industry to industry. It also differs among the hours of a day.
For instance, hotels generally have a higher floor limit because
their sales per customers may be high while night-clubs at
night have a higher floor limit to facilitate ease in operation.
Some credit card companies offer 2U hour service for authorisation
while others only work in normal business hours. Of course, each
credit card company adopts a different floor limit policy but
the essence of the system is the ssme.
Together with the authorisation through merchants, the credit
limits serves as a means of internal control. This has been
explained in the above paragraphs on the determining of credit
limit. On the other hand, credit limit is also an aid to help
the customer to decide whether he should make an additional purchase
for those cases in which the customer is notified of his credit
limit.
In fact, the authorisation procedure does not deal only with
sales exceeding the floor limit. All irregularities can be
approved and authorised and worked through this authorisation
system. With this, the merchant can have a transaction on an
expored card, a black-listed card, and he can obtain a quotation
for foreign currencies.
Fourthly, there are regional limitations on the credit card
users. There are local cards issued to those who are not really
qualified for an international card. Credit card companies
want to control the users and the credit card transactions within
a certain region, so that it is easy to trace the cardholders
within the region.
Other similar controls are to issue cards with different
credit limits. In United States, BankAmericards are either
starred or unstarred.. Starred BankAmericard enjoys a higher
credit limit. The 0TB credit card is differentiated into two
kinds distinguished by colours. One local credit card company
uses a credit limit control symbol embossed on the card. For
instance, one 'A' represents a floor limit of HK$500 per purchase
while two as indicates a higher floor limit of HK$1,000 instead.
The purpose of all such controls is not to restrict
Global VIP Credit Card Company Ltd.
unnessarily purchases of the cardholder. On the contrary, the
credit card companies get the major portion of income from this
activity as discount commission. Controls are directed to
minimizing the risk of misusing the credit card and keep an eye
on the routine activities of card holders. A sudden purchasing
of expensive items or numerous transactions with one or two days
should deserve close observation or supervision from the viewpoint
of credit management.
A.4- Delinquent Account Control
Delinquent account control is another major operational
problem facing the credit department. The importance of not
prolonging outstanding indebtedness is shown in an often cited
study made by the U.S. Department of Commerce. It is found that
with increasing age, the value of account decreases. Their
shrinkage is reported as follows















1 Robert Bartels, 1967, Credit Management, The Ronald Press
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Collection effort is further complicated by the fact that the
credit card business is extremely competitive. Tough collection
policies often means the lack of good-will, poor customer
relationship and bad corporate image.
A Survey on the Delinquency of
Hong Kong's Credit Card Industry
Though collection is a complicated operation as it involves
the sales department, customer service and the operation of credit
department, uncollectable accounts are in fact not an important
problem. Nearly all interviewees of the credit card companies
replied immediately that they have no delinquency problem.
We have taken the delinquency into the cost computation. We
don't have any problem in collection. It is an extremely minor
account. It is unvaoidable. These are typical comments.
As a general practice in the credit card business, management
writes off a certain percentage of billings volumn against income
as provision for bad debt. For instance, it is reported in the
U.S. that delinquency rate as a percentage of billings for
BankAmericard is 5% and Master Charge is 5l in 1974- American
Express reported a credit loss average 0.8% in recent years.
Some of the local credit card organisations indicated great
delinquency losses in their early years of operation. And over
the recent years, there is much improvement on this aspect. One
local official suggested that Hong Kong market is one which has
an unexpectedly low delinquency rate. Much lower than that of
American credit card operations. It's about one hundred times
lower. It is estimated that BankAmericard experienced an
delinquency rate of 0.0$. Out of total annual billings of 130
million dollars, 15 million is outstanding with 13.5 million
belonging to the latest month's billings. Thus the actually
delinquent amount is roughly 1.5 million dollars out of a total
collections of 130 million. Meanwhile, Diners Club in Hong Kong
is estimated to have an delinquency rate of 0.1% on collections.
Shinpan credit card suggested that over half of their cardholders
settle the amount in full within 30 days. Mastercharge indicated




Now let us examine the collection tools adopted in Hong Kong.
Obviously they have been very effective and successful to achieve
such a low rate in delinquent accounts. Of course, this is related
to the Chinese attitude towards debt, credit standing, general
economic conditions and the individual's financial resources. But
much is attributed to credit control and the collection efforts.
1
Information obtained through personal interviews with
various interviewees.
Credit Control
In the last section, we have examined some of the credit
control measures introduced in the credit card system. But it is
the generally conservative attitude in credit decisions and
policies that explains such a low delinquency rate. A monthly
income of about HK$5,000 in order to be qualified to be a credit
cardholder is regarded a harsh requirement. It is estimated that
only about 100,000 persons out of 4000,000 population are
qualified for a credit card by this standard. This is a rather
small portion when compared with America in which half of the
families have credit cards. So it is a specialty to the 'rich'.
A credit card company has been criticized for being too conserva¬
tive in its credit policy. The top management follows a strict
policy and rejects all authorisations above the internal credit
limit. East Asia BankAmericard revealed that they maintained a
close 'watch' over the accounts which had the balances approaching
the credit limit. They have a more flexible attitude in applying
credit limit control.
Collection
Another tool is the collection process. Most credit card
companies encourage customers to make use the auto pay system or
the authorised debit system of the Hong Kong banking industry.
Mastercharge have a prearrangement with cardholders so that their
current accounts are authorised to be debited with the outstanding
amount on billing day. Thus they collect directly from the
current accounts of the cardholders. Most of the Shinpan credit
cardholders make use of the electronic funds transfer system to
settle their accounts on due day. This saves time, effort and
cost in collection and reduces the amount of cheque posting
involved.
Others accept cheques and cash payments. For delinquent
accounts, some use letters or notices to remind the cardholders
of overdue payments. Others may use telephone calls. The latter
is more effective as the company can learn the reasons for non¬
payment more directly and thus can act accordingly. Some even
employ private detectives or collection agent to make personal
calls at the cardholder's home or office. This is very costly
but it is said to be extremely effective.
American Express's Local Service Department is not responsible
for billing though they accept payment from cardholder. (Billing
is accomplished by their Billing Centre in England.) In order to
facilitate collection work, the Local Service Department keeps
track of customers so that they know where they should go and to
whom they should approach for collection. They indicate that
this reduces time for collection and thus reduces the risk in
collection.
There are now meetings among management members of the five
major credit card companies in Hong Kong. One of the main purposes
is to exchange information on delinquent account holders.
Formerly, a delinquent accountee may, for instance, use Bank-
Americard for the first month, 0TB the second and Diners the
third. Finally, all the credit card companies have difficulties
in collecting from the same person. Now that the companies
exchange particulars of the delinquent accounts, this problem
is greatly reduced. Furthermore, the companies also provide
credit references to other credit card organisations if the
applicant happens to be one of their cardholders.
Of course, there are cases in which the cardholders cannot
pay the outstanding balance. Generally credit card companies
adopt quite a lenient policy as it is often fruitless to press
for immediate payment. It is always costly to do so. The credit
companies normally advise the card holder to suspend the use of
the credit card and offer a plan for repayment. It's better to
get the cardholder's promise to pay and to get cash in-flow
steadily.
Of course, there are circumstances in which cardholders have
to be threatened with court proceedings. It is expensive to
actually use this alternative. A lawyer's warning letter to
claim the outstanding balance costs at least HK$200. It is only
worthwhile to do so if the debt outstanding is great, often over
$10,000. Otherwise a great percentage of the collected amount would
go to the lawyer or the collection agent. Yet a Diners Club
official' thinks that it is very effective and certainly worth¬
while to pay the fee because this can serve as a threat to other
delinquent cardholders.
Of course, there are other means to ensure a quick and
efficient collection policy. BankAmericard, since 1974, has
implemented tighter requirements. They made it tougher to obtain
a card. They increased personnel in their collection department
and began giving accounts much more personal scrutiny. Master-
charge in 1974 stated that they would revoke the card much faster
and notify the cardholder immediately if he goes over his limit-
p
there is no more looking the other way.
Stretching the Limit
Another worry is that cardholder can make numerous purchases
just under the floor limit of local stores and running up thousands
of dollars in authorised, and all too often uncollectable bills.
It is hard to deal with this behaviour. Police suggest that this
behavior is only a civil matter unless there is explicit evidence
proving that such purchasing originated from a fraudulent or
wrongful intent to deceive or to cheat. With such evidence it
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evidence
4-. 5 Remedies
If the collection effort proves to be futile, the credit
card company can proceed to other means as remedies, namely, with
court proceedings, collection agents, recovery bureaus. Obviously
the cost involved is much higher than the company's own collection
effort. However, sometimes, it proves to be very effective. We
shall discuss some of these. They may be controls or means
oractised only in more advanced countries. Yet, with the rapid
growth of the credit card business, such collection remedies may
be introduced to Hong Kong in the future.
Consumer Credit Council Service
The use of this service is initiated by the debtors. In
United States of America, the National Foundation for Consumer
Credit say that 92,000 families visited credit counselling centres
in 1976. And the amount of consumer credit, complied by the
Federal Reserve Board has mushroomed. By Seotember, 1977, the
total amount of instalment credit outstanding, excluding mortgages,
was a record of US$207 billion. There are more than 200 consumer




The centres offer two types of services, budget counselling
and debt management. About one third of all visitors opt to
budget advice. Two thirds go into the debt management program.
This involves setting up a repayment schedule and in extreme
cases, persuading creditors to go alone with a plan for reduced
monthly payment. Typically, a centre will start off new clients
on the road to financial health by asking them to turn over their
credit cards. Then they are cut to shreds before the visitors'
astonished eyes.
1 NYTS; Card holders vanish under debts; cited by South China
Morning Post, Nov. 22, 1977.
Credit Card Recovery Bureau
They are agents who seek out the delinquent cardholders
personally and try to recover the credit card back from further
use, Joseph C, Stewart, President of National Credit Card
Recovery Bureau suggested that a shaky economy means an increased
volume of business. A lot of Steward's business was to run down
delinquent credit cards and shear them in half during the U.S.
recession in 1974-5. For the same period there was 10% rise in
the collection business.'
Collection Agent
Collecting agents are often employed to obtain the outstanding
amount. A locally based credit card company employs private
detectives to collect from delinquent accounts. They call the
cardholder at home and at the office. It is possible that this
gives rise to resentment. Besides, there is the risk of slander
or libel suits against the credit card organisation.
In U.S.A., the Federal Trade Commission adopted six Guides
Against Debt Collection Deception to encourage the maintenance
of fair competition and to prevent customer deception.
1 The Recession Catches up with Credit Cards; Business Weel
Feb. 17, 1975 edition, p. 47.
Appendix 8, p. 221 of this thesis.
Legal Proceedings
As we have suggested above, the threat of legal action often
proves to be effective. There are occasions that the company
has to go forward with actual court proceedings. There are two
ways to get the money back. One is collection by suit, the
objective is to obtain a judgement or legal recognition of the
creditor's claim and therewith to proceed by one of several means
to attempt to gain payment. The process by which a judgement is
obtained consists of a series of steps in legal procedures as the
following
1. Suit filed by creditor
2. Notification of debtor
3. Response by debtor
4. Trial by judge or jury
5. Issuance of judgement





7. Liquidation of assets
8. Payment of moneys into the court
9. Payment of creditor
10. Issuance of Satisfaction Piece
1
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The second way to recover the money is to participate in
bankruptcy proceedings. It is a procedure under court supervision
to liquidate the debtor's asset and share the proceeds among the
creditors. It is not favoured because the procedure is extremely
complicated, time consuming and costly. A list of major steps





In Chapter Three, we have seen the marketing activities of
credit card for cardholders and in Chapter Four, we have reviewed
some of the considerations relating to credit management of
cardholders. Let us now turn to the aspect of merchant memberships.
In this matter, we find that the system for controlling the
merchant members has no significant difference between the T E
credit card and the bank card. All the credit card organisations
have been extremely active in solicitation of merchant members and
the discount commission represents the major share of income to
the credit card companies.
By joining a credit card program, merchants can gain a lot of
advantages.
Firstly, the acceptance of credit card may mean more business
to the firm. Consumers are often restricted in their purchases
because of limited amount of cash they have with them. Shop¬
keepers effort to sell more may be more fruitful if such limitation
does not exist. Credit card helps the removal of such limitation.
This is especially true in the case of impulse purchases.
Secondly, it is a necessary service if the merchant wants to
facilitate purchases by tourists and credit card users. Tourists
normally do not carry much local currency during their visit here.
Credit cards are a means of payment. Thus, they would go into
the shop which accepts their credit card payment signalled by
the credit card promotion decals in their show windows. Some
consumers do not like to carry too much cash. They are heavy users
of credit card services; thus it is necessary to accept credit card
payment in their dealings.
Thirdly, especially in Hong Kong, credit card holders are a
select group of the community. On the whole, they have higher
income levels, thus they possess greater consumption power. There
is always a potential for the merchant to offer additional items
to this group by means of better salesmanship.
Fourthly, formerly only large department stores were able to
maintain customer layalty by offerring housecard to purchasers
as a credit service. Thus they have a monopolistic control over
purchasers with free credit charge facilities. If a merchant
joins a universal credit card programme, it means he can also
provide credit service to customers so that he can compete more
effectively. And thinking of the long cardholder listing which
may mean potential customers, some merchants would rush to join
credit card plans.
Fifthly, large organisations can operate their own credit
department because they have large resources for credit risk,
operational costs for credit investigations, control and collection.
In addition, they have the know-how in credit decision techniques
such as financial analysis and highly technical models for
decisions to trade off credit risk and the cost of credit services.
The large number of customers offer economies of scale and it means
a lower credit cost for each customer. Small firms lack such
favourable conditions. But with universal credit card service,
the small firms do not have to provide such credit functions. They
shift their 'credit department' to the credit card organisations
and let them do the credit work and be responsible for the credit
risk. For the credit card companies have the expertise and know-
how to carry out these functions. In so doing, the merchant pays
a price for the use of credit department functions in the form
of a discount commission. It ranges from 3-7% normally. Such
discount payments are in direct proportion to the amount of trans¬
action conducted by credit card, so there is no disadvantage such
as fixed overhead to maintain the credit department.
Sixthly, cash holding is extremely dangerous in a place where
the crime rate is high and is increasing. So there are risks
towards property and persons.' Ths use of cash also requires
additional costs for its safeguarding. If sales are conducted
using credit cards, then what the merchant has in his drawer is a
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, Cashless Society, Chapter 7,
p. 111-133.
bundle of sales drafts and claims on the credit card organisations.
It is worthless to robbers.
Often, the sales draft are safeguarded from losses as most
merchants would ask cardholders to sign on the sales invoices and
put down their card number as well as signing on the credit card
sales draft form. Thus all credit card transactions are tracable,
recordable, limitable and cancellable.
Seventhly, as suggested by one interviewee, the merchant's
capital does not have to be tied up with extending credit to
customers. In fact, he can just deposit the sales drafts in the
bank and get his cash almost immediately. Thus he can provide
credit but does not have to worry about delinquency and collection
cost. Cash is of utmost importance to the merchant. If he can
make all his purchase in cash, he might get a better bargain and
even cash discount. One interviewee suggested that merchant should
use credit card facilities to attract and serve customer in
purchases so as to increase turnover, resulting in a more economic
2
operational cost and economies.
Lastly, but not exhausting the list, the merchant can obtain
Robert Roth, Vice President, East Asia BankAmericard Centre,
Hong Kong.
2
Information obtained through personal interview with an
executive of East Asia BankAmericard on Dec. 22, 1977.
closer contact with his potential customers. Most credit card
organisations give out directories or letters of their merchant
listings to cardholders. It is actually a form of free advertise¬
ment and publicity for the merchant. Furthermore, many T E
cards offer direct mailing list for merchandising products. Very
often, it is an effective sales method of specialty goods.
5.1 Marketing
As there are numerous advantages to merchants, it should be
easy to promote credit card among merchants. However, it is found
that the marketing activities in this aspect are not without
difficulties. A few are listed below:
Firstly, the general public are still accustomed to cash
transactions. In fact, only 2.5$ of Hong Kong's population have
credit cards while the rest still use cash or cheque in doing
business.
Secondly, credit card operations require the shop keeper to
understand English as all vouchers, cards, promotion materials, etc.
are printed in English. It may be too demanding to ask a proprietor
to employ secondary school leavers to handle credit card transaction
in his Shamshuipo restaurant. Actually, a shop owner in declining
to join a credit card plan indicated there was a high mobility
among his cashiers and they could not manage the credit card system.
Thirdly, as long as the owner is satisfied with his business
using cash, he may not care to attract more business. He does
not understand why he should give up (yfo discount commission. In
addition, there is the possibility that his cash customers may
become credit card users and pay their bills using a credit card.
Finally, there is more work for the shopkeepers. They have
to do separate accounting for the credit card transaction, more
depositing to banks, maintain control over black-listed credit card
holders. Care must be exercised to avoid financial losses resulting
from misacceptance or other irregularities in the credit card
transaction. Furthermore there is a 6% service charge that must
be paid to the credit card company. Thus we find, as indicated in
Chapter Two, credit card merchant outlets are limited to industries
such as hotels and high class tourist orientated shops in the
Central District, Tsimshatsui and Causeway Bay areas.
The marketing functions of credit cards in Hong Kong may be
described as follows:-
Price
The price of the credit card company's service to the merchant
is the discount that the company charges. The discount rates differ
quite considerable according to the transaction amount and the
nature of the business. The average rate is listed below:
TABLE 5.1
CREDIT CARD DISCOUNT RATES IN DIFFERENT BUSINESSES
Businesses Discount Rate
First-class Hotels, Airlines
Second-class Hotels, Petrol Stations







Bank cards, such as BankAmericard also offers a rebate
commission system so as to encourage merchants to accept more
transaction with BankAmericard. Very often, merchants are given
the choice of selecting which credit card he would accept. Under
this condition, they will choose the one which charges the lowest
the discount rate. Thus a rebate system encourages a larger
transaction volume to obtain a lower discount rate. The scale
provides roughly a deduction of to 3for every HK$25,000
additional transaction figure with the lowest rate at%,%•
The price competition among the credit card companies in this
regard is very keen. We find that in recent years there is a
gradual decline of discount rates among the major credit card
organisations. American Express originally charged as high as 10%
but this has gradually decreased in recent years to a present level
Information obtained from various interviewees through
personal interviews.
of 6- 7%. Diners Club now has a prevailing discount rate of 6%,
The lowest rate reported by credit card company interviewees is 2%.
The high discount rates can be an obstacle to selling a
credit card plan, especially since nearly all credit card organi¬
sations refuse to negotiate rates with the merchants. Most firms,
especially super markets which have low sales margins, reject the
idea of credit card service as they simply can't afford a 6%
discount rate when sales margin is 5% or less typically. One
travel agent indicated that they liked the use of credit cards for
hotel reservations and related services but they incurred a loss
in their ticketing services (which only yields 2% return) if
the customer paid for his tickets with a credit card. Because of
this, the plan was dropped. Others may use a discrimating policy
wherein they specify that only some commodities or services can
be paid using credit card. Or some levy a surcharge to the regular
price.
Normally, merchant members have to apply for credit card plan
membership and pay a subscription fee. But because of the keen
competition for merchant outlets, all credit card organisations
have now cancelled their sign-up fee requirements.
Personal Selling
Usually, credit card companies have their own marketing team
to solicit potential merchant members. They approach the merchants
individually to sell the idea of credit card service. For those
firms which have already accepted other credit cards or those
located in tourist centres, it is easier to sell because they can
be easily motivated. But for areas such as Mongkok or North Point,
it is not so easy. Owners have to be educated gradually with the
idea of providing credit card service and it requires several
calls before a merchant is really motivated to give serious con¬
sideration to the subject. Needless to say, it is more difficult
to promote credit card in Shaukiwan or Wong Tai Sin areas. Some¬
times, it is said, merchants would join the credit card programme
on their own initiation as they see the various advantages
associated with providing credit card service. This trend is
encouraging, reflected one executive of a credit card company.
Personal selling, in competition, takes another form. Staff
members in the sales department try to provide additional services
in order to sell their product more efficiently. They offer
training to the merchant's cashier, delivery of necessary
stationary such as salesdrafts, providing deposit service, giving
reconciliation of conflicts between cardholders and merchants, etc.
Promotion
Promotion work depends heavily on the philosophy of the
various credit card companies and such philosophy dominates the
promotional strategy.
For instance, East Asia BankAmericard believes a strong demand
from the consumers for credit service would persuade merchants
to consider membership in their credit card plan. With a majority
of the population being card holders, merchants are forced to do
business using credit cards and they would have no choice of
accepting other means of payment such as cash or cheque or even
traveller's cheques. Thus the main emphasis for their promotional
strategy is to obtain more cardholders. They have no restriction
regarding the type of business the merchant is in. Thus they
don't channel merchandising information between the merchant and
their cardholders.
0TB credit card holds a different marketing strategy. As they
are newly established and a credit card which is locally based,
they try to satisfy the cardholders with widespread merchant
outlets, especially in industries such as services and restaurants,
etc. Thus they concentrate on soliciting merchants from these
sectors. They offer a more competitive discount rate to the merchant
and are more flexible in determining the discount rate.
American Express solicits most of their merchants in tourist
areas and among hotels and large departmental stores as 85% of
their transactions come from tourists visiting Hong Kong. Thus they
are more eager to look after the interests of their cardholders.
Generally they demand that merchant members be ones with high
quality and integrity.
Diners Club offers direct merchandise promotion and sales to
their cardholders. As they are a locally franchised operation,
their major interest is in locally generated discount commission
income. They send circulars to inform their cardholders with the
names and addresses of the newly enlisted merchants. They increase
contact between customers and merchants through their efforts in
merchandising or providing direct mailing lists.
Mastercharge, though a bank card operated by the Hong Kong
Shanghai Banking Corporation, operates similarly to American Express
for its operation in Hong Kong. Their main operational objective
to serve tourists and their highly valued bank clients. The
table below shows roughly the merchant distribution of various
credit card organisations.
TABLE 5.2






chandise Souvenier Hotel Service
Master
Charge
4 293 86 175 108 25 218
Diners
Club
22 359 185 739 75 34 327
0TB Card 1 209 223 815 63 24 295
American
Express
NA 338 108 560 142 33 73
Sources of the data are from all the Member Directory cf
various credit card companies.
This table clearly indicates some emphase providing travelling
and accomodation services or purchasing of high-priced items while
others solicit a wider merchant base to facilitate general purchases.
Service Provided
The service provided to merchants is quite homogeneous as
internally credit card organisations follow a more or less standar¬
dised operation based on the internal practices pioneered by the
Franklin National Bank. Most card company executives agree that
their primary way of competing with other companies is in offering
better services to the merchant members. They use higher floor
limits, better cardholder selection, immediate payment upon
deposit of sales drafts, quick response to authorisation inquires
and an efficient and effective means to control black-listed cards.
PI aw
The distribution of merchant membership is concentrated in
the tourist areas as in Central and Tsimshatsui and the shopping
areas in Mongkok and Causeway Bay. In recent years, with increa¬
sing number of cardholders in the local community, there is a
trend for more merchant establishments in areas such as an Chai,
North Point etc.
1
For detail information, please refer to Appendix 5i P 218
of this thesis.
5.2 Control Systen
The control system for merchant is very simple but they must
carefully observe the procedures in accenting a credit card payment
in order to claim repayment or refund and to reduce their operational
risks.
First, they must be accepting a valid credit card. By
validity, it means that the card should not have expired and the
card must belong to the same credit card family. Ofter credit
cards under the same organisation have different names. It is
essential to note that not all cards belonging to the same family
can be used equally. There are occasions for which certain cards
cannot be accepted because of the country concerned adopts foreign
exchange control measures and the credit card centre cannot obtain
reimbursement. Thus they have to suspend the cards from local
transactions.
Second, if the purchase amount exceeds the floor limit, the
merchant must seek authorisation from the credit card centre.
Otherwise he must assume the non-collection risk for the whole draft
The credit limit may define a certain amount per purchase or a
certain number of purchases within a definite period of time. It
also varies with different trades. The table on the next page
would suggest the general floor limit application.
TABLE 5.3






Credit Limit- Floor Limit
HK2.500 ner transaction
HK$1,000 per transaction or
HK$1,500 per transaction after
business hours.
HK$1.000 per transaction
HK$750- 1,000 per transaction
or HK3.000 ner 30 dav's neriod
Third, the merchant has to check whether the card is on the
black list before he can honour the transaction. If it is on the
list, he should not complete the credit card sale. He is not
obliged to pick up or to collect the card for the credit card
company. But if he does, he will receive a reward from HK$100 to
$200, depending on the credit card company.
Fourth, he has to be sure that it is the real cardholder who
is making the purchase. He has to check that the signature on the
sales draft is the same as that on the card. If he has any doubt,
he can ask the cardholder to show his identity card or contact
the credit card centre.
Finally, merchants are requested not to keep the sales drafts
too long before they are sent for deposit or reimbursement.
!Tnr»mp11v +.V»P tiPy! nrl a1 1 m.rpd i s 1 dfiVR a.ft.PT .qsIpc.
Similar to the cardholder-credit card company relationship,
the liabilities and rights of merchant are regulated by a
contractual relationship between the merchant and the credit card
company. A copy of the merchant agreement is found in the
Appendix Section at the end of this thesis.
5.3 Problems of Merchant Membership
in Credit Card Operation
Even though there are controls governing the liabilities and
rights of the merchant, a simple operational system and numerous
benefits to the merchants, yet there are a number of problems
arising from the mal-application of the credit card system.
Nevertheless, there are many incidents in Hong Kong. The
Consumer Council has received so far only one complaint concerning
credit card transactions. This complaint related to a merchant
charging a higher price because the purchase was accomplished
using a credit card. The Hong Kong Tourist Association has
received more complaints from both tourists and merchants. But
the extent is reported to be not significant. In any case,
several incidents will be given below. All of them are suggested
as typical operational problems in dealing with merchant members.
First, there is the problem of split sales. That is when
the purchase amount is over the floor limit, instead of asking the
credit card centre for authorisation, they split the original
amount into smaller sums on different sales slips so that each
would be lower than the floor limit. Such would make it extremely
difficult for credit card comoany to have credit control over
cardholders. Thus the control in the form of floor limit may
not be effective. It means high credit risk or losses as result
of such misapplication.
There is another form of split sales which the credit card
company is more willing to tolerate. Instead of splitting the
amount into different sales draft, the shop-keeper may split the
amount with different credit cards of the buyer. The credit card
agent usual3.y has no objection to such as they assume all credit
risk under the floor limit. But it really means more work to the
merchant and more payments that the cardholder has to make to
various credit card companies.
Second, there are occasions that merchants demand a higher
price on the commodities for credit card users. They are supposed
to bear 6% more in cost in comparison with cash purchases. Credit
card officials feel that if the price is settled after bargaining
under the assumption that it is a cash price, then it is reasonable
for merchant to add on the discount commission to the agreed price.
Bargaining is a feature of the local economy. People are used to
cash pricing concept. So they reject the merchant's claim for
refunding the discount surcharge. In practice, the credit card
company allows the merchants to have their own pricing policy
although they do stipulate in the Merchant Membership Contract
that same price should be charged to both credit card users and
non credit card users. However, a spokesman of Hong Kong Tourist
Association holds a different view. He suggests that as equal
pricing is stipulated in the contract, even though it is a
price resulting from bargaining the customer should have the
right to decide whether he should pay the amount in cash or by
credit card. It's wrong to add on another 6%. It is often the
starting point for a poor customer relationship and prevents cus¬
tomer loyalty. Besides, shops should be able to afford 6% expenses
and their sales margin would great enough to cover that 6%. But
anyway, the Hong Kong Tourist Association often take the role as a
mediator between the dissatisfied card holder and the merchant and
try to solve the problem in joint effort with the credit card
organisations.
Thirdly, complaints come from the merchants. It is quite
frequent to find that a cardholder tries to stop payment for the
goods or services he has obtained. A cardholder, typically a tourist,
has got a souvenier or jewellery from a jewellery shop. She then
regrets her purchase decision and suggests that it should worth
less than she has paid for it. So she advises the credit card centre
for non-payment on that particular item and she would have her own
negotiation with the merchant. Normally, the credit card centre
is hesitant towards such requests. They don't want to become
involved with the merchandise problem. They hold that the credit
card transaction should be an independent transaction apart from
the merchandise. But in case of any financial loss under these
circumstances, as a final resort, they would ask the merchant
for reimbursement. In Chapter 5, we shall explore more on this
aspect of consumer protection.
This gives rise to the problem of soliciting good or ethical
merchants as their members. People often suggest that credit card
companies should have the duty to ascertain the business ethics of
their merchant members. Pome customers rely on the directory
supplied by the credit card company. Some would rather go into the
shop with a credit card decal on its windows. Many others depend
on the merchandising services or direct mailing service of the
credit card organisations. So they expect the credit card company
to be responsible for any controversy with the merchant over the
products.
But credit card company interviewees suggest there is little
basis for the credit card company to provide safeguards except by
a long association with the merchant. In dealing with a new
merchant, there is little about him which the credit card agents
can know. And because of the highly competitive nature of the
industry, the company is left no choice.
Last, but not the least, is the problem regarding which portion
of the sale should be subjected to a discount commission. Generally,
discount commissions are calculated on the gross total of the
bill. Yet, because of the strong bargaining position of the
merchant, they are successful in getting part of the bill off
the discount calculation. Typically, it is the ten-percent
service charge in restaurants and items with a relatively low
profit margin. It is in fact a reduction in discount commission
and competition in the real discount rate. There is little
checking point for the credit card company to ensure an objective
and unbiased discount commission calculation. If the merchant
and company have agreed that the discount commission will be
applied to only some items of the total sale, how does the company
prevent the merchant from decreasing the reported portion that
is subject to discount commissions and increasing the reported
portion of the total sale that is discount free. If we accept
the idea that the credit card company is buying receivables from
merchant and collecting it from the cardholder, then it means
that they are buying the same amount of receivables at a lover
commission or discount rate. Yet they have to take the same
credit risk.
Irregular Draft Handling
The sales drafts may be sent to the centre or bank for
collection on a weekly or daily basis. Each sales draft is then
checked to ensure that they have been properly accepted. It
takes one or two days to do the checking before reimbursement
is actually made. Bank credit cards offer to give immediate
credit to the merchant's account but they reserve the right for
payment with recourse. That is, they can claim the amount back
from the merchant.
There are various things that cause irregular drafts. The
most common ones are sales draft without either the account
number or name imprinted on it or there is no signature. For
the latter case, the credit card company would forward the sale
draft to the cardholder and ask him to rectify the transaction
and the amount. If it is accepted by the cardholder, the credit
card company can proceed with regular reimbursement procedure.
Otherwise, it has to be returned to the merchant. In the former
case, the credit card company can in fact do little to helo the
collection. BankAmericard alone has 47,000,000 card holders all
over the world and there is no way to check the signature in
their customer files. But most of the companies are willing to
heir by going through their own cardholder's signature specimen.
Others may carelessly have accepted a black-listed credit
card without referring to the list. So they are responsible for
the losses. Again the credit transaction is referred back to
the cardholder for acceotance or approval. If he accepts the
charges, then the merchant is lucky to get his money. If he
denies such purchase, as others may use his lost card, then the
merchant has to absorb the losses.
Similarly, there are irregular draft because the amount
exceeds the floor limit without authorisation. Under such
condition, the credit card company has complete right to reject
reimbursement. If it is a good account, and they perceive that
they have little difficulties in collection, they would be
pleased to reimburse the merchant. But if it is a delinquent
account holder, then it is necessary for the credit card company
to take protective measures to safeguard their payment. They
would allow payment with recourse and the merchant is asked to
sign a 'Letter of Indemnity' promising to pay back the proceeds
to the credit card company if the account holder defaults payment
on that particular transaction.
Collection Services
If the credit card user is not a local resident, the credit
card company would not then advance payment on irregular drafts
against 'Letter of Indemnity.' But that does not necessarily
mean losses to the merchant. Instead, the companies provide a
collection service. First, the merchant sends the irregular
sales drafts to the local centre that in turn would send the sales
drafts to the relevant center in another country on behalf of the
merchant. Then the foreign centre would forward the sales draft
to the cardholder with a demand note for payment. If the
foreign center receives the payment, it will remit the proceeds
to the local centre who would then return the amount to the
merchant. The cost for such service is a charge from US$5.00 to
US$20.00 and it has to be paid irrespective of whether the





































FIGURE 5.1 COLLECTION SERVICE OFFERED BY CREDIT CARD COMPANY
currency as we have discussed in Chapter 3, there is also an
exchange risk in this attempted collection has to involve.
6.0 CREDIT CARD OPERATION AS AN INVESTMENT
6.1 Return of Credit Card Operation
Many credit card operations in Kong Kong lost money at their
early years of operation. In 192, Chase Manhattan Bank sold its
credit card plan after 4 years' operation. However, this does
not mean that the credit card business is generally unprofitable.
In states, many large credit card organisations are very
profitable, however, there are equally many failures.
The problem with credit card profit is that it needs a big
investment outlay at the beginning of operations. There are
large costs involved. It needs advertisement and promotional
work. BankAmericard planned to spend US$8.5 million just to
advertise its recent name conversion from BankAmericard to VISA
to gain standard world-wide point-of-sale identification and
o
acceptability. 0TB card in Hong Kong places many advertisements
in newspapers and on television to promote its own product.
Besides the promotion expense, there are large operational
expenses such as for large staffs involved in marketing, accounting
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, The Cashless Society, Cornwall
Press Inc., N.Y., U.S.A., p. 57.
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When banks start carrying two credit card, Business Week,
Nov. 22, 1976, p. 64.
etc. Credit investigation costs roughly $15- 20 per application.
The credit card project is often financed by bank loans or
borrowing from their parent banks in the case of bank cards. This
borrowing is usually at inter-bank rate. Besides the company has
to absorb delinquencies. This is bound to be relatively high at
the early stage of operation due to inexperience. A locally
ooerated credit card agent admits that they suffered great losses
in delinquency due to inexperience. Besides a large amount of
canital has to be tied up with providing imprinters. An imprinter
costs about HK$200. A merchant listing of 3500 outlets means a
capital outlay of HK$7Q0,000 to be tied up on this item.
Income, on the other hand, comes from discount commissions
mainly. Typical of the bank credit cards, BankAmericard gains
70% of its revenue from this source. The average return is U- 5%
of the trade volume as a majority of transaction falls in the
3-5% discount rate range. Because of the small proportion of
outstanding balances, interest income is relatively small. T E
credit cards have a different income mix. They derive their income
mostly from membership subscription and discount commission, but
not interest. They will charge overdue interest on outstanding
balance but the amount Is negligible. A top executive of American
Express concedes that Amex is not looking for interest income
from its credit card. Amex cardholders paying US$20 a year in
advance vs. zero for the bank cards. You could consider that
US$160 million (from 8 million cardholders) as Interest in
advance. Diners Club in Hong Kong is reported to derive 60-
65$ of its income from subscriptions. The rest comes from discount
commissions and from other sources such as merchandising com¬
missions and rebate commissions from oversea card centers which
amount roughly about 10$ of the revenue.
Thus the question is hoq quick the income is to grow so as
to cover the expenses, i.e. how long would it take the comoany
to break even. BankAmericard began in 1958 in U.S.A. and showed
its first profit in 1962. In Hong Kong, the break-even point came
very quickly, just two years. The Bank of America had planned to
reach its break-even five years after introduction. Diners Club
in Hong Kong took over 10 years to reach the break-even point
since their first franchised operation started in 1950. Some other
small local operations still have not reached break-even point.
There are two requisites which must be met if a olan is to
survive: volume and controls. Volume is basic to the economic use
of electronic equipment to take over paper work. Controls are basic
p
to avoidance of costly collection problem. If appears that the
application of electronic equipment and low collection costs explain
the success of the profitable credit card operations in Hong Kong.
1 Business Week, Dec. 19, 1977; American Express- Why
Everybody wants a piece of its business.
William H. Mateer, 1969, The Checkless Society- Its Cost
Implications For the Firm, MSU Business Studies, p. 33.
BankAraericard went from a manual filing and accounting system to
a fully computerised system two years after its introduction.
This allows quick and accurate accounting and more efficient
billing and controls. East Asia BankAmericard plans to use
magnetic tape delivery in mid-1978 for the draft-clearing to their
international headquarters. This will reduce the cost of handling
large quantities of sales drafts on an international basis. This
will produce a quicker and more efficient sales draft clearing
process which results in a shorter period for the sales drafts in
transit and thus reduces the cost of financing the cardholders.
In 1976, their international headquarters soent US$7.5 million to
develop its Base II electronic draft-clearing system. Diners Club
has already been using highly computerised operation to do most of
the draft clearing function. An official said, n.Ie have to use
computers. rfe can't manage with a manual system to handle all
these sales vouchers. Actually, a manual system means more workers,
more controls and more office space. The American Express world
wide computerised communication system reduces its global operation
costs.
Tight control over collection costs, as suggested earlier,
is another condition of profitability in the credit card business.
Mastercharge, operated by Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation,
is said to have arrived at the break-even point quickly because
they have no collection problems. They just debit the cardholders'
current accounts for the outstanding amount. Their profit comes
mainly from merchant discount commissions. A Shinpan Credit Card
official agrees that the direct debit system in Hong Kong's
banking industry does help a lot in reducing the collection
work-load and cost. A wider application of the EFT system
should be beneficial to the growth of the credit card industry
Indeed, there are many factors besides volume and cost
controls which have contributed to the rapid growth of profitable
credit card operations. These include consumer and merchant
attitudes, and the fully developed banking environment.
It has also been suggested that inflation is a factor for the
higher-bracket credit card user. If the current rate of inflation
is one half of one percent per month, or 6 percent per annum, as
it has often been during recent years, the charger is able to
pay back the credit extended to him in depreciated money.'
Many merchants are eager to sell more by offering additional
services such as delivery, discounts and credit extension. Many
shops are small and cannot offer credit service, thus they are
willing to pay 6% for the credit card companies for additional
business in order to be as competitive as the larger department
stores or establishments.
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, The Cashless Society, The
Cornwall Press, Inc., Cornwall, N.Y., U.S.A., p. 59-
As suggested before, the competitiveness of the banking
industry is a major reason why banks are enthusiatic in pushing
various credit card plans. They help to maintain the loyalty of
their own customers by offering additional credit services free
of charge. We shall discuss the intangible profit to banks
under the credit card operation later.
The fully developed banking environment nowadays can explain
why there is a growth in credit card industry. Nearly every
merchant maintains a bank account for his daily transactions.
Many of them are financed by overdrafts, fixed loans, installment
plans, hire-purchasing arrangement, etc., through their bankers.
So there is a long list of merchants in the banker's file. It
would be very easy to sell the credit card plan to the bank's
customers.
One notable development related to the merchant's cost of
credit card plan is the decline in the discount rate. Original
plans discounted the sales drafts by an average of%• American
Express was at one time as high as 10%. Now, an average of 5- 6%
certainly attracts more merchant to join credit card programmes
as their marginal profit from additional sales is often as high
as 20% of sales price.
At present, the credit card companies' rate of return is 1
to 2% of their turnover. But it is expected to increase in near
future. In 1976, American Express experienced an increase of 30%
in its profit from credit card operations. This amounted to
US$194-«5 million from a total revenue of §2.9 billion, a
profit rate of 6.7%. Bank cards can be equally profitable as
the interest charged for installment payment is 1.5% per month
on a compound basis. So the actual earning rate from this source
is about 20%. Thus the profit figure can be greatly increased
above the break-even point if more cardholders utilize the credit
facilities and the company can keen control over the delinquency
rate.
6•2 Benefits to Banks
The credit card business in Hong Kong at the present time is
not a highly profitable business. Yet banks are actively
developing their credit card business. There are several reasons
1. It is the fact that the credit card system can increase the
deposits of the bank or at least the floating period of the
2
deposits. For instance, if a credit card centre receives
deposits of sales drafts amounting HK$1,000,000 oer day, but
merchants withdraw that amount three days after their denosit;
then it means a total deposits increase of §3,000,000 daily
throughout the year.
American Express- Why everybody wants a piece of its business-
Business Week. Dec. 10. 1977 edition.
2
Information obtained through personal interviews with
various interviewees.
, A credit card service may mean more business for banks. When
a merchant joints a credit card plan, he is advised to open
an account with the bank so that he can gain the advantage
of immediate deposit. It is the first steo that the bank
may use to sell other services. They may be able, as time
passes by, to establish better customer relation with the help
of various promotional devices. They will be able to offer
a line of credit to the merchant, to provide bills operation
facilities, safety box deposit service, loans etc.
3 Banks can attract more real deposit through their credit card
plan. In fact, many cardholders transfer their original
account elsewhere to the bank offering the credit card service
for the sake of automated settlement. Most of the cardholders
are from the high income grouos and they are big depositors.
The influx of a large amount of deposits, especially current
account deposits, means a cheap source of funds to the banks.
In Japan, the banking industry found out one of the best ways
to attract new deposits is by offering a free credit card
service. The customer simply deposits funds into his account
and charges his purchases against those funds. The result Is
that customers get a free credit card service and the banks
can hold deposits on which they need not nay any interest.
A. Banks in presently are eager to protect and broaden their
merchant base. According to Hal Scoyan, President of western
States Bankcard Association, Interbank's major member, the
rush to join (the credit card plans) certainly has revived
bank competition for merchant business. In fact, valuable
information can be sought through the merchant's credit
card activities revealing his financial standing, operating
results and business ethics. This certainly would help the
bank in deciding on the credit line and loan requested by the
merchant. Besides it provides closer touch with the customer's
own business and information useful to credit control and
review on general economic market conditions.
5- As stressed so many times before, credit card services are a
competitive device for the banks. In Japan, there is strict
Government control of the banking business and the slackening
economic growth in recent years, banks have suffered a lot.
To compensate for these poor business conditions, the banks
are competing fiercely with each other in trying to increase
their shares of the market. And they achieve this end by
free credit card service. With regard to the recent development
in U.S.A., Kenneth B. Larkin, Bank of America's Senior Vice-
President, insists that any bank of any size has to be in
both systems (BankAmericard and Mastercharge) to protect its
merchant base. Bank of America concedes that its move to
become a Mastercharge card issuer was 'a defensive meansure'
When banks start carrying two cards; Business Week,
Nov. 12, 1976 ed., p. 64,.
designed to protect its base of 170,000 California merchants.
6, The development of banking industry produces a wider acceptan
of credit card service. One bank official commented that
banks can no longer compete efficiently with only the
traditional loan and deposit service. There will be emphasis
on non-conventional services such as credit cards, trusteeship,
nominee and safety box custodianship as well as management
advice. Thus banks have to go beyond their tradition role
of providing finance and accepting deposits. They try to
p
satisfy the customers' complex wants and needs.~
7 Another reason why banks are eager to sell credit card plans
to merchants is that it is a disguised way of retail banking
but at a much lower cost. Because of inflation in property
values, it is increasingly expensive to establish more branches
in the city centre. But without them, it is difficult to
reach the banks' customers. The credit card as a self-service
credit or installment loan can help to solve such space and
cost problems. In fact, each merchant, who joins the credit
card program serves as the reception counter of the bank.
Each time, when a sales draft is signed, a consumer credit
1 Ibid.
Information obtained through a oersonal interview with an
executive of the Bank of East Asia, Ltd.
is created almost instantaneously and with nearly no cost.
In fact, the bank charges the merchant 6%,
8. Besides, it helps to reduce the other operational problems in
branch banking. It is not always easy to get the right
branch manager. A nd it is often difficult to obtain an
ideal location for the bank's branch. And there are costs
for training tellers, clerks, accountants, receptionists,
etc. In addition, there are operational overheads such as
electricity, computer costs, promotion, etc. Furthermore,
for each application of loan, there are credit investigations
to be done, credit decisions and credit control to be carried
out. And it means duplication of similar work if the same
customer anplies for consumer debt daily or weekly. Al± these
expenses can be reduced to the minimum if there is a control
over the customer's financial data, credit limit, debt
utilisation data and other relevant information. It means
a quicker, more efficient credit system.
9. It is essential for bank to look after and to pay special
attention to this sector of consumer credit. It is a big
market at present and a bigger one in future. Japan's credit
card business, ith 20 million cards issued, is a main
vehicle for credit purchases. In Jaoan, credit card usage
growing rapidly. While consumer spending grew 22% in 1975,
sales of the six bank-affiliated cards grew by 90%. In the
States, credit cards have become a major means of payment.
The credit or debt is growing at an increasing rate.
Individual and non-corporate debt rose about one and one
quarter times in the decade of 1960s and accounted for nearly
one third of all borrowings. Consumer credit rose by 138%.
In Hong Kong, we find that there is increasing application
of installment payment to a wider-range of goods and services
from a tape recorder and other semi-durables to restaurants
and personal services. Banks must be fully prepared for the
demand for consumer credit and the individual bank must
adjust its banking service in order to survive.
10 , Credit cards as perceived by many bankers as a means to reduc
the amount of cheques circulating in the society. They ofter
advertise let us do the cheque posting for you. You need tc
pay only one cheque and we'll do the rest. Of course, to
write fewer cheques would be a convenience for consumers.
Bankers also believe that in using credit cards, there may
be a great reduction in the cost of cheque clearing procedures.
In U.S., there are over 70 million checking accounts, and each
year, hundreds of millions of dollars worth of cheques are
cleared. Of course, a quick means of settlement of transfer
1 Financial Times, Japanese Learn to Line on Card Credit,
quoted by South China Morning Post, Dec. 7, 1977.
funds may mean a lot to merchants. Their capital would not
be tied up in financing collection delays and they get their
money back immediately after they have deposited the sales
drafts.
11 Banks, in operating their bank credit card, may get their
working capital from the merchant directly. They rent the
imprinters to merchants at a definite annual rental. Though
they need capital outlay to provide such imprinter, the
amount is to be paid off after 4 to 6 year's of rental.
Thereafter, it means net cash inflows to the bank. Besides,
merchants have to apply to join the credit card plan and
they have to pay a 'sign-up' free of HK$125 or US$05. In the
States, BankAmericard alone was reported to get over US$3,000,000
from this source with their 125,000 merchant outlets before
2
a single credit card charge or cash advance was made. In
Hong Kong, because of the greater competition and promotion
3
strategies, sign-up fee has been waived for merchants. In
fact, for merchant members who have become members of
American Express or Diners Club, imprinters are supplied
free of charge.
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, The Cashless Society, Cornwall
Press, Inc., N.Y., U.S.A., p. 102-10.
Dennis W. Richerdson, 1970, Electric Money, Evolution of
an Electronic Transfer Fund System, The MIT Press, Cambridge,
London, p. 80.
Information obtained through personal interviews with
various interviewees.
12 . Finally, the return to the bank may be far greater than the
percentage suggested. A return of 1-2% on sales is not
equivalent to the same rate of return on investment. From
the bank's investment points of view, the credit card operation
should be viewed in terms of its return on investment rather
than return on gross sales. The operation is one that requires
little equity investment. In fact, working capital is
financed through bank overdraft and the cost has been
accounted for in the ooerational exnenses. Once the plan
is started the need for bank finance decreases gradually as
a result of plough back of retained profit and constant cash
inflows. Beside a monthly rate of 1,5% on outstanding
balance may mean a higher rate than any other kind of loan
or credit.
We can also expect a greater oromotion for credit card usage
so that there greater economies can be derived from automated
equipment and communication capabilities. These can also be
realised by consolidating local olans into regional plans, and
finally a centralised national plan.
6.3 Credit Card Vs. General Banking
Lending Practices
Credit card lending is obviously a new development from
the traditional bank lending practices. For the rest of this
Chapter, we shall investigate the major areas of the differences
and its implications.
Proposition
Traditional banking practices lay much emphasis in the loan
proposal. Bankers want to know what the borrower is going to do
with the funds. They are more interested in the proposition
which would guarantee repayment in future. For instance, the
borrower is going to use the loan to generate profit or to buy
assets facilitating the process of production resulting in more
profit. They are very much concerned with the profitability of
the use of the loans. If it is a loan to purchase fixed assets,
they would be eager to see that the type of assets should be
those which will appreciate in future. This is the original idea
of debt financing. Yet, a different kind of debt arises from
the use of credit card. This is often known as 'Consumer Debt.'
It is the borrowing of money for non-business needs, mostly for
personal consumption expenditures. Formerly, banks did not offer
consumer credit. Rather it was the business of smaller finance
companies or consumer credit agents. -As its purpose is to finance
consumption rather than profit or income generation any proposition
by the borrower is not relevant to the credit decision. In fact,
the proposition is absent from the application form for the
'credit.' The credit card company leaves the consumer to decide
his own spending pattern. They are interested exclusively in the
repayment power and integrity of the cardholders. So debt
financing takes another format. It is, in fact, credit advance.
The main consideration is not the potential profitability of
the borrower's action but his present or future earning capacity
and cababi1ity.
Repayment Schedule
Another feature of conventional bank lending is the focus
on repayment schedules. Bankers are interested to know by what
means the loan is to be repaid. Thus after studying the
proposition, the banker would estimate the amount of cash flow
the borrower will have, then they will set up a repayment plan
so that it guarantees a constant inflow of cash for income
generation and loan repayment. Such repayment schedules are of
utmost important in deciding the banking assets holdings or
portfolio. Commercial banks rely very much on this information
to determine their own cash flow plans to meet the liquidity ratio
requirement. Liquidity adjustment is a major concern in banking
operations. They have always to trade off the benefit and
security between profit and liquidity.
However, in the credit card system, such liquidity implica¬
tions are of less concern for banks. The major decision to repay
the amount outstanding is left to the cardholders. They may
choose to repay the whole amount or they may just pay a part
of it or even the minimum amount. Of course, the choice for
partial payment would mean more profit to the credit card company
in form of interest. The minimum payment imposed is not
primarily for the control of cash flow. But it is a means to
keep the cardholder under control. With at least the partial
payment or minimum payment being received, they know that the
cardholders are still remaining in Hong Kong. There is less
worrying over the potential delinquents. In fact, the cash flow
of the credit card organisations in this asnect is not under very
strick control because it is difficult to control the spending
level of cardholders. They may buy goods up to HK$10,000 in
Christmas time and make no purchases in New Year. If all repay
the bill amount, it means the bank will temporarily have idel
cash. If everyone is going to pay the minimum, it means that
there may be a strain on the bank's liquidity. Such effect may
be of considerable consequence for a medium sized commercial
bank which runs a credit card plan.
Finally, the revolving credit nature of bank credit card
makes conventional repayment scheduling practically non-existant.
Thus bankers have to take a different approach to view their
liquidity situation.—
Security
Collateral security has been a major tool used to safeguard
the interest of bankers in making traditional loans. Many bankers
suggest it is not a major consideration. But for banking in Hong
Kong where high quality information about the loan anplicant's
proposition, financial standing, credit worthiness, ooerations
experience cannot all be ascertained easily, the bankers have to
rely much more on the security offered as a condition for using
the bank's funds. Security can be in the form of land, fixed
assets, comoany debenture shares, promissory notes, drafts as
well as personal guarantee. It is not uncommon to find bank
selling the security to pay back the debt if the debtor falls to
fulfil his repayment obligation.
For the credit card, it is oractically impossible to ask
cardholders to Dledge or mortgage their nroperty as security
against their spending on credit card. Think of the 4-7,000,000
cardholders in BankAmericard alone and the extremely complicated
legal procedure in security assignment. No one would welcome
such an idea. Thus instead of full protection for the loan or
credit, banks must be more ready to assume greater financial risk
and losses in their lending through credit card. Of course, they
try to minimise the losses with a better selection of cardholders,
tighter credit control and more collection efforts but still the
risk for bad debt is greater than traditional banking.
One way to trade-off the risk is to have a higher return
on their advances. Actually, banks are taking this course.
That is why a flat rate of ner month is demanded on the out¬
standing balance, calculating monthly on a comoound basis. Often,
the bank credit card plans charge an additional amount of HX$5 to
HK$30 as penalty for non-nayment in the next monthfs bill if the
cardholder fails to pay the minimum amount. In this way, they
have taken consideration of high financial risk and losses for
outstanding balances.
Credit Worthiness
Credit worthiness has been emphasised for both the traditional
bank lending and credit card operations. Yet, they take a different
approach. In the past, it was difficult to know one's financial
standing, his business, his trust-worthiness, etc., because there
was insufficient information sources. Credit worthiness was based
on a personal understanding of the customer by bankers through a
lengthly banking relationship. Often we find they were in an
intimate relationship built on a deep and personal feeling.
Nowadays, because of improved information sources and informa¬
tion interchange, a person's credit worthiness can be determined
more easily. Due to the highly inter-dependent nature of the
economy, the cardholder must have some dealings or business
transactions with others. It is always possible for a banker to
check the credit worthiness of his client through enquiry to
other bankers, credit reference from his employers, business
associates, personal reference, creditors, housing societies,
financial companies, etc. Ironically, it is difficult for a
person to obtain credit the first time as there is no way to check
his credit worthiness because he has never borrowed and under
credit for payment.
The use of credit bureaus is a new method in assessment of
one's credit worthiness. People are rated on the basis of their
income, length of employment, housing environment, marital
status and number of dependents. It is a more impersonal approach
towards credit assessment.
In analysing the borrowers financial background, the balance
sheet had been an important tool in traditional banking. Bankers
wanted to see a stable and healthy balance sheet. Now it is
more important for bankers to see the income statement to suggest
whether the debtor has a sound cash flow budget to meet his
obligations.
Minimum Risk
In traditional lending, safety is the major word that guides
the loan approval for bank managers. The security must be safe.
The proposition must be safe. The repayment schedule should be
safely geared. There should be no doubt on the credit worthiness
of the client. In addition, the risk involved in the loan should
be minimum. Bankers are most concerned with possibility that a
|
loan proposal might become uncollectable bad debt. But the
banking industry, especially those operating credit card services,
now suggest that risk and losses in bad debt have been taken care
of as an ordinary cost of doing business. They accept the loss
without undue concern if it is within the expected or reasonable
standard. Some uncollectables are, as they nut it, an inevitable
item.
Thus we find the credit card operation is in fact a
milestone to make a new direction and development in the banking
industry.
7.0 ECONOMIC PROFILE OF CREDIT CARD
Introduction
Economically speaking, credit cards performs two major
functions. First, they serve as a medium of exchange, taking
the role of money. Second, it creates credit in its course
of its use.
7.1 Credit Card as Cash
First we have to define what sense a credit card can be
regarded as analogous to cash. As we have pointed out earlier,
a typical bank credit card plan provides a credit period from
roughly two to nine weeks. If the payment is made within the free
credit period, no finance charge is needed. Thus, when payment
is made within this period of free credit, the credit card in
fact serves as a medium of exchange. So, to a certain extent
it replaces money in transactions. At least, it appears so in
the eyes of cardholders.
It is a convenience to have a card to make the charges on,
rather than to have to carry the necessary cash to cover the
charges. BankAmericard puts in its promotion programme the
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1977, Cashless Society, The Cornwall
Press, Inc., p. 60.
words- Think of it as Money (k7,000,000 people do), also
American Express promotes a similar idea in their advertising
Don't leave your home without it. The 0TB card advertises
that you can go wherever you like with an 0TB card plus taxi-
fare. So we find that most of the promotional work has been
directed to the general public to give an impression that credit
card should be treated as cash- a means of payment.
It is estimated that in United States, 4-0 percent of credit
card users pay their bills during the period of grace before any
interest charges accrue. And those who do use the extended credit
feature usually pay rather promptly and banks have found that
repayment exoerience is comparable to exoerience in other kinds
2
of consumer credit repayments. A survey concerning credit card
use in United States, conducted by the Survey Research Center at
the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan,
3
revealed the following
Appendix 19, p. 2k9 of this thesis.
2
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, Cashless Society, The Cornwall
Press, Inc., p. 60.
3
Lewis Mandell, 1972, Credit Card Use in United States,
Institute for Social Research, The University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, p. 89.
TABLE 7.1
REPORT OF NATURE OF PAYMENTS ON BANK CREDIT CARD
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All families a 74 0 3 4 2 X 2 X 10
























All families 62 1 2 3 2 3 5 3 16
A fuller break-down of the last two tables can be found in the
Appendix 12, Thus we see that the cash function of a credit
card as opposed to the extended credit function is quite
significant even in an economy like U.S.A. in which credit has
its widest applications.
In Hong Kong, the cash function marks the main feature of
credit card activities. This can be understood easily by the low
percentage of account receivables for credit card industry. East
Asia BankAmericard has an outstanding balances (over 30 days) of
approximately HK1.5 million against the annual turnover of HK$130
million, about 1.1$ of the gross turnover. Shinpan credit card
also allows the choice of installment credit. The break-down of
its cardholders' payment practices is as followed:-
Ibid., p. 88.
TABLE 7_B
REPAYMENT METHOD CHOSEN BY SHINPAN CREDIT













The cash function of credit card is virtually the only
function of the Mastercharge Credit Card operation in Hong Kong.
It is the Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation's policy to
offer free credit for the period of grace only. All balances
are to be deducted from the customers' current account directly,
so there is no extended credit function. T E credit cards,
such as American Express and Diners Club basically offer their
credit card for purchasing convenience, thus cardholders are
requested to settle the outstanding before due date. It is
reported that 91% of American Express's world wide cardholders
pay their bills within 30 days and over 99% pay within 3 months.
So the credit ratio should be about 5- 9%• Diners Club writes
off about 0.1£ against sales as delinquent losses. If we apply
the common accounting principles that we charge off usually 9% of
account receivables as provision for doubtful debt, then the
credit ratio should be about 2%. 0TB card released no information
on this matter but the payment clauses and company policy demand
American Express- Why everybody wants a piece of its
business, Business Week, Dec. 19, 1977
the cardholder to pay the full amount within 30 days.
The East Asia BankAmericard, unlike other cards, offers cash
advances as much as the credit limit permits. Others such as
American Express and 0TB Card allow a limited service of a
similar nature as the amount of cash drawings is restricted to
a limited amount.
The heavy reliance on the cash functions of the credit card
system in Hong Kong can be explained by the small of coverage of
credit card usage. Of the total of 39,69 business outlet, only
3,500 establishments offer credit card service and less than 1%
of the population have credit cards (roughly A0,000 credit card
holders vs. million citizens in Hong Kong). Hong Kong still
depends on currency and cheques for the majority of consumer sales
transactions.
72 Money Substitution Function of Credit Card
Hendrickson suggested that there are two forms of money.
Its tangible form may be a pile of gold or silver coins, a roll
of quarters, a package of cigarettes, a $10 Federal Reserve note.
Its intangible form may be an entry posted in an accountant's
journal or ledger, a balance in a checkbook, a computer printout
3,810 retail establishments and ,659 hotels and restaurants
as on Dec. 15, 1977. Establishments and employment in wholesale
(including importexport) and retail trades, restaurants and
hotels, March 1978. Wholesale and Retail Trade Statistics Section,
Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong.
of a monthly statement. And it is credit and debit, expressed
in one form or another.' In the last section, we have studied
the money function of credit card as a medium of exchange. Even
though the extent of application is not wide, we should have no
doubt that credit card is a form of money- an intangible form.
Credit money, as perceived by Hendrickson is indefinitely
homogeneous, mailable, durable and transmissable. It is not
anonymous as currency but it works far better. One signs one's
own name and signature on checks and credit card vouchers just as
good as one pays his bills in cash. In fact, it is far better.
His signature is more portable, durable, flexible and malleable.
And it cannot be lost or stolen, althought of course, it might
be forged. But if it should, there Is always the written record
to helo him prove the forgery and to correct the mistake. Whether
his payment is tax deductible, or not reportable, he has the
vouchers to prove the fact, or it exists for the government to
obtain.Thus he offers a definition of money- it is not cash,
3
it is not gold. It is a unit of account. And that is all.
Robert Clower also agrees that credit card should be
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972? The Cashless Society, The
Cornwall Press Inc., U.S.A., p. 135.
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, The Cashless Society, The
Cornwall Press Inc., Cornwall, N.Y., U.S.A., p. 155
Ibid., p. 169.
Included in the definition of money. He believes that the major
function of money is to facilitate transaction. Thus all
instruments serving as an instrument of exchange should be
included. Clower's definition of money is:-
M= Dd+ Cp+ T
whereas M— Money
= Demand Deoosit
0= Cash Holdings in Public
T= Trade Credit- including credit card, charge
account, overdraft, traveller's cheques, etc.
Y.C. Jao suggests a modification on the definition of money.
He thinks that money is the set of assets which the conversion
cost or transaction cost is at a minimum in terms of time and
resources which are either soent or forgone. There should be no
other assets that can have lower cost than money. He accepts
traveller cheques to be a form of money as generally peoole have
to nay cash for it, so it is by nature not a debt instrument. And
it is quite convenient to consumers to have the conversion of
p
traveller cheques into readily used currency at a low cost.
Dr. Y.C. Jao, Senior Lecturer, Economic Department, Hong
Kong University.
2
Information obtained through a lecture delivered by Y.C.
Jao in Hong Kong University on the Subject Money and Banking on
H. 1.1973.
Demand deposits have been widely accented as money and are
included when we narrowly define money as demand deposits plus
currency in circulation. However, unit costs for cheque
processing appear to be increasing as the banking system
experiences increasing difficulties in coning with the increasing
volumn of cheques being used.
The following table indicates the growth of cheque usage in
the U.S.
TABLE 7.6
THE NUMBER OF CHEQUE PROCESSED IN U.S.A.1w
United States Cheque Processing











It is very costly to nrocess the hugh volume of cheques.
Costs are greatly increased if cheques have to be returned for
various reasons. The cost of handling cheques for the U.S.
banking system is estimated to be nearly US$3.5 billion. There
Dennis? Richardson, 1970, Electric Money, Evolution of
an Electronic Eund-Transfer System, The MIT Press, Cambridge,
Massachusetts and England. England, n. Z.6.
are also other costs that have not been accounted for- such as
mail cost and time costs. In the U.S., 57% of cheques are sent
by mail.
Bankers see the credit card as potentially an inexpensive
means of payment. They hope that the credit card system will
reduce the amount of cheques circulating and thus would reduce
the cost of the checking system or the cost of money. Ironically,
it is found that the largest single category of cheques which are
mailed by individuals is for payments for charges incurred by
credit cards. Eventually, credit card plans will reduce the cost
for credit card purchases if the volume is large enough to reduce
the cost per transaction. In fact, with a national credit card
plan in which all duplicate cost can be eliminated, the credit
card can offer an inexpensive means of payment. It is a vital
step towards cashless or checkless society with recent growth in
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) application.
7.3 Credit Card as Installment Credit
As indicated earlier, credit card usage is a convenient way
to obtain consumer finance. The tables of the beginning of this
Chapter indicated that about 4-9% of bank card holders and 4-7% of
store credit card holders generally choose installment payment.
1
Please refer to Appendix 12 of this thesis.
They are thus creating debt. Credit card debts account for a
significant portion in American consumer debt and finances a
significant portion of total G.N.P. purchases.
But we should differentiate credit card debt with the
installment debt. There are two major and notable differences
between the use of credit cards and installment notes in the
incurrance of consumer debt. The first is that the interest rate
charged on the credit card outstanding amount is higher than and
in many cases substantially higher than the rate of interest on an
installment debt. The 1% interest rate charged under credit
card plan is almost twice as high as installment loans on flats.
The prevailing rate for consumer credit is about 12% p.a. on an
unsecured basis while loans secured by property demands an
interest rate as low as 95% p.a.~
A second important difference is that the installment purchase
documents take a longer time to process and allows the purchaser
more time to consider his purchase decision. A person who wantsL L.
to buy his automobile by installment must fill a hire-purchase
agreement. He is informed with the terms for repayment, the
interest rate and the handling cost. He is assessed according
to the traditional banking practices on his repayment power, his
Lewis Mandell, 1971 Credit Card Use in United States,
Institute for Social Research, The University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, p. 95.
security, etc. If he finally thinks that he may not need the
goods, he still has time to reject the deal and ask the hire-
purchase agent or the dealer to cancel the deal. Credit cards,
on the other hand, encourage the buyer to make impulse purchases
and do not force the buyer to evaluate the high interest rate
that he is contracting to pay on each credit purchase.
The credit card installment plan differs from the hire
purchase agreement in regards to the ultimate responsibility?- of
the consumer to the outstanding debt. Under the hire purchase
agreement, the hirer- the debtor- does not gain any ownership
or title of goods until after the last payment is made and then
the transfer of title has legally become effective. Thus he is
not responsible to pay the outstanding balance if he choses not
to do so. However, for a credit card user, the moment he signs
the sales draft, he is creating a claim of debt against himself.
He has to nay the debt even If he does not want to keep the goods.
Credit card debt is increasing at a higher rate than total
consumer debt. There are several reasons for this.
First, it is extremely convenient to apply for credit card
installment payment. Whenever there is a desire to purchase, the
credit card holder has just to sign his name on the sales draft
and wait for his bill. Then he sets his own repayment amount
1 Ibid., p. 95.
and sends the money to the credit card company. In Japan,
customers can determine the number of installments they are
going to pay on a particular item. There is a choice of 3, 6,
10, 15 and 20 installments and the credit card centre will add
on the interest rate and bill the customer monthly for the
combined installment and interest. But hire purchase requires
application and approval each time a purchase decision is planned.
Secondly, the credit card installment plan is not as rigid
as the hire purchase plan. For repayment of hire purchase
installment, the debtor is normally given a book of pay-in slips
and he is asked to pay all the slips on a monthly basis. If he
wants to settle the outstanding balance, he has no choice but
to pay all the slips. That means he is paying additional
interest. But it is more flexible for the credit card installment
plan. In fact, you can determine the amount that you are going
to pay and thus the interest payment you are going to bear. If
you want to settle the outstanding amount in the middle of a
month, you just have to telephone the credit card centre and
check your outstanding figure. Then what you need to do is to
deposit the amount and you don't have to worry about the interest.
It is calculated on a daily basis.
Thirdly, there is the interest element. A eighteen percent
credit card interest rate may sound to be higher than hire-
purchase rates. In many cases, the difference is not as great
as it appears. For many hire purchase agreements, especially
that of the hire-purchase on cars, the interest rate is a flat
rate on the total amount financed. A flat rate of 12% p.a. for
a period over 3 years may mean a real rate of about 17% when
calculated on the declining balance. The interest rate on
credit card balances are calculated on the real reducing daily
balance.
Finally, the card holder is entitled to full ownership if
the credit card user signs his signature on the sales draft.
Thus he can use the goods to satisfy his own needs. Whereas
goods under the installment agreement belongs to the creditors
from the legal point of view. The debtor may possess the goods
but he cannot dispose it without the consent of the creditor.
And the proceeds belong to the creditors. Of course, debtor may
claim to a certain extent his equity share of the property.
Through the study by Lewis Mandell in 1970 and 1971 conducted
in U.S.A., it was found that the lower and middle income families
who use credit cards are likely to value the credit feature more
than the service features (such as safety, convenience and record
keeping). Another conclusion of the same study is that most of
the people under 25 regard the credit service under the installment
1
plan as good and positive.
Ibid., p. 4-9.
The Financial Times, in late 1977 also indicated in its
article on Japanese Credit Card Growth that the use of credit
has become especially popular with the young who, unencumbered
by their parents' aversion towards credit, have become the target
market for banks and stores alike.'
In Hong Kong, it is still too early to conclude that the
installment credit is not popular because of the low outstanding
figures. It should be noted that credit cards have only been
used significantly in Hong Kong for 5 years. Credit card usage
has been growing for more than 20 years in Japan. One reason why
the credit feature of credit cards has not developed too signifi¬
cantly in Hong Kong is the very existence of our cash economy.
People still rely on cash Daymen!s in transactions. They have not
been educated to make use of credit card and the credit function
of it.
Another reason why there is low usage of the credit featur
is that the credit card companies select the high income group.
These ueople generally don't need credit and just use their
credit card for purchasing convenience. Thus if the credit
function of credit card is to be more fully utilised, it is
necessary to make the credit card a public good or service
available to the majority of the people.
'Japanese learn to live on card credit'- Financial Time,
cited in South China Morning Post, Dec. 7, 1977.
7.U Credit Creation Aspect of Credit Cards
There is no doubt about the credit function of the credit
card. It is, in fact, a debt- a self service one. The credit
card company has to perform all the credit checking, credit
worthiness investigation, etc. before the card is issued and they
impose credit control afterwards. They give great care to ensure
that their account receivables- the debt- is collectable in
the future. Often, card users intends to create debt when they
use the card. When they make a purchase, they have the idea that
they are going to pay the amount by installments. They are
creating a debt against themselves.
At the present moment, we have tremenduous amount of credit
instruments used in our daily transactions. Short-term borrowing
and lending is effected through the bill of exchange, a demand
draft or even a post-dated cheque. All involve the extension of
credit over a period of time. Hire purchase is another form of
credit but it gives the seller the rights to control the property
through the legal ownership title. Trade credit is often
practised with no securities or any form of written paper.
Commercial documents mark another group of trade credit instruments
by which transactions can be effected without the restraint
imposed by short-term limitation of cash. A promissory note is
in effect an immediate credit as an I.O.U. signed by the debtor
and delivered to the creditor. Above all, credit is used as a
main attraction for people to buy and to satisfy more impulse
buying.
Credit, no doubt, facilitates buying and selling, thus
stimulating the growth of G.N.P. As an example, assume that in
a small isolated community centre in the country side, the total
available cash resources are one million dollars. If all trans¬
actions have to be conducted in cash, then the maximum transaction
at a single time is a maximum of one million. The total
expenditure represents the G.N.P. during this period of time if
we measure C.N.P. from the aspect of aggregate expenditure.
However, if the community has the practice to allow 80% of the
payment on credit, it means the total ourchase volume can be 5
times more. Thus the G.N.P. would be 5 million instead of 1
million. The difference would be even greater if they are used
over a long period of time.
There is no official data released on the extent of consumer
credit in Hong Kong. Credit card transactions conducted by local
residents is estimated to be 200 millions dollars per year.
Furthermore, it is estimated that about 5% of credit card purchases
involve the use of the credit extension feature of the credit card.
This means a purchases of 10 million Hong Kong dollars per year
involve the use of credit card. Such purchases may not have
1
The amount is derived from information obtained through
various interviewees. For detail information, nlease refer
Table 7.7 on p. 176 of this thesis.
occurred if credit card installment facilities are not available.
The figure 10 million seems negligible when compared with the
Colony's 1976 G.N.P. of 5A,133 million dollars, slightly below
0.2$ of the total G.N.P. but obviously it can have a significant
role in total consumer credit.
A significant part of tourist transactions is facilitated
by credit card. In 1976, tourist credit card spending in Hong
Kong was L,27.6 million, approximately 11$ of total tourist spending.
Interviewees suggested that the tourist credit card users were
probably making extensive use of the installment oayment features
of their credit card plan. In research on credit card use in
U.S.A., 26$ of T E cardholders delay their payment while 33$
of T E and bank card holders combined make use of installment
payment. So roughly 30$ of tourists using credit card would think
credit card as a debt or as a means of delaying payment. Thus,
the installment payment feature of credit cards has a significant
positive effect on tourists ability to spend more in Hong Kong.
TABLE 7.7
REPORT ON THE USE OF CREDIT CARD IN HONG KONG
BankAmericard American Exp. Diners Club Others Total
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Hendrickson suggested that credit is essential from the
investment viewpoint. He gives the example that if there are a
hundred dealers in a market with available liquid resources
averaging one hundred thousand dollars each, then without large
credit facilities, the market could buy and hold two million
dollars worth of the goods dealt in and no more. Once this limit
was reached, the buying and selling would come to a deadstop. But
if on the other hand, the dealers could borrow nine thousand
dollars each on the security 01 ten thousand dollars worth 01
goods and securities, the limit would be raised tenfold to 100
Total foreign receipt from tourism (HK$3,887.9 million) x
11$ (Payments in credit card)= 427.6. Source- A Statistical
Review of TourismHong Kong 1976- Hong Kong Tourist Association
Statistics Dept.
million dollar worth, in the dealers, in addition to the capital
that they place directly in the market, also have other investments,
they may increase their dealing still further by pledging their
investment. Thus a credit system has the effect of increasing the
money supply.''
7.5 Impact on Money Supply and Bank Lending
As mentioned, credit card usage has the effect of increasing
the money supply. However nearly everyone involved in the actual
operation of credit card plans ignore the impact of the credit
card on our money supply. But with the progress to a cashless
or chequeless society, we have to look into this implication more
seriously. It may mean a completely different approach and
evaluation of our present day monetary economy.
Money Supply
Credit cards, many authorities believe, are a transaction
mechanism that should theoretically help to speed up monetary
transactions. In fact, it adds in as a new resource to our
monetary system. American Express calls their credit card new
money. It increases our liquidity and relaxes the constraint of
a limited amount of available cash. Money is always at hand, at
least to the cardholder. The impact of such money creation, or
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, The Cashless Society, The
Cornwall Press, Inc., p. 166.
better termed as liquidity creation, would be enormous if credit
cards have universal coverage.
However, the unlimited use of credit cards does not means
that our money supply would be out of control. In fact we find
that money in this form is another way to create credit money in
the banking system, since nearly all credit card operations are
affiliated with banks. BankAmericard has 6,800 bank members and
it is growing. Mastercharge, has 10,000 associate bank members.
Diners Club in Hong Kong has J±0% of its shares held by the
Chartered Bank and deoends on its low cost funds. 0TB Credit
Card is operated as a 100 bank owned subsidiary. American Express,
which is backed by its international banking group, was originally
insurance company- a financial intermediary. Thus money
creation in this form is limited by the banks' ability to lend to
their credit card associates which is affected by liquidity ratio
regulations. Credit card money should be regarded as consumer
credit lending of banks supplied through their subsidiary credit
card organisations. However highly unpredictable consumer
behaviour, especially impulsive buying, would be quite difficult
to control. Bankers should realise that this money creation
function of credit card should be carefully treated and looked
after. Maybe this implies a new concept of cash-flow and the
1
Information obtained through personal interviews with
various interviewees.
extensive application may call forth a review and adjustment for
the bankers' liquidity ratio and nortfolio as well as cash flow
forecast.
Cash Balances
Many economists, beginning with Irving Fisher in 1926, have
postulated that the use of credit card in olace of cash and checking
accounts should enable the users to carry forth his monthly
transaction with a lesser amount of money. This means that card
users would require less cash balances as the demand for money for
transaction ourooses has been greatly reduced. A study was made
by the Federal Reserve System and they concluded that the
potential for instantly available loans through bank credit cards
and overdraft plans increases the liquidity of the public the
moment the cards are received or the overdraft arrangements are
made. This tends to reduce the demand for money itself.
It is difficult to determine to what extend this is actually
occurring today. In fact, the study the Credit Card Use in United
States, indicates that the U.S. money suoply has been increasing
at a higher rate. Some increase could be explained by the increase
Lewis Mandell, 1972, Credit Card Use in United States,
Institute for Social Research, The University of Michigan, p. 94-
in pooulation, the growth of G.N.P. and inflation, so we cannot
say that the hypothesis that credit card plan may reduce cash
balance is incorrect. In Hong Kong, even with the recent raoid
growth of credit card usage, money supply in the form of cash
holding has also risen to a record level rather than being reduced
by credit card usage.
Cheq ue s
With the hypothesis that there would be a reduced demand for
cash for transactions, economists suggest that credit card usage
would reduce the number of cheques used in our economy. Instead
of writing 25 cheques to various merchants to pay our bills, we
have to write just one to the credit card organisation. In fact,
it is one of the motivation factors behind the use of credit cards
and is a second hypothesis put forward by the Federal Reserve in
their study.
This has not been the case. There is no tendency for card
users to write fewer cheques. On the contrary, card users, as
found is the Lewis Mandell's research, write more cheques than
non-users. Hendrickson, ironically, quoted that 50% of the cheques
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Press, Inc.
However, that does not rule out the hypothesis's validity.
The disagreement between hypothesis and fact is that we don't
have a unique credit card society- a cashless society. There
are still a great portion of U.S. population, and a greater portion
for the rest of the world's countries, that do not use credit
cards. They prefer to use cheques or cash. There are even a
larger number of merchants who don't accent credit card and you
have to pay them in cash. With a universal coverage of credit
card system and an uniquely nation-wide or international credit
card nlan, cash and cheques can be kept at the minimum.
Bank Deposits
The effect of credit card on banking industry is highly
unpredictable. And it is dependent on the balance of various
forces. A few of these are:-
1. Cheque account holders, if they were to rely more on the free
credit service of a credit card, would keep their checking
account balances at a lower level. The reason for this is
that balances in current accounts don't yield any return.
They would keep their cash in a savings account and transfer
the needed amount on due day only to settle the payment. In
States, savings banks offer credit card service to their
customers at a lower discount rate. They debit their card
holders' account on due day. And it is very popular.
2. Cardholders may take full advantage of the free credit neriod.
which may be as long as 60 days. (It is longer for transactions
conducted outside the country of residence of the cardholder)
He can therefore leave a greater part cf his money in interest
bearing accounts for a long time. Consequently the banks have
to find means of financing the payment to the credit card plan
merchant members.
3. With greater reliance on credit card transactions, people will
make adjustments to their asset portfolio- their cash holding,
chequeing account balance, investments, savings, all of which
will ultimately affect the banking system's cash flow, liquidity
ratio, security requirements, investment portfolio, cash
position, sources of funds and cost of capital. All these would
require a fresh review.
Precautionary Motive for Holding Money
Finally, a third effect of credit card Is related to what
John Maynard Keynes called the precautionary motive. People need
to have a certain amount of money for emergency transactions. The
credit card can serve such emergency transactions. Thus it should
reduce ultimately the cash balance of individuals both in their
pocket and in their checking account. However, the Credit Card
Use in United States study concluded that there is no evidence at
this time that the use of credit card reduces the demand for
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8.0 LEGAL PROFILE OF CREDIT CARD BUSINESSES
Introduction
The legal status of credit cards has not been well defined
as most people regarded the traditional exchange function as
money and the debt nature as installment loan. So in principle
laws governing these two functions could apply to credit cards.
Most of the top executives of credit card concerns indicate
that they see no need for a special set of regulation to control
credit card activities. They simply provide credit service to
customers just as other non-bank financial intermediaries. They
fear that any regulation will hinder the development of credit
cards and the growth towards a cashless or checkless society.
They prefer to have a mutually agreed contractual relationship
between themselves and the cardholders and merchants. If they
need our service and agree with our terms, we are glad to give them
a card provided they pass our credit scrutiny. said one of the
interviewees.
8•1 Different Legal Interpretations of
Credit Card Operationsa—i i in ii Miniii imi —inwi—i mbii 1 wrrn
From a legal point of view, issuers like the Diners Club and
American Express believe that they are operating as a traditional
factor— that is, one who simply buys someone else?s receivables
and collects them. When a cardholder goes to a restaurant or
department store to get his dinner or goods, the merchant in
closing the transaction obtains a certain a mount of account
receivables. All American Express does is to purchase the account
receivables at a discount. By issuing the credit card to the
cardholders, American Express shows that it has approved in
advance the credit rating of the cardholder and thus agrees to
stand behind the receivables. So the merchant knows in advance
that he will be able to sell to American Express with the signed
cheques or the charge vouchers of the cardholder. This view of
the legal relationships is the conventional view of card issuer.
Another way to look at credit cards is to emphasize the legal
2
relationship that normally exists between lender and borrower.
In this interpretation the credit card company lends money to his
cardholder at zero interest rate during the free credit period.
An interest incurring debt is formalised on the outstanding balance
immediately after the free credit period. Thus under this
principle, if the cardholder signs a sales draft, he has the
obligation to pay the amount within the free credit period. After
the free credit period, he incurs an additional liability to pay
interest on the outstanding balance. The relationship is primarily
—W—WWWMWW—WW—B»11—WW' fcUlWW
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Ibid., p. 76.
one which would ordinarily be governed by laws regulating
borrower-lender relationships.
Credit card companies normally reject this analysis. They
regard their relationship as one that resembles the extension of
trade credit: title to good passes immediately at transaction
time; only recourse upon non-payment; law suit or bankruptcy; etc.
The person has to apply for a credit card and an account is opened
with the issuance of credit card to the applicant. When the card¬
holder makes a purchase, the merchant will be able to assign as
prearranged, the debt owed him to the card issuer. The card issuer
purchases a account receivable at a discount. The card issuer can
select his own debtor and the limit of the desired liability to
the merchant. It identifies the debtor with the card and the
credit limit imposed on him. But the cardholder's agreement with
the issuer provides that cardholder will not seek to recover
claims against the merchant by refusing to nay the bill from the
p
card issuer. For instance, Diners Club's Rule of Membership
provides:-
9. The existance of any claim or disnute between
the Holder and any Diners' member establishment
or any other person whatsoever shall not
relieve the Holder from the obligation to
settle all accounts with Diners upon thei.




Full details is given in Appendix 16, p. 2A3-2A5 of this
thesis.
A third legal interpretation is that the credit card
resembles a letter of credits Most bank cards adopt this view.
The cardholder applies to the bank for a line of credit, and
the bank allows him to utilise the credit up to a certain limit.
When a cardholder goes into a shop and purchases something, he
uses his credit under the credit card. If the nurchases exceed
the floor limit or the coded limit on the card, the merchant has
to ohone to the credit card centre to ask for approval. Thus the
bank assumes full responsibility for the credit, if approval is
given for the total ourchase amount.
8.2 Credit Card as an Unsecured Loan
We now consider the legal, imolications of credit cards from
the banker's viewpoint. Bank cards rank top among all forms of
credit card in number. In U.S., it is reported that there are
2 3
over 73 million bank cards. In Japan, it is over 20 million.'
Though in Hong Kong, we have about 35,000- 4-0,000 bank cards,
they are the majority of all the credit cards.
Banker's would view credit card as unsecured loan for
consumer credit. It Is a more risky business which gives rise
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, The Cashless Society, Cornwall
Press Inc., N.Y., U.S.A., p. 78.
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Japanese learn to live on card credit. Financial Times,
cited by South China Morning Post, Dec. 7, 1977.
to an attractive income of 18$ p.a. on the amount advance. In
order to have more effective control over their tendings, they
impose a number of contractual controls over cardholders. For
-L.
instance, in the East Asia BankAmericard Agreement, there is
the clause stating
That the East Asia BankAmericard credit card is
the property of Bank and may be cancelled by the
Bank at any time.
Through this clause, they will be able to call back their credit
card from cardholder if they think has become too risky to let
the cardholder to continue having the card. So, in this way, banks
can stop the use of credit by the credit cardholder. Furthermore,
it protects its money by making it legally possible or feasible for
the bank to call back the outstanding balance whenever they prefer.
As in all the debt instrument contracts, a clause, in East Asia
BankAmericard states that:-
Any claim of Bank against him shall, at the option
of Bank, become immediately due and payable without
prior notice, if he fails to perform any of the
terms hereof or makes payments as otherwise agreed
or if he or any authorised user of the credit card
dies, becomes insolvent, commits an act of bankruptcy,
fails to pay, when due, any other indebtedness owed
to Bank or any other person or if any writ of attach¬
ment, execution, garnishment or other legal process
is issued against- any property of his or any of them.
For detail information, please refer to Appendix 13,
p. 233 of this thesis.
Banks are also inclined to the concept of negotiability in
the legal analysis of credit card transaction. The doctrine of
holder in due course has been used under various occasions to
protect the card issuer from claims by the holder arising out of
faulty goods or services suoplied by a merchant. Holder in due
course is a person who holds the bill free from all defects and
can enforce payment against all parties liable on the bill.
Bankers would view the sales draft as a bill (a) comolete and
regular on the face of it, (b) before it was overdue, (c) without
notice of previous dishonour, (d) in good faith and for value,
and (e) without notice of any defect in the transferor's title.
Under these circumstances, they are a oerfect holder in due course
and their interest is legally protected.
Thus when a cardholder purchases something in the shop with
his credit card, he signs the sales draft which ultimately is
delivered to the bank. The bank has therefore absolute claim
for the amount on the sales draft. If later the cardholder finds
any defects with the goods, he cannot return the goods and ask the
bank to stop payment or to refund his own payment because the bank
is the holder in due course of the sales draft. Operated in this
manner, the sales draft functions as a cheque or any other form
Robert A. Hendrikson, 1972, The Cashless Society, Cornwall
Press Inc., N.Y., U.S.A., p. 161.
E.P. Doyle, 1976, Practice of Banking, MacDonald Evan
Ltd., London, U.K., p. 61.
of negotiable instrument.
In other cases where the bank that issued the credit card is
found to be in a close relationship with the merchant whose
credit card voucher it has discounted, the bank cannot apply for
protection under this doctrine because it may not be in good
faith'1. The holder in due course doctorine has been widely
attacked by consumer protection advocates.
T E credit card organisation governs legal problem in its
cardholder agreement by stating thats-
The Credit Card Company is not responsible for— t
adjustments or credits for merchandise or service
purchased or obtained by the Holder from member-
establishments once the Holder has agreed and
signed the bill.
8.3 Credit Card as a Consumer Credit
A capitalistic country, as U.S.A., cannot ensure a perfect
functioning of the invisible hand. The market system in both U.S.
and Hong Kong cannot guarantee the ever changing consumer demands
will be met and satisfied. That is why consumerism is more
emohasied as a means to ensure that consumer wants are satisfied.
In this aspect, legal action in the form of consumer legislation
is often resolved.
Diners Club, 1977, Directory 7778 Hong Kong, Important
Information, p. 2.
There is no unique codification of consumer laws to govern
credit card activities in all their aspects. Maybe its sohere
of influence is so wide that a complete code of law on this
subject cannot function perfectly. It is equally true that the
credit card development has been so raoid that legislation, by the
day of enforcement, has often been out of date. Or it may be
due to the short history that the credit card is not mature enough
to have its definitive form and thus be canable of being
effectively regulated.
The Hong Kong Consumer Council holds the latter view. They
believe that it is a private concern of consumers with the credit
card entities for credit service and purchasing convenience. So
it has no concern with the physical products. Thus their con¬
tractual relation would and should govern the dealing between only
the cardholder and the credit card company. They further perceive
that it is not necessary to have any government legislation in
this matter in near or immediate future. It Is interesting to
note that there is no unique legal control over this service even
though many have suggested such regulation. Quoting Hendrickson1s
statement, issuers, cardholders and merchants, as well as courts,
judges, legislatures and professors of economics are in total
conflict over the legal rules that ought to anply to credit cards.
The truth of the matter is that they are a new phenomenon that
cannot be successfully poured into any one of these traditional
legal molds.
In Japan, there are more regulations governing the activity
of credit cards. These emphasize primarily protection for con-
sumers and small business units. We shall go to that later. But
now, let us see some of the laws and regulations that protect
consumers and its relation with credit card.
First, the Court is willing to protect the consumer interest.
For instance, if a card holder leaves his credit card in his
apartment when he goes for a trio. His apartment is broken in
and his credit card is stolen. When he returns he finds that the
bills run up to hundreds of thousand of dollars. He rejects the
bill and the comoanv will then sue him for the amount. A court
agrees that the cardholder has a duty of care for his credit card.
But the court emphasized that the shop has a concurrent obligation
to protect its customers from the imposition of unjust charges.
The court also found that the credit card agreement does notV—J
provide the explicit agreed responsibility for purchase on the
2
card if the card holder is not aware that it has been stolen.
Now, some credit card companies insure their losses of this
Robert A. Hendrickson, 1972, The Cashless Society, Cornwall
Press Inc., N.Y., p. 76.
Ibid., p. 71.
sort with an insurance company. And the liability of cardholder
is US$50 or less depending how quickly he gives notice of the loss
to the credit card company. Shinpan Credit Card in Hong Kong
requires all their cardholders to pay part of the insurance
premium against this potential losses. The premium is ¥300, less
than HK$5.00.
Second, the Federal Trade Commission of U.S.A. requires a
credit card issuer to defer further billing to the cardholder
whenever there is a disputed charge, unless the issuer takes res¬
ponsive action to explain the dispute to the satisfaction of the
2
Federal Trade Commission.
Third, roost complaints are about the bank card system's
interest calculations. Thus the Federal Trade Commission Act
imposes that all particulars of interest charged must be shown
on the bill.
Fourth, the U.S. Truth in Lending Act permits the bank to
charge a minimum finance charge of up to US5O0 for each billing
period in addition to the rate of 1.5$ interest charge for overdue
1
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balance. Where a customer has made excess payment, the bank must
return the excess amount to him or to give a credit on the
cardholder's account and should be stated clearly in the next
billing.
The 1968 U.S. Consumer Credit Protection Act (Truth in Lending
Act) further safeguards consumers. Besides requiring full dis¬
closure of the terms and condition of finance charge, it also
restricts garnishing of wages to 25% of disposable earnings for
one week or the amount by which weekly disposable earning exceeds
2
thirty times the federal minimum hourly wage.
There are also controls over the credit information of each
individual. Information of this nature is regarded as a personal
3
property. The 1971 U.S. Fair Credit Reporting Act requires credit
reporters to disclose the information they have on a credit
applicant. Under the law, credit bureaus may not give reports
to anyone but creditors, licensing agencies, law enforcement
agencies, personal designated by the individend or credit bureau
or by court order. At six month intervals, an individual may
demand the names and addresses of all those to whom his financial
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use of improper and inaccurate information. This law authorised
law suits by individuals for damages for misuse of privately
held data or information from credit files. Furthermore it is a
federal crime, under the Act for a creditor or representative to
use violence or threats of violence to collect debts.
8.J+ Credit Card as Bank Service
Bank credit card has owned much of origin as a bank service
to its customers; thus it would be more logical to have control
over credit card activities under the banking laws. This is the
actual practice in Japan and England.
In Japan, the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI) Is responsible for defining the bank credit services to be
made available. In order to protect small size consumer creditors,
MITI ordered the issuers of national credit cards, the major banks
to refrain from offering installment sales. In doing so, credit
card operations in Japan are divided into two categories. One
is that operated by banks or known as bank affiliated credit
cards. They are not permitted to accept repayment by installment.
Banks normally do not make money from their credit card activities.
Most of the cards are issued without any membership or entrance
fees. So it is a customer service. Furthermore banks cannot charge
interest on as such unoaid amounts. They get around this by
collecting a penalty fee for later repayment. The fee is cal¬
culated on the rate of 0.05 per cent per day on the outstanding
amount. All these seem to be very harsh on banks, but it is
interesting to note that by now, bank cards number to 7 million-
more than one-third of the total number of cards used in the
Japanese economy.
In England, control over credit cards takes another form.
Instead of direct control over credit card companies, there are
regulations controlling the financial sector which, under our
discussion of consumer credit, cover banks, insurance companies,
pawnshop or pawnbrokers, etc. There are numerous kinds of cards
in the British economy. There are credit cards, bank cards, option
account cards, check cards, check guarantee cards, budget account
card and the like. The main statutes providing consumer protection
in installment credit apply to all financial institutions. The
statutes are the Hire Purchase A ct 196$ (in England and dales),
Hire Purchase (Scotland) in 1965 and Hire Purchase Act (Northern
Ireland) 1966. There are many other regulations. As Owen G. Maye
put it the legal forms taken by consumer credit in the United
Kingdom have been considerably distorted, especially by the Money¬
lenders Act and the Control Orders, and this distortion together
with the piecemeal and often largely independently development of
the various types of credit available (and of the statute lav
controlling them) has produced a most complex and confusing legal
1
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situation.
Because of the massive issuance of credit card to its
customers resulting in duplication of accounts, credit work and
customer complaints, banks in England are now forbidden to send
credit card to customers. At one time, some of the customers did
not even know who sent him the card and to whom he should repay
the amount. Another legal consideration is that customer may be
offered a credit card but he does not accent the credit terms, so
the credit card company may not follow its own practice for
instance, to charge additional finance charge for non-payment
against the cardholder.
Of great interest in the legal aspect of credit card activities
in England is the Growther Report which is the outcome of a
wide-ranging review of consumer credit. This report considers
all aspects of the law and practice relating to various form of
consumer credit.
From the report, which is the foundation of future British
legislation in this aspect, it suggests that all forms of credit
should be regarded as loans. There are to be two unique relation¬
ships. One is the sales of goods from the merchant to the
consumers. The other is the establishment of an unsecured loan
Owen G. Mayo, 1971, Consumer Credit Control, Gower Press,
London, England, t. 16.
2
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made to the customer in the amount of the purchase price of the
goods. Thus the customer would be the beneficial owner of the
goods from the start of transaction. And the lender would be
entitled to recover the whole of his advance and charges.
(Previously the hirer needs only to nay 50% only). This would
apply to all forms of consumer debt or credit.
To effect greater extent of consumer protection, there is a
requirement that the true rate of credit charged must be stated
in the agreement which is in fact an extension of the present day
hire-purchase agreement. Furthermore, it gives the customers a
right to repay his loan before due day. In this case, the
customers should be able to claim for a rebate of the interest
or charges on a statutory basis.
Lastly, there is to be the establishment of a Consumer Credit
Commissioner to direct the registration of security and the
licensing system as suggested in the Growther Report.
9.0 FUTURE GROWTH
Over the course of the world's monetary history, money has
increasingly taken on intangible forms. The development is
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FIGURE 9.1 THE DEVELOPMENT OF MONEY ECONOMY
There are, of course, many elements that determine the stages
of our monetary system and the time pace from one stage to another.
The people's attitude and attractiveness towards a single system
or next stage, the unwillingness to change or innovate, the
public's purchasing habits and consumption patterns, the amount
of international trade, the degree of business sophistication,
the structure of the industrial and commercial sectors, the
availability of certain resources, the government foreign exchange
policy, the country's monetary philosophy, national goals and
objectives, the banking system, education and technology advance¬
ment; all contribute the stages and the pace of change. Nor it
is necessary for a nation to go stage by stage, Japan is
obviously moving into the Credit Economy without going into the
Cheque Economy as the introduction of personal cheques in Japan
proved to be a failure.
It is hard to predict Hong Kong's development and time needed
to go from the present stage to another as the writer is not
fully equipped with all the relevant data. Yet we can readily
see that our present economy is basically a fiat money economy
supplemented with cheques, credit cards and EFTS.
There is great potential for developing Hong Kong's domestic
credit card market to the stage of Japanese economy. Unlike
Japan, it is difficult for department stores in Hong Kong to have
a house credit card business. Though department stores like
Shui Hing often has larger credit card sales volume than most other
credit card merchants, they may lack the necessary financial
resources to support their own house credit cards. In fact, as
a general phenomenon, je find that bank cards and T E cards are
gradually replacing the house cards of big department stores.
Bank cards have a great growth potential as they have relatively
unlimited resources, extensive contact ooints with the economy
and have an existing credit control system.
Another issue for the future is whether ve will have a single
uniform credit card system or we would have several different
credit card plans. Taiwan at present is conducting a study
directed at organising a uniform national credit card system so
that it is easily under government control. There are also
rumours about the merging of Master Charge and BankAmericard, the
world's two largest credit card plans. The major advantage is
the reduction of operational costs as a result of economies of
scale. However, at the same time, we find many banks trying to
resolve to increase the attractiveness of their credit card plans.
They modify their credit card plans in order to attract more
customers. Obviously, this increases the complexity of credit
card pla ns and rushes up costs to a higher level.
As the Hong Kong Government is unlikely to take the initiative
in regulating the credit card industry, it is unlikely that there
will be a highly centralised or regulated credit card plan in
Hong Kong. Yet it is essential to recognise that only larger
credit card operations can take advantages of economy of scale.
There is a silent purge going on in the credit card business.
Ton executives of major credit plans all agree that only the major
credit card plans will survive eventually. The less efficient
and smaller operations will perish in the course of time.
In order for credit card system to achieve greater efficiency,
it is necessary to have a sort of 'localisation' of the credit
card service so that most peoole will utilise this service.
Localisation in fact means the adjustment and innovation must
be introduced into credit card operations so as to make them
suitable for the Hong Kong economy and her population.
It is quite true that credit card acceptance needs time. It
is essential to have time to build in the 'new money' concept,
the idea of debt financing, the use of credit information, the
wider application of credit reports and credit bureaus in order
to adjust our cash society to a cashless society. It is quite
possible that by the time we are ready for the credit economy,
EFT systems may gain a better and stronger position. It is
equally likely for Hong Kong to go directly into the EFT system
as the growth in this aspect is very rapid.
Elements for a Credit Economy
In the first part of this chapter, the author has drawn
conclusions relating to credit card operations in Hong Kong mainly
from the economic point of view- that is the future development
of our monetary system. In fact, we have a large potential
credit market just as Japan, though it may take time to realise
it. Yet it is essential to note some of the elements which are
common to 'credit economies'. The author strongly believes
that it is essential to have all such elements in our economy
before we can go into the credit era. However, whether we should
go into the credit era is a seperate question outside the bounds
of this study.
Firstly, we need to have definite established social welfare
scheme especially the kind similar to Old Age Pension. U.S.A.
and U.K. have a well-established social scheme to look after the
aged, while the Jaoanese are to be taken care by their employers'
provident fund benefits after their retirement. It is only with
such social security systems that peonle would spend most of
their monthly income. Thus credit is very important to peoole to
fill their purchasing needs at the time when they do not have
enough cash or money. In an economy, like Hong Kong, where people
have to save for their old age, it is most likely that the
economy would remain as a cash society as their savings are in
the form of ready cash, bank deposits or liquid assets.
Secondly, it is essential for the public to accept the idea
of debt financing. Quite often, we find westerners make purchases
five times over their current monthly income. They plan to have
the purchasing to be repaid in ten or more installments. While
we often find most Chinese families tend to spend less, for
instance, only 80% of their monthly income. Thus they request less
credit facilities except for infrequent occasions when they are
short of cash.
The author believes that such conservative financing concept
can be changed over time, just as has occurred the Japanese economy.
Japan took 15 years to educate the young generation to accept
credit cards. In fact, the increasing number of small families,
increasing mortgages for residential properties, the start of
the Central Provident Funds Scheme, more labor holidays, greater
purchasing power and heavy consumption habits all move towards
the credit economy as cash or current income may temporarily not
meet their daily expenses.
Thirdly, an efficient credit information system must be
established. It is extremely essential to reduce the amount of
credit investigation work and cost, and to help to reduce the
credit risk of credit card organisations. In U.S. and European
countries, because of the highly developed banking system and
credit bureaus, a credit economy can be operated on a more
economical basis. In Japan, because of the Japanese' value for
credit worthiness and the ease of obtaining credit information
from their employers, a credit economy can be developed very
easily. Though, now, Hong Kong has a highly developed banking
system, credit information still remains as restricted, private
and confidential information. And there is little exchange of
valuable credit information among financial institutions.
Other Recommendations
Localisation
Localisation of credit card activities was most successfully
done in Japan under the direction of MITI. Credit cards have
been transformed to cater for the needs of both the Japanese
public and the banking system.
In Hong Kong, localisation can be attained through a
combination of various strategies described below
1. It is necessary to run a massive promotion program to
educate the Chinese public to accept credit card and to
see the various benefits they can have in credit purchases.
2. Merchants have to be educated to accept credit cost as
operational costs rather than a share of their profits.
They have to be taught to provide more credit services
in order to increase their turnover.
3. Bank cards can expand to a much greater extent by making
it easier for a larger portion of the population to
obtain a credit card- maybe a local Hong Kong card can
be developed as has been done in the Japanese economy.
The card could be supplied free of charge, thus people
could have an extra 'precautionary money' with them.
This would certainly help gradual public acceptance.
1
For the work of MITI, please refer to page 195- 6 of this
thesis.
4. The author thinks that credit cards in Hong Kong should
provide more purchasing facilities as in Japan, especially
during seasonal festivals. Since Hong Kong people at
present rely on cash transactions, it may be easily
acceptable if credit card provides a more flexible source
for cash such as cash advances or cashing of personal
cheques. Points of sales should be expanded to cover
super-markets, servicing businesses, fuel stations,
departmental stores and places where people make their daily
purchases.
5. As at present, the purchasing benefit outweights the
credit feature in credit card attraction. Thus credit
card companies can serve their card holders better by
giving more purchasing convenience or benefits, such as
merchandising services, purchasing discounts, free
delivery, giving shopping guidance, providing a list of
quality and ethical merchants, card holders' magazines,
etc.
Government Regulation
Though there has been little complaints over credit card
operation, it is essential for the government to have a timely
review of this new monetary service. Government should establish
rules to regulate a more efficient credit economy so as to
eliminate waste and try to maintain a fair balance between credit
cardholders and associated merchants and credit card companies.
It is not necessary to have a set of credit card regulations
in close resemblance to those of other countries as Hong Kong
has her own unique features in her credit card activities and
this calls forth a different set of legal principles and social
value systems. Of course, it is extremely necessary to have a
clear definition about the rights, responsibilities, liabilities
and business eithics for credit card issuers, associated merchants
and credit card holders.
Another Larger Potential Market
In such a peculiar position and relation with Mainland China,
Hong Kong always serves as a source of new ideas, new technologies,
new concepts to 800,000,000 people. Recently, we find the Govern¬
ment of China issued travellers' cheques in Reminbi in Hong Kong
and it is reported to be very successful. Gradually, some of the
Chinese emporiums began to accept credit card purchases, it is
equally possible to expand credit card services to Mainland China.
And such would be a new era in the credit card business in Hong
Kong.
Final Comment
Cf course, there are other aspects in the course of develop¬
ment of credit card business. We have already seen that the
effects on consumer purchasing behaviour, Inflationary characteris¬
tics and the money and credit function of credit cards. We have
also taken note of the changing banking oattern as a result of
the introduction of credit card service. In addition we have
examined some other forms of legal enactments to regulate the
credit card activities. All these have a definite impact on the
future trend of credit card industry.
APPENDIX I
PERSONAL INTERVIEW GUIDELINES
Section 1- General Comments
1. What benefits you will give to the consumers through credit
card services?
2. Aj-e there any difficulties in promoting credit card in current
outcry for Consumerism? If yes, what are they? or
Is there any contradiction as you can see between credit card
business and Installment Credit regulations? If yes, how are
you going to solve it?
3. How could you view other types of credit cards such as house-
card, chain purchase card, disccunt card and credit sales card
- as competitors or as not related commodities?
4 Do you meet your competitors in discount rate reduction or
other services? And what are they?
Section 2- Consumer Profile
1. First, it is necessary to check the potential cardholders'
credit worthiness, as credit bureau is not popular in Hong
Kong, how are going to ascertain the credit standing of the
applicants? What are the criteria in granting credit card
facilities to the applicant?
2. Once a credit card is issued to the applicant, how can you
control the proper use of the credit by the cardholder to
ensure the amount spent is within credit limit?
3. Do you have any difficulties in collection process from the
cardholders? How are you going to deal with the deliquent
account holders? What is the interest rate for delay payment?
4,. When would you realise a delinquent account balance as bad
debt? What is the percentage of bad debt in the total turnover?
What are the possible remedies for bad debts?
5. If the cardholder is a foreign cardholder, then how do you
collect the purchase amount from him?
6. How can you control those black-listed cardholders?
Section 3- Merchant Profile
1. Do you have a fixed Discount Rate policy or depend on the
bargaining between the merchant and your company? What is
your Discount Rate Policy?
2. How are you going to deal with the following problems:-
a. the merchant only uses the credit card decal to attract
consumers but persuades them to accept cash discount at the
point of sales.
b. misacceptance of black listed cardholders.
c. if the merchant holds the sales draft for a long period
before it is presented for reimbursement.
d. any problematic situation that you can remember in relation
to your acceptance of credit card business.
3 What are the procedures the merchant has to observe before
realising a credit card sale- so as to reduce his own liability
or to minimise the credit loss of your company? Such as
floor limit, etc.
4. Do you supply imprinters to the merchant?
a. if yes, what is the cost involved? Do you require any
rental fee? Are your merchants willing to pay if they don't
have credit card sales?
b. if no, who is going to absorb the loss arising from
irregularity with the sales drafts' particulars?
Section L- From the Banking or the Company point of view
1. The credit card lending obviously not follows good lending
principles as proper proposition, repayment power, credit worth¬
iness, repayment schedule etc. As it is a sort of disguised
consumer credit, what are the reasons for the bank to take up
such a business?
2. Does the credit card service has a good return on its invest¬
ment as compared to other types of security investment by the
bank?
If yes, what is the rate of return?
If no, why does the bank want to offer such services?
3. The legal status for credit card is not well defined in Hong
Kong. Do you see any potential problems in the legal aspect?
If yes, what are they?
4.. What is the potential development of credit card business
in Hong Kong?
a. computerisation or electronic funds transfer
b. market condition and competitiveness
c. consumers' acceptance.
5. What is your view on credit cards as:-
a. substitution for money?
b. credit creation?
6. How is the whole project financed? Through equity or debt?
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Credit Card Business in Hong Kong
It will be helpful if you can sunply information and data on the
following questions and return with the enclosed envelope after
completion. May I assure you that all information provided by you
in the questionnaire will be guarded in the strictest confidence,
and only summaries of the aggregate data gathered will ever be
published. A copy of their report containing the summary data
will be provided for each company that assists us in this study.
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7. The Ratio of Total Bad Debt to Total
Turnover at the End of Each Period
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION!
APPENDIX
A listing of all the credit card companies
in Hong Kong is as follows:-
1. East Asia BankAmericard
2. Master Charge Credit Card
3. OTB Credit Card
4. American Express Credit Card
3» Diners Club Credit Card
6. VIP Global Credit Card
7. Shinpan Credit Card
Other credit card operations in Hons Kone are:-
1. Carte Blanche
2. JCB Credit Card
APPENDIX k
A measurement of the concentration of
the credit card business in Hong Kong
- using a Lorenz Curve is as follows
CONCENTRATION OF CREDIT CARD
BUSINESSES IN HONG KONG
Sales Percentage is derived from the Figures from Table
7.7 on p. 176 of this thesis.
APPENDIX 5









































Source: Diners Club Directory 1977.
The listing is based on the information obtained in the
Diners Club Directory 197778.
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FIGURES ON POTENTIAL CARD HOLDERS
VS. EXISTING CARD HOLDERS
Total number of Households eligible
for credit card service
Number of credit cards Issued








DISPARITY OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME BY HOUSEHOLD SIZE, 1976
Household
Income
Number of Households by Household Size
12 3 4 56789 10+






































































































































































107,340 113,110 113,880 94,790 73,070 44,850 21,940 19,880
599,860
Source: Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Government.
APPENDIX 8
A GUIDES AGAINST DEBT COLLECTION DECEPTION AS
PUBLISHED BY FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, U.S.A.
Guides Against Debt Collection Deception.'
Guide 1.- Deception (General)- An industry member shall not
use any deceptive representation or deceptive means
to collect or attempt to collect debts or to obtain
information concerning debtors.
Guide 2.- Disclosure of Purpose- (a) An industry member shall
not use or cause to be used his behalf in connection
with the collection of or the attempt to collect a
debt or in connection with obtaining or attempting to
obtain information concerning a debtor, any forms,
letters, questionnaires, or other material printed or
written which do not clearly and conspicuously disclose
that such are used for the purpose of collecting or
attempting to collect a debt or to obtain information
concerning a debtor, when the communication suggests
that its objective is other than to collect or to obtain
information concerning a debtor. (This affirmative
Robert Bartels, 1967, Credit Management, The Ronald Press
Company, p. XX0- XXI
disclosure also applies to all forms for communications,
oral or otherwise.)
(b) An industry member shall not, through sale or
otherwise, place in the hands of others for use in
connection with the collection of or attempt to collect
a debt or in connection with obtaining or attempting
to obtain information concerning a debtor, any forms,
letters, questionnaires or other material printed or
written which do not clearly and conspicuously reveal
thereon that such are used for the purpose of collecting
or attempting to collect a debt or to obtain or attempt
to obtain information concerning a debtor, when the
communication suggests that its objective is other
than to collect a debt or to obtain information
concerning a debtor.
Guide 3.- Government Affiliation- An industry member shall not
use any trade name, address, insignia, picture emblem,
or any other means which creates a false impression
that such industry member is connected with or is an
agency of government.
Guide- Organisational Titles- An industry member shall not
use the term Credit Bureau or any other term of
similar import or meaning in its corporate or trade
name, or in any other manner, when such member is not
in fact a Credit Bureau as defined in these Guides.
Guide 5.- Trade Status- In collecting or attempting to collect
debts due him, an industry member shall not, through
the use of any designation or by other means, create
the impression that he is a collection agency, unless
he is such as defined in these Guides.
Guide 6.- In the solicitation of accounts for collection or for
ascertainment of credit status, an industry member
shall not directly, or by implication, misrepresent
the services he renders.
Appendix 9
Legal Procedures in Bankruptcy
1. Petition filed by creditors or debtor
2. Notification of debtor
3. Response by debtor
4-. Appointment of receiver if necessary
5. Trial by judge or jury
6. Adjudication of bankruptcy
7. Reference of case to referee
8. Notification of all creditors
9. Submission of proof of claims
10. First meeting of creditors
11. Election or appointment of trustee
12. Liquidation of assets
13. Payment of dividends to creditors upon order of the
referee
14-. Report on the administration of the estate at the last
meeting of creditors
15. Discharge of debtor
Source: Robert Bartels, 1967, Credit Management, The Ronald
Press Co., p. 4-64..
APPENDIX 10
EXTRACTS FROM DINERS CLUB'S RULES OF MEMBERSHIP1
2. The card is not transferable and is subject to withdrawal in
case of infringement of this or any other rule of membership.
The original cardholder remains entirely responsible for all
charges incurred or any unlawfully transferred card by the
unlawful holder thereof. In the event of loss of theft of
the card, the cardholder must immediately notify Diners Club
by registered mail or telegram and until such notification is
received by Diners Club the cardholder will remain responsible
for all purchases charged through the use of such card.
5. All sums debited to Diners through the use of the card must be
paid upon presentation of a monthly statement by Diners to
the holder. The payment should be made at the address indicated
in such statement. If the holder shall fail to pay such sums
within such time as above mentioned the holder shall be
responsible for the full costs and expenses, including full
legal expenses, incurred by Diners for the collection of such
sums and the holder hereby agrees to fully indemnify Diners
against all such costs and expenses, including full legal
expenses.
1 Diner Club, Directory 7778, Hong Kong. Full detail, please
refer to Appendix 16.
7. Diners reserves the right to charge interest at the rate of
one per cent per month on any sums which shall remain unpaid
thirty days after the rendering of the monthly statements by
Diners.
9. The existence of any claim or dispute between the holder and
any Diners' member-establishment or any other person whatsoever
shall not relieve the holder from the obligation to settle all
accounts with Diners upon the rendering of the monthly state¬
ment by Diners.
11. Diners is not responsible for adjustments or credits for
merchandise or services purchased or obtained by the holder
from member establishments once the holder has agreed and
signed the bills.
APPENDIX 11
EXTRACTS FROM EAST ASIA BANKAMERICARD AGREEMENT
1. To assume responsibility for credit extended to him (either
in cash or for the purchase of goods or services) by Bank of
America NT SA or to anyone authorized by him to use any
East Asia BankAmericard Credit Card issued to him or to any
other person at his request.
7. That the terms and conditions of the repayment of East Asia
BankAmericard account are as follows: (a) All of the balance
due to Bank at the end of each month (to be called New Balance
shown on a monthly statement may be paid without incurring a
finance charge if payment reaches Bank (or is paid in person
to any branch bank of the Bank of East Asia Ltd. or Bank of
America NT' SA) within fifteen (15) calendar days from date
of billing. (b) That if an amount is paid that is less than
the New Balance (minimum payment is 10% of New Balance or
HK$50.00 whichever is greater) and after the fifteen (15)
calendar days from the date of billing a finance charge will
be assessed at such daily rate as may be determined by the
Bank and so provided and notified to Cardholder from time to
time at time of next billing on the average daily outstanding
balance as it existed during the previous billing period,
(minimum finance charge is HK3.50). (This daily rate can
change from time to time depending on current local cost of
funds). (c) That a monthly rete charge of (HKff .00 minimum;
HK$25.00 maximum) will be imposed on minimum payments not
received by next billing date. (The statement period may
fluctuate due to weekends or holidays but will normally be
monthly on the same date.)
8. That a one time service charge of L wil1 be assessed on cash
advances made against his East Asia BankAmericard account by
Bank of East Asia, Ltd., or Bank of America NT SA. The
normal finance charge schedule (see 7b above) also applied
to cash advances.
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1 Includes only those families whouse store credit cards. (913 families)
Indicates less than 0.5 percent.
1 Mandell, Levis, 1972, Credit Card Use in the United States,
Institute for Social Research, the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan. U.S.A.
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Unpaid Balance on Bank and Travel Entertalnmont Card
by Total Family Incomeand RciiulninR Installment Debt
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a Includes only those families who use both bank and travel 6 entertainment cards. (536
families).
Indicates less than 0.5 percent
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Table 6-7
Whether Pays Bonk Curd Bill in Full Within Specific Groups
(percentage distribution of families usinB bank credit cards)
Always pays bill Does not always
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TABLE7-6
I. Checking Deposits- 301.59+ .0092 Income- .1291 Amount charged
(2.889) (.208)
last month+ .0035 Net Worth
2
R- .207
Hnf»rPAC r% f sr 1
II. Checking Deposits= 322.02+ .0104 Income- 13.893 Number Credit Cards
(3.185) (1.313)
+ .0084 Net Worth
(17.201)
Total R2= .208
III. Checking Deposits= 526.14+ .C099 Net Worth
(6.105)
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APPENDIX 13
EAST ASIA BANKAA1ER1GARD CENTER
OOP AcJnn Hnncp 1 Mpnnpccx Rnnrl Hnnn Konn
A. CADAPPTt
Mr. Lee Kai
9 Stone Nullah St., lF.
Wan Chai,
Hong Kong.
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Dear c4 t
D1 ftrn Qnirvcnn iAur
No. if985-l60-031-710





which we trust will be
%
For your own protection, please sign your card(s) as soon as possible and
also sign the duplicate of this letter and return it to us as an acknowledgement that you
have read the agreement stated below and agree to abide by it.





J£AST ASIA BANKAMERICARD AGREEMENT:
Each person whoretains, uses, or authorises another to use an
East Asia BankAmericardCredit Card(s) jointly and severally
agrees: (I) To assumeresponsibility for credit extended to him
(either in cash or for the purchaseof goodsor services) by Bank
of America NT SA (hereinafter identified as Bank) or to
anyone authorized by him to use any East Asia
BankAmericard Credit Card issued to him or to any other
person at his request. (2) To pay, at such place as Bank
designates, obligations evidencing such credit and finance and
other charges under clause (7) herein as may be amendedby
Bank from time to time and reasonable attorney's fees in the
event of suit. (3) To notify Bankor the Bankof East Asia Ltd.
promptly in writing of loss or theft ol the East Asia
BankAmericard Credit Card. (4) That the East Asia
BankAmericardCredit Card is the property of Bank and maybe
cancelled by Bank at any time. (5) To surrender the East Asia
BankAmericard Credit Card upon demand. (6) That to the
extent permitted by law, to waive and release Bank from all
defenses, rights and claims he may have against any person
receiving payment from his East Asia BankAmericard
account. (7) That the terms and conditions of the repaymentof
East Asia BankAmericardaccount areas follows: (a) All ol the
balance due to Bank at the end of each month (to be called
New Balance shown on a monthly statement) may be paid
without incurringa finance charge if paymentreaches Bank (or
is paid in person to any branch ol the Bankof East Asia Ltd. or
Bank of America NT SA) within fifteen (15) calendar days
from date of billing, (b) That if an amountis paid that is less
than the New Balance (minimum payment is 10% of New
Balance or IIKS50.00 whichever is greater) and after the
fifteen (15) calendar days from date of billing a finance charge
will be assessedat such daily rate as maybe determined by the
Bank and as provided and notified to Cardholder from time to
time at time of next billing on the average daily outstanding
balance as it existed during the previous billing period,
(minimum finance charge is HKS3.50). (This daily rate can
change from time to time depending on current local cost of
funds), (c) That a monthly rate charge of 5% (HKS5.00
minimum; 11 KS25.00 maximum) will be imposed on minimum
payments not received by next billing date. (The statement
period may fluctuate due to weekends or holidays but will
normally be monthly on the same date): (8) That a one time
service charge of 4% will be assessed on cash advances made
against his East Asia BankAmericard account by Bank of East
Asia, Ltd., or Bank of America NT SA. The normal finance
charge schedule (see 7b above) also applies to cash advances.
(9) The word use in this agreement means the production of
the Credit Card to obtain goods, services,credit, or moneyor to
discharge any liability. (10) Any claim of Bank against him
shall, at the option of Bank, become immediately due and
payable without prior notice, if he fails to perform any of the
terms hereof or makespaymentsas otherw ise agreed or if he or
any authorized user of the Credit Card dies, becomesinsolvent,
commits an act of bankruptcy, fails to pay, when due, any-
other indebtedness owedto Bank or any other person or if any-
writ of attachment, execution, garnishment or other legal
process is issued against any property of his or any of them.
(II) That this agreement has been provided at the initial
delivery of East Asia BankAmericardCredit Card(s) and at the
time of any subsequent reissues of East Asia BankAmericard
Credit Card(s) and that by use ol the Credit Card holderagrees
to the terms and conditions of this EASI ASIA
llAk AM f- R IfAR 15 AfJREEMFN'I m u h. -,m~,wt,.t
NIPPON SHINPAN CREDIT CARD APPLICATION FORM
CREDIT CARD APPLICATION
DATE 19APPENDIX Ik
(Print or type—Pic vise complotoAll items)
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I6 Years There 71
' Firm Nameor Employer Address…I Natureof Business义份±VI Positior [！
Phom Yearswith Firm MonthlyEarning1
S
月收人






NameandAddressof PreviousEmolover(if Aboveis LessThanTwoYears) 6 Years There
II 1
HusbandWife'sEmployei Address地址 Positior MonthlyEarnings
“月收入
Name,Telephoneend Full Addressof a PersonwhoCanBe YourReference
331




If youhaveheid other majorcredit cards, pleasegive names,location andaccountnumbers4:10 “X
4t'' J
Plea« send mesupplementarycards for membersof myimmediateFamily or firm as follows (print names).
3 …71‘5
Family Nems3 64 Other Name名 Relationship
Signatureof supplementarycardapplicant
003
In considerationfor yourmakingavailable to meusthe facilities of the NSCredit CardServiceandof yourissuingto meus the NSCard(s), I Avehereby
undertaketo payto youall sumsdebitedyouas the result of myour useof the said Credit Card(s)andI Aveagreeto complywith the TermsandConditions
governingthe useof AISCardas printedonthe reverseside of (his aDolicatinn
“[“]0 (III]'5( ‘V ‘1“41
…'331
For Persona Account
(Signatureof Applicant) 屮人 1
lerms and uonditions govemfng fflfe b$e of ruFru.l MlmrflH
NIPPON SIIIHPAH CREDIT CARD RULES OF MEMBERSHIP
A Nippon Shinpan Credit Card is the property of Nippon Shinpan (Asia) Ltd. (hereinafter called Nippoji Shinpan') and can be cancelled at any time
by Nippon Shinpan and it is issued upon and subject to the following rules:-
I. The Credit Card (hereinafter called the Card) issued to the applicant (hereinafter called the Holder) will be honoured only whenproperly
signed and presented by the Holder and Nippon Shinpan shall not in any way be responsible if the Card is not honouredfor any reason whatsoever.
2. The Card is not transferable and is subject to withdrawal or cancellation by Nippon Shinpan in case of breach or non-observanceof this rule
or any of these rules. The original card-holder remainsfully responsible for all chargesand costs as a result of any transfer or attempted transfer of
the Cardor otherwise incurred by the transferee or transferees of the Card. In the event of loss or theft of the Card, the Holder mustimmediatelynotil y
NipponShinpanby registered mail or telegram and until such notification is received by NipponShinpanthe Holder remains fully responsible for all
purchases and credit charged through the use of the Card.
3. All rights and privileges madeavailable to the Holder by way of the Card may be withdrawn by Nippon Shinpan at any time at its absolute
discretion and the Holder agrees to surrender the Card forthwith upondemandand deliver the sameto the office or any authorized person of Nippon
Shinpan. Further use of the Card by the Holder after notice of such withdrawal shall constitute fraud on the part of the Holder and render the Holder
liable to legal proceedings.
4. The Holder must forthwith notify Nippon Shinpan in writing on any changes of employment and of homeoflice address and Nippon Shinpan
reserves the right to withdrawthe Card without prior notice to the Holder and all or any right and privilege conferred uponthe Holder in the event of
any default in so doing.
5. All sumsdebited to Nippon Shinpan through the use of the Card must be paid upon presentation of a monthly statement by Nippon Shinpan
to the Holder. Paymentsshould be madeat the times and the address indicated in such monthly statement. If the Holder fails to pay such sumswithin
such times as stated the Holder shall be responsible for the full costs and expenses, including full legal charges incurred by NipponShinpanfor the
collection andor recovery of such sumsand the Holder hereby agrees to fully indemnify NipponShinpanagainst a:i such costs and expensesincluding
full legal charges.
| In the event of the Holder's absence from HongKongfor more than one month the Holder shall leave clear and specific instructions with hi.y
irfamily, bank andor office to settle his account with NipponShinpanuponreceipt of a monthly statement (the said instructions should be advised tc
Nippon Shinpan prior to the Holder leaving Hong Kong).
7. The Holder maysettle his account with Nippon Shinpan in such numberof monthly instalments' (which can be 1,3,6,10,15 or 20) as the Holder
shall indicate for repaymenton the NipponShinpanSales Voucheror memowhenusing the Card. Interest will be chargedat the rate of one per cent per
monthon the outstanding balance where repayment is madeover a period of not less than three months.
8. Nippon Shinpan reserves the right to charge interest at the rate of one half per cent per monthon any sumor sumswhich shall remain unpaid
fifteen days after the rendering of the monthly statement by Nippon Shinpan.
9. The existence of any claim or dispute between the Holder and any of Nippon Shinpan's member-establishments (the member-establishments
which meanand include such persons firms and corporations as may be authorised by Nippon Shinpan to honour the Card) or any other person
whatsoever shall not relieve the Holder from the obligation to settle any or all accounts with Nippon Shinpan upon the rendering of the monthly
statement by Nippon Shinpan.
10. It is hereby agreed that without the prior consent in writing of Nippon Shinpan the memberestablishments shall not have any right to impose
any charge on the Holder for the use of the Card.
11. Nippon Shinpan shall not be responsible for any adjustment or credit in respect of any merchandiseor services purchasedor obtained by the
Holder from the member-establishmentsif the Holder has signed the bill andor charge voucher.
12. As regards the multiple card accounts(such as family accounts, etc.) the Holder of an additional card on such accountand the individual account
Holder authorizing its issuance are jointly and severally liable under these Rules.
13. NipponShinpan is entitled to alter and amendthe provisions of these Rules from time to time as it thinks fit in its absolute discretion and
with or without prior notice to the Holder. The Holder agrees and accepts that the provisions of these Rules as amendedshall apply to the Card as if
amendedprovisions were set out herein and form part of these provisions.
©4. Nippon Shinpan reserves the right to impose a charge for the supply of a replacement card.
15. The se Rules shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of Hong Kong.
16. In these Rules where the context so admits words importing the masculine shall include the feminine and neuter and vice versa and words
importing the singular shall include the plural and vice versa.
NIPPON SHIMPAM (ASIA) LTD.
ROOM 803 GAMMON HOUSR,
12, I1ARC0URT ROAD,
HONG KONG
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Please find enclosed your new Nippon Shinpan Credit Card No.
Maturing which we trust will be convenient for your purposes.
For your own protection, please sign your card(s) as soon as possible and also sign
the duplicate of this letter and return it to us as an acknowledgement that you have read the
agreement stated below and agree to abide by it.
Please let us know if we can be of any further assistance.
Yours faithfully,
NIPPON SHINPAN CREDIT CARD RIH.ES OF TOIBERSHIP
A Nippon Shinpan Credit Card is the property of Nippon Shinpan (Asia) Ltd. (hereinafter called Nippon
Shinpan) and can be cancelled at any time by Nippon Shinpan and it is issued upon and subject to the followingTil 1
1. The Credit Card (hereinafter called the Card) issued to the applicant (hereinafter called the Holder)
will be honoured only when properly signed and presented by the Holder and Nippon Shinpan shall not in any
way be respensible if the Card is not honoured for any reason whatsoever.
2. The Card is not transferable and is subject to withdrawal or cancellation by Nippon Shinpan in case of breach
or non-obscrvance of this rule or any of these rules. The original card-holder remains fully responsible for all
charges and costs as a result of any transfer or attempted transfer of the Card or otherwise incurred by the
transferee or transferees of the Card. In the event of loss or theft of the Card, the Holder must immediately
notify Nippon Shinpan by registered mail or telegram and until such notification is received by Nippon Shinpan
the Holder remains fully responsible for all purchases and credit charged through the use of the Card.
3. All rights and privileges made available to the Holder by way of the Card may be withdrawn by Nippon
Shinpan at any time at its absolute discretion and the Holder agrees to surrender the Card forthwith upon demand
and deliver the same to the office or any authorized person of Nippon Shinpan. Further use of the Card by the
Holder after notice of such withdrawal shall constitute fraud on the part of the Holder and render the Holder
Ii.iKIp to Ipcrjil nrnfppt!infi
4. The Holder must forthwith notify Nippon Shinpan in writing on any changes of employment and of home
office address and Nippon Shinpan reserves the right to withdraw the Card without prior notice to the Holder and
all or anv rirdit and nrivilecre conferred unnn the Holder in the event of anv default in so doin?.
5. All sums debited to Nippon Shinpan through the use of the Card must be paid upon presentation of a
monthly statement by Nippon Shinpan to the Holder. Payments should be made at the times and the address
indicated in such monthly statement. If the Holder fails to pay such sums within such times as stated the Holder
shall be responsible for the full costs and expenses, including full legal charges incurred by Nippon Shinpan for
the collection andor recovery of such sums and the Holder hereby agrees to fully indemnify Nippon Shinpan
against all such costs and expenses including full legal charges.
6. In the event of the Holder's absence from Hong Kong for more than one month the Holder shall leave clear
and specific instructions with his family, bank andor office to settle his account with Nippon Shinpan upon receipt
of a monthly statement (the said instructions should be advised to Nippon Shinpan prior to the Holder leaving
Hone Kong).
7. The Holder may settle his account with Nippon Shinpan in such number of monthly instalments (which can
be 3, 6, 10, 15 or 20) as the Holder shall indicate for repayment on the Nippon Shinpan Sales Voucher or memo
when using the Card. Interest will be charged at the rate of one per cent per month on the outstanding balance
wVip.rft rpnaviripnt is mnrlr ovpr n npriorl of not loss thnn thren months.
8. Nippon Shinpan reserves the right to charge interest at the rate of one half per cent per month on any sum
or sums which shall remain unpaid fifteen d.ivs after the rendering of the monthly statement bv Nionon Shmnnn
9. The existence of any claim or dispute between the Holder and any of Nippon Shinpan's member-establishments
(the member-establishments which mean and include such persons firms and corporations as may be authorised
by Nippon Shinpan to honour the Card) or any other person whatsoever shall not relieve the Holder from the
obligation to settle any or all accounts with Nippon Shinpan upon the rendering of the monthly statement by
Nippon Shinpan.
10. It is hereby agreed that without the prior consent in writing of Nippon Shinpan the member establishments
shall not have anv riirlit to impose any charge on the Holder for the use of the Card.
11. Nippon Shinpan shall not be responsible for any adjustment or credit in respect of any merchandise or
services purchased or obtained by the Holder from the member-establishments if the Holder has signed the bill
andor chari'e voucher.
12. As regards the multiple card accounts (such as family accounts, etc.) the Holder of an additional card on such
account and the individual account Holder authorizing its issuance are jointly and severally liable under these
Rules.
13. Nippon Shinpan is entitled to alter and amend the provisions of these Rules from time to time as it thinks fit
in its absolute discretion and with or without prior notice to the Holder. 1 he Holder agrees and accepts that the
provisions of these Rules as amended shall apply to the Card as if amended provisions were set out herein and


































DIRECTORY LISTING AND CHANGES
Carrythis Directorywithyouat all times.Thelisting in this Directoryis subjecto
changeswithoutnotice.Thepublishersare not to beheldliable Toranyerrorsin
printingor errorsof omission,etc.
Forinformationonanyadditionor deiectionof ourestablishmentsafter the publi¬
cationof this Directory,pleasecall ouroffice. Tel. No.5-262273.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
OTBCardholdersare cautionedthat the merchandise(s)theypurchaseare not re¬
turnable.Theconditionof merchandise(s)purchasedandshippedto the Cardholder
will not bethe responsibilityof OTBInternationalCreditCardLtd. (hereinafter
colled the Company).TheCompanycannotbe held responsiblefor adjustments
or creditsonceCardholdershavemadethe purchase(s)andsignedthe bill(s). Card
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VTERMS AND CONDITIONS (JUVhHINIIIMU I tit ub Uh uiblamu
AnOTBCordis the propertyof U I b internationalirean-ara Lta. anuis ibsut-
subjectto the followingtermsandconditions:—
1. TheOTBCard(hereinaftercalled the Card)issuedto the applicant(hereir
after calledthe Holder)will behonouredonlywhenproperlysignedandpresente
by the HolderandOTBInternational Credit CardLtd. (hereinafter called th
Company)shall notberesponsibleif the Cardis nothonouredfor anyreasonwha
soeverbythe Company'smemberstablishments(whichmeanthe shops,restaurant-•••••-•••'' l -L 1—:—-
nightclubs.hotelsandotherestablishmentsfromwhichgoodsor servicesareobtdinc
dgams:an OTBCard).
2. TheCardis nottransferableandis subjectto withdrawalin caseof in (ring
mentof this or anyotherterpnsandconditionsgoverningthe useof OTBCard.Tr
original cardholderremainsentirely responsiblefor all chargesincurredonar
unlawfullytransferredcardbythe unlawfulholderthereof.In theeventof loss
theft of the card, the Holdermustimmediatelynotify the Companyb registcc''- 1-~ I•—»- V-v rtfttlllfitiAn Ic rnrniunHhv tho C nnm.invt hp HnlHmailor telegramanduntil suchnotificationis receivedbythe Companythe Hold
will remainresponsiblefor all purchaseschargedthroughtheuseof suchCard.
3. All rights andprivileges conferreduponthe Holderby the CompanymayI
withdrawnbythe Companyat anytimeat its absolutediscretionandthe Hold
ag'cesto surrendertheCarduponrequesto theoffice or anyauthorizedperson
the Company.Useof the Cardbythe Holderafter noticeof the withdrawalof tl••-••••-•—--. i—
above-mentionedrightsandprivilegesconstitutesa fraudonthepart of theHold
andsubjectstheHolderto legalproceedings.
4. TheHoldermustforthwith notify the Companyin writing onanychanges
employmentandof homeofficeaddressandthe Companyreservesthe right to wit
drawY e Cardandall rightsandprivilegesconferredupontheHolderwhodefau!y l f
msocomgwithoutpr»ornoticeto the Holder.
5 All sumsdebitedto the Companythroughthe useof the Cardmustbe
uponpresentationof a monthlystatementby the Companyto the Holder,
paymentshou»dbemodeat the addressindicatedin suchstatement.If the Ho
shall fa.' to paysuchsumswithinsuchtimeasabove-mentionedtheHoldershj!
responsiblefor thefull costsandexpenses,includingfull legalexpenses,incurrec
the Companyfor the collectionof suchsumsandthe Holderherebyagreesto f
•ncen.nuy ;ne ompunyogjinsi j«i sutn ujiii «jnu mtiuumy
expenses.
G. TheHolderis onlyentitled to the facilities of the OTBCardto the c
of the credit limit ;r rm,n!hdeterminedby the Company.TheHolderw
M'jttf e j (j- hiscreditv.her.theCjrO«sissuedto himandwhenthesameis i
bythe Company.Mthe HoiJefshall fail to observeSuchcredit limit the h
Shjll tr: hjb'eto theW.tl»dr«J•jl bytheCompanyof trie Cardandall right
priviie)•» curdeff.-JupontheMs!v.r jt ant»meandwithjut priornoticet
Holder,jf.J theHn'JerUj!; f-.i'ty .n-p-mmfytheCompanyfur all lOSS,dan
actions.costsjoJ tip'iiv; i',dudr.) lull kgalfxt.-nsos}suttercdbytheLori
asa r.rvj't o?the-fj.lu'g uf theh t: ub-'v.njVi'.h cri dit bruit.
7. The.ont« nts of stat:Mi«t V»jMb»: (P-'f .«:J fj he (.orreCt .f no
iii.fi...- fi .'.j.si i»y!?-.«•f ff.' .in.- viM.n(7) d.wsjfi»r receiDthere
8. A monthlystatementsent to the Holderby postshall be deemedto havebeen
receivedbyhirn onthe dayonwhichit oughtin duecourseof postto havebeendplivprndeli ere .
9. In the event of the riolder's absencefromHongKongfor morethan one
month,the Holdershall leaveclear andspecificinstructionsto his family, bank
andoroffice to settle his accountwith the Companyuponreceipt of a monthly
statement,said instructionsto beadvisedto the Companyprior to the Holder's
departure.
10. TheCompanyreservesthe right to chargecompoundi terest at the rate of one
andonehalf per centper monthto becalculatedwith monthlyrests onanysums
whichshall remainunpaidfourteendaysafter the renderingof the monthlystare-. i.»
11. Anysumdueto the Companyshall at the optionof the Company,beea
immediatelydueandpayablewithoutprior noticeif theHolderfails to observea
of theruleshereofor makespaymentsa otherwiseagreedor if heor anyauthoh2
userof theCarddies,becomesinsolvent,commitsanact of bankruptcy,fails to p;
whendue,anyotherindebtednessowedto the Companyor anyotherperson,or
anywrit of attachment,execution,garnishmentor othr legal processis issu
,inw nrnoortw r( rr~uyumjianyyj JfJcr y Ui (IUUIdTiyCMUlm.
12. Theexistenceof anyclaimor disputebetweenthe Holderandanyof 1
Company'smember-establishmentsor anyotherpersonwhatsoevershall not relic
the Holderfromthe obligationto settle all accountswiththe Companyupont
renderingof the monthlysratpmpnthvthp rnmn.inurenderingot the monthlystatementby the Company.
13. Member-establishmentsreservethe right not to permitthe chargingof gri ties.I UL'j.
14. TheCompanyis not responsiblefor adjustmentsor creditsfor merchandis
servicespurchasedor obtainedbythe Holderfrommember-establishmentso ce
Holderhasagreedandsignedthe bills andorcharaevouchorl r r signedthebills andorchargevouchers.
15. If the accountis a company-guaranteedaccountor companyaccount
Holderandthe companyare jointly andseverallyliable underthis Agreemer
will be the responsibilityof the companyto notify the Companyimmediate!
anvwithdrawn!of surhnuarnntppany itnara aiot suchguarantee.
16. Asregardsothermultiplecardaccounts,suchas familyaccounts,the Ho
of anadditionalcardonthe accountandindividualaccountholderauthorizinisunnrpnrp inintlv nnHcuwomllvlinKlo ..tAnr »ul-—•issuanceare jomuyanaseverallyliable underthis Agreement.
17. For emergencypurposes,the Holdermaydrawcashof no morethan
amountper calendarmonthas notified andapprovedby the Companyfrom
selectedOverseasTrustBankBranchesandanyserviceoutletsas maybenoti
fromtimeto time, in or outsideHongKong,bypresentingthe Cardtogether
anyrecognizedidentity documentspecifiedbythe Companyandcjuly signim
approvedvoucher.Cashsodrawnwill beshownin the Holder'smonthlystatem
TheCompanyreservesthe right of chargea handingchargeof three(3) percen
the sumsodrownandcompoundi terestat the rate of oneandhalf (1Va)peri
permonthto becalculatedwithmonthlyrestswill beleviedonthe sumsodrfrnrn thp nf Hraninr fiiiL f»-i—i r ur n meaaie ot a rawinguntil Tunysettled by the Holder.9
18. TheCompanyreservesthe right to makea handlingchargewhenagree
supplya replacementcard.
19. TheCompanyis entitled to alter andamendthesetermsandconditionsfrom
timeto timeasit thinksfit in its absolutediscretionandwithoutprior notice.The
Holderagreesandacceptsthat suchamendedtermsandconditionsshall applyto
governthe useof the Cardas if suchamendedtermsandconditionswereset out
hereinandformpart of the presentermsandconditions.
20. This agreementshall bosubjectto the Lawsof HongKong.
21. Thewordusein thesetermsandconditionsmeansthe presentationof the
Cardto obtaingoods,services,creditor moneyor to dischargeanyliability.
22. Theserules applyto governthe useof the Cardissuedto the Holderinitially
andto anyCardissuedto the Holdersubsequentlyby the Company.
23. Notwithstanding3ny of the abovetermsandconditions the Companyre¬
servesthe rights to withdrawthe Cardor Cardsfromthe Holderat anytimeandto
demandimmediatepaymentof all outstandingbalancedueby the Holderto the
Companywithouthavingto furnishanyreasonwhatsoever.
24. In thesetermsandconditions,if the contextpermitsor requireswordsim¬
portingthe masculinegendershall includethe feminineandneutergenders,and
wordsin the sinaularnumbershall includethe plural numberandviceversa
GUIDELINES FOR CARP HOLDERS
1. YourSignature
Uponthe receiptof yourcredit card, signyourusualsignatureimmediatelyon





In caseyourOT8Cardis lost or stolen, immediatelycontactOTBINTERNA¬
TIONALCREDITCARDLTD. by telephone first and then follow-up with a
writtennoticeto bodeliveredor mailedbyregisteredpost.If overseas,adviseby




Wehavea TelephoneAuthorizationServicedesignedto protectbothour Card
holdersandmemberstablishmentsshops.For thosechargestransactionswhich
exceeda specifieddollar limit, the establishmentsshopsrerequiredto obtain
ourauthorizationbytelephone.
In themajorityof cases,th.s approvalis readilygranted,butthereare, however,
a Urwtimeswh.r it »s not Th»srefusal maoccurwhenan attemptis modeto
usea Cardthat nasb••enreportedlost or stolen,or whichmayhSvebeencan-
'.%!rd for a variety of reasons.ByimmediatelynotifyingOTBInternational
Cn-ditCardLtdt the lossor theft of OreCard,youwill helppreventits frau-
d-Jer,tuse.Th«svrv»ccis createdfur theprotectionof everyoneinvolvedandno
jjvrfy? inferencesonthe CreditStandingof the individualCardholdershould
be(fr.iwn fromtins pr«vidweSo;•«:.»a: Ia: patientwhenanestablishmentshop
is usn j tfuj S» rv.se It n lor your ownProtection.
Note:If anestablishmentshopbills youdirectly lor anygoodsor servicesthat
havebeenchargedto your OTBCardaccount.DONOTPAYIT. Return
the invoicesto the establishmentshopwith instructions to bill you
throjgh yourOTBCardaccount.
5. Extra LargeSpending—Prior Arrangement
If youwantto incurexpenditurexceedingyourcredit limit in anestablish-
meiit(s)shop(s)e.g. a largedinnerpartyin a memberhotel, youmustcontactus
beforehandbecausevie will haveto makespecialarrangements.
6. Changeof AddressandorJobBusiness
Cardholdersare remindedto give this Companya written qotice thirty days
prior to anychangeof address(business,residential or correspondent)andor
jobbusiness.
7. Auto-PayandDirect Debit Authorization:
Asan addedbenefit to our Cardholders,weare offering the convenienceof
settling yourmonthlyaccountwithusautomaticallybymeansof a direct debit
to yourbankaccount.
Hereis howits works:
Justcomplete,signandreturn a Direct DebitAuthorizationformandycuneed
not maketime-consumingtrips to payyouraccountor avoid the routine of
writing andmailingcheques.Eachmonthwewill issuea monthlystatementfor
yourinspectionandauditing.If youfind the statementcorrectandaccurate,no
further actionis necessary.Onthe seventh(7th) day, the dueamount(which
will neverexceeda pre-setlimit determinedbyyou)will besettledautomatically
bydirectdebitto youraccount,savingyouvaluabletime.
If youdisagreewithouraccountyoushouldcontactuspromptly.
Furthermore,youwill be notified promptlyafter eachsettlementof your
monthlyaccountby the Direct Debit AuthorizationSystem.Youmayrcscend
yourDirect DebitAuthorizationbut pleaseinformusten (10) daysbeforeour
nextmonthlystatement.
8. Applicationfor SupplementaryCard
Cardholderscanalso apply for SupplementaryCard(s) for their immediate
family. Theyneedonly fill in anotherapplicationformanda guaranteeform
endorsedwith the Cardholder'ssignatureas consentandapproval.TheSupple¬
mentaryCard(s)will beissuedimmediately.
i
Emergency Cash Drawing| f
All OTBCardholdersareentitledto a specialfacility of drawingemergencyashin
HongKong,MacauandTaipei (Taiwan).
Uponthe production of your OTBCard and your HongKongIdentity Card or'





Cardholdersareentitledto a uniquefacility of drawingcashin Macau,either
in the MacauBranchof the OverseasTrustBank(duringbankinghoursonly) or in
theCasinof HotelLisboa(24-hourservice).In theCasino,this facility is availablet•_ _L____. I„ «,J m .t»nv nf• r nr I r V
lowergroundfloor, wherea logo-stickerof OTBCardhasbeenposted.
Taiwan
u 1 1 1 v v«» v WWW|•u vi•—
Introduction
For the convenienceandcash-savingof ourCardholders,weare expandingi
» servicesprovidedbyourCustomerServiceSectionto the following
1. MacauTravelService(M.T.S.).
2. OverseasTravelService(O.T.S.).





8. Collector'sCardfor the servicecentresof ZungFuCompanyLtd. (refer to
AutomobileServices)
Businesshoursof CustomerServiceSectionareasfollows:
Mondayto Friday: morning—10:00 a.m. to 12:30p.m.
afternoon-2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday: morning only
MORE INFORMATION
1. MacauTravelService:OTBCardholderscanbuvall tvoesof transDori
ucr.u'.s uj o iro. anunoiei oooxingsior menoieiusooa,noicioinira,
Estonl.HotelMatsuyaHotelCentral,etc.
7 OyprtPATrAui'l ftprvirft Thrrmnh11c Cnrri hnlHorcrrsinn rnn nnr
worldwidejirlirvu ticketsandwithtremendousdi countwhereapplicable.
3. AdvanceBookingService:Ticketsfor the shows,concertsparadesorgai—— v———-- w,——---—————— w j—
bytheCapitalArtist Ltdarcavailabledirectlyfromusto ourCardholder
4. Gasoline Chit book: 9
Creditfacility andconveniencear offeredat selectedfilling stationsfc




OurCardholdersareentitledto eniOvfull d.scountandfull creditterms'
Maxim$CakeCardOrderformandthe sumwill be automaticallydebitedto
6. Mail OrderService:
All ourCordholdersare welcometo siynfor product(with discountswhereapnllPlhlrd f foin ruir Hircirt rmilin.-i li-».».. K—u
7. PacifiCardfor thePhilippines
OTBCardhasreachedan agreementwith the PacifiCardso that our Card
holderscanbeissuedwithPaofiCardsduringtheir stayin the Philippinesand
enjoyfull creditfacilities.
PacifiCardis the largestlocal creditcardin thePhilippineshavingmorethan
4.000establishments(consumercentres)locatedthroughoutthe wholecoun¬
try andparticularlyin the metropolitanof ManilaCity. Underthenewarrange¬
ment,OTBCardholderspossessingPacifiCardscansignfor servicesandgoods
...v..-JVk••v.V-I V•»Vi i I i 1I j I I i CJo.
ApplicationProcedures
OTBCardholdersneedonlyto fill in a shortformandthePacifiCa-dswill I
arrangedfor themimmediately.AMexpensesincurredin the Philippinesa
automaticallytransferredto theCardholder'saccountandregularcredit fad
tiesarcoffered.
OTBCardholdersare alwayswelcometo phoneour CustomerServiceSect;c
at No.5-262273for furtherinformationconcerningthePp.rifiPprH
AUTOMOBILE SERVICES
OTBCardholderscansignlor servicesandsparepartsat all the servicedepots
operatedbyZungFuCompanyLtd. All Cardholderscanalso3pplyfor ourCollec¬
tor's Card($)to authorizetheir representativessuchastheir chaffeur,etc.,to signon
the»rbehalf,thussparingthetroubleof havingto bepresentat everypurchaseor
service.ThisCollector'sCardis issuedwithoutanycharges.TheCardholderneed
onlyto fill in a simpleformbearingthe registrationnumberof their automobiles
to facilitateourspeedyprocessing.
Forfull information,youare welcometo contactourCustomerServiceSection.
i TAIWAN
Asparr of ourplanneddevelopment,OTBCardhaslaunchedforth its newphrase
I of international operationswith Taiwanandthe Philippinesas its initial oversea;
markets.
OTBCardhasestablisheditself in Taipeisinceearly1977andis goingto expandit:
coveragethroughoutthe wholeisland. AnotherDirectorycoveringall OTBCare
» establishmentsin Taiwanwill be publishedlater this year andissuedfree to a!
interestedCardholders.
THE PHILIPPINES
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The Diners Club is truly an international organization.
It is not only the oldest and largest credit card companybut
one whose cards are honoured in more than 143 countries.
It offers the widest array of services, through more than
90,000 hotels, restaurants, gift shopsof every description, car
rentals, airlines, travel agencies and manyothers. It must be
presented in person for charging in all areas. Your Diners
Club credit card is indeed a credit passport held and valued
, by well over 2,000,000 members. This directory is offered to
you as an aid in getting full advantage of your Diners Club
credit card.
The Diners Club and its associated companies abroad
: maintain fully staffed offices in more than fifty key cities
; throughout the world. Directories giving complete listings of
our accredited establishment and services throughout the
world may be obtained at any of the Diners Club office.
They are listed in the back pages of this Directory. Please
write or telephone whenever you need assistance or informa-
; tion regarding the Diners Club servi ~es in the city or country
you are visting. They will be glad to help you.
No effort has been spared to make this an accurate
up-to-date guide of establishment where your card will be
honoured. It is possible that at times an establishment listed
here may no longer be in business or have had its membership
terminated or, perhaps, decline to honour your cord. When-
, ever this happens, we will be indebted to you to write to us
1 about it so that proper steps are taken to correct the situat¬
ion.
iivirun imim i II rJnfviM I IUI.
Diners Club membersare advised and cautioned that th
merchandise they purchase in stores abroad is not returnable
Under foreign business practices, the stores have the right t
refuse to accept such returned merchandise. The conditior
of merchandise purchased abroad and shipped to the buye
will not be the responsibility of Diners Club. The Diners Clufc
cannot be held responsible for adjustments of credits onci
membershave madethe purchases and signed the bills. Diner
Club members are cautioned to make sure they want thi.• I I f I• A» m m....
WI« I V•VWW•WVi I Wl1 UVI I WI
KULtbUl- lYitrvldt: niSrllr
A Diners Club Credit Card is the property of The Diners Clufc
1. The Credit Card (hereinafter called the card) issued to
the applicant (hereinafter called the holder) will be
honoured only when properly signed and presented by the
holder and Diners Club (Hong Kong) Limited (hereinafter
called Diners) shall not be responsible if the card is not
2. The card is not transferable and is subject to withdrawa
in case of infringement of this or any other rule o
membership. The original cardholder remains entirely respon
sible for all charges incurred on any unlawfully transferrec
card by the unlawful holder thereof. In the event of loss o
theft of the card, the cardholder must immediately notify
Diners Club by registered mail or telegram and until sucf
notification is received by Diners Club the cardholder wit
remain responsible for all purchases charged through the use
I VJ
3. All rights and privileges conferred upon the holder by
the card may be withdrawn by Diners at any time at it;
absolute discretion and the holder agrees to surrender the
card upon request to the main office of Diners in HongKonc
or to any Diners Club representative anywhere in the world
Dse of the card by the holder after notice of the withdrawal
°f the abovementioned rights and privileges constitutes i
fraud on the part of the holder and subjects the holder to
legal proceedings.
4. Members must forthwith notify Diners in writing on any
changes of employment and of homeoffice address and
Diners reserves the right to cancel the membership of any
memberwho defaults in so doing without prior notice to that
mp mhor
5. All sums debited to Diners through the use of the card
must be paid upon presentation of a monthly statement by
I Diners to the holder. The payment should be made at the
address indicated in such statement. If the holder shall fail to
pay such sums within such time as abovementioned the
holder shall be responsible for the full costs and expenses,
including full legal expenses, incurred by Diners for the
collection of such sumsand the holder hereby agrees to fully
indemnify Diners against all such costs and expenses,
including full legal expenses.
6. In the event of the holder's absence from Hong Kong
for more than one month, the holder shall leave clear and
specific instructions to hisher family, bank andor office to
settle hisher account with Diners upon receipt of a monthly
statement, said instructions to be advised to Diners prior to
7. Diners reserves the right to charge interest at the rate of
one per cent per month on any sums which shall remain
unpaid thirty days after the rendering of the monthly
ctofAmnnt H» Di norc
8. This agreement shall be subject to the laws of Hong
9. The existence of any claim or dispute between the
holder and any Diners' member-establishment or any other
person whatsoever shall not relieve the holder from the
obligation to settle all accounts with Diners upon the render¬
ing of the monthly statement by Diners.
ft M!_ l_ 1:~ I•_ L A•.
:harging of gratuities.
Diners is not responsible for adjustments or credits for
:handise or services purchased or obtained by the holder
l member-establishments once the holder has agreed and
;d thebills.
If the account is a company-guaranteed account, th
er and the companyare jointly and severally liable undt
Agreement. It will be the responsibility of the Compan
otify Diners immediately on any withdrawal of sue
jntee; and the responsibility of the companywill not t
until thp rarH ic rorallorl nnHall niifctanHInn
As regards other multiple card accounts, such as farr
jnts, the holder of an additional card on the account£
ndividua! account holder authorising its issuance
y and severally liable under this Agreement.
h!_• t•••
agreeing to supply a replacement card.
Diners Club is entitled to alter and amendthese rt
e.
CARD:
'your card is lost or stolen, report the loss immediate
? nearest Diners Club office of the country you are it
-IGN EXCHANGE:
r»
rpenditures incurred in foreign countries by Diner
ardholders will be converted into HongKongDollar a
5 of exchangeat the time charges are submitted to u:
ESTABLISHMENTS:
r
rverv mP mH O r OCtoKlirlnmrM-f If U.»+
honour the Diners Club Card. The prices charged by them to
Diners Club Membersshall be the same as the prices charged
to the general public. Should any memberestablishment levy
an additional charge to your purchase, please write to us or
rail ik ;n thar wpran Hp.-iI vAirh fhp rnmnlninf imrnprliatplv
JOINING US AS OUR MEMBER ESTABLISHMENT:
Any shop wants to apply as one of our membe
establishments, please call H-228155, our marketing deparii• r r• i
I
i ESTABLISHMENT LISTING:
The listing in this Directory is subject to changewithout
notice. The Diners Club is not to he held liable for anv errors
»
• Should there be any additions or deletions of ou
i establishment after the publication of this Directory, pleasi
i
i
PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR COMMENT TO:
The Diners Club(HK) Ltd.
10th Floor, Grand Building
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Your Hongkong Bank Credit Card will be welcome
at all the establishments listed in this directory.
This directory only covers establishments
in Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore, but your
card is also valid at more than one and a half
million other establishments all over the world
wherever the Master Charge, Eurocard or
Access symbols are displayed.
Ieurocard
While every efTort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of the information in this directory,
The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
will not be liable for the refusal of any merchant
establishment to accept or honour a card for any
r»cnn
NIPPON SHINPAN (ASIA) LTD. whoso registered office is situate at
_ rUR
(hereinafter called the Company) of the one part and
APPENDIX 18
ofwhose registered office is situate at.
(hereinafter called the Supplier) of the other part WHEREBYIT IS AGREEDby and between the parties hereto as follows:—
1. The Companywill pay to the Supplier the amount of all valid invoices issued by the Supplier in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement less a discount peranctage:
Provided that there shall not be any discount in respect of arty part of such invoice solely attributable to (a) pecking or shipping charges, (b)
service charges not exceeding ten percent (10%) of the total amount of the invoice in the case where the Supplier is a restaurant, nightclub,
or similar establishments, and such charges shall be paid by the Companyin full.
2. The Supplier will honour all credit cards issued andor operated by the Company, which are on the face of it current and in respect
of which the Supplier shall not have received any notice of invalidity from the Company, by providing goods or services at the Supplier's
usual prices to a value not exceeding the maximumspecified in Clause 3 hereof without asking any card holder for payment by personal cheque
or cash.
3. The maximumsum for which a credit card shall ba honoured in respect of any transaction or series of transactions for any period of
30 days shall be the sum of HKS__ and the Supplier hereby expressly agrees not
to nonour any card in excess of the aforesaid maximumunless prior approval shall have been obtained from the Company. The Supplier
furch er agrees that if a card holder requires a credit card to be honoured to an amount in excess of such maximumthe Supplier must obtain
authorization by telephone or otherwise from the Companyand particulars of such authorization, if given, shall be marked on the invoice.
4. All invoices issued by the Supplier shall be in a form approved by the Companyand shall consist of the establishment copy, Nippon
Shinpan copy or copies and card holder copy, of which the establishment copy is to be given to the Supplier and to be retained by the Supplier
for a period of not less than 12 months and the Nippon Shinpan copy or copies to be given to the Companyupon demand for payment and
the card holder copy to be given to the card holder. The Supplier must cause such invoices to be signed and indicated a numberof instalments
by the caru holder in respect of goods and services supplied.
5. All invoices shall be submitted within Thirty (30) days to the Companyfor payment which shall be made (subject to discounts as
provided in'Clause 1 hereof) by the Companyto the Supplier within FOURTEEN(14) days after receipt of such invoices. The Companyshall
not be responsible for invoices submitted more than THIRTY (30) days after the transaction concerned has been completed.
6. In submitting invoices for payment the Supplier warrants:—
(a) that goods or services have been supplied to the value shown, and
(b) that all the terms and conditions of this Agreement have been performed arid observed in respect of the transaction to which the
invoice related.
(c) that a number of instalments (which can be 3, 6, 10, 15, 20) have been indicated by the card holder.
7. The Supplier further agrees:—
(a) to charge the Company'scard holders for goods and services at the sameprice as it sells to a customer for cash;
(b) to deal with all complaints made by the Company's card holders in respect of goods or services supplied by the Supplier in like
manner as if such goods or services had been supplied for cash;
(c) to charge for goods or services supplied in Hong Kong currency:
(d) to display the Company's logo, decal or other promotional or advertising material at a prominent place in or outside the
Supplier's premises;
(e) not to honour any of the Company's credit card which has expired (the expiry date is shewn on the face of each credit card)
or which has been altered, defaced or reprinted in any way or which has been cancelled by the Companywith or without reson
to the knowledge of the Supplier: and
(f) to give prior notice of not less than SIXTY (60) days of any removal or closing down of the Supplier's business or that of any
shop or branch thereof, or any re-organizationof the formationandor constitution of the Supplier's Company.
8. The Companywill on request supply the Supplier with promotional or advertising materials, charge vouchers, designed stickers, the
Company'ssigns, summaryof charges, and other stationery to be used in connection with or for the promotion of supply of goods or services
to the Company's credit card holders. The Supplier further agrees to allow the Companyto publish its name, address, tel. No(s) and logo,
etc. in all the Company's correspondencecircularspublications.
9. This Agreement is not assignable and shall remain in force until terminated by notice in writing of not less than SIXTY (60) days given
by one party to the other but such termination shall not affect any antecedent rights and liabilities.
10. In the event of any breach of this Agreement by the Supplier in respect of an invoice or invoices the Companymay withhold payment
in respect of such invoice(s) or if payment shall already have been made the Companymay recover the same forthwith from the Supplier
and the Companyshall be entitled to terminate this Agreementupon giving the Supplier ten (10) days prior notice in writing.
11. The Companyis entitled to alter andor amendthese terms and conditions from time to time as it thinks fit in its absolute discretion
and without prior notice. The Supplier agrees and accepts that such altered andor amended terms and conditions shall apply and carry
immediate effect as if such altered andor amendedterms and conditions were set out herein and form part of the present terms and condition-;
12. In this ContractAgreement, if the context permits or requires words importing the masculine gender shall include the femi
npntor ncnrtorc nnrl ijnrds in the sinciult'ir number shall include the nlurnl number and vice versn
13. This Agreernentt shall be effective as form
IN WITNESSwhereof the parties hereto have hereunto affixed their respective signatuies the day and year first
APPENDIX
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Because an East Asia BankAmericard can
be used for so many purposes it's often
handy to have more than one
BankAmericard Holder in the family.
That's why we have a space on our
application form for an extra card. This
extra card will also be issued to you free
of charge and will not requite an annual
subscription fee.Naturally, the card can be
used for all BankAmericard services. For
shopping, for entertainment, for travel,
pvpn fnr o r!vo nrc nr email Innnc
Besides the receipt you get with every
transaction, we send you a combined
monthly bill which is itemized. You may
want to pay the bill in full or spread the
payments over several months. It's up to
you.
After all, the whole idea of the blue,
white and gold card is to let your finances
work better for you.
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The problem with sales is that the
real bargains don't last very long.
Quite often, they're gone by pay day
when you have the chance to buy
them. That's one reason why we
would like you to think of an East
Asia BankAmericard as 'now' money
With a BankAmericard you can use.
your money in a more convenient
way when you choose to.
Use BankAmericard for shopping,
entertainment, travel, even cash
advances or small loans.
You can also use our blue, white and
gold card as an alternative to hire
purchase or simply have it handy for
unexpected expenses.
Over 47,000,000 people think of
BanlcAmericard as money for all
kinds of reasons. You should, too. Fill
in your application form today. There
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Application forms available from
EastAsiaBankAmericardVISACentre,WahKwongBuildin.
l'lch 15thFloors,48-66HcnncssyRoad,HongKong.Tel: S-27.KLL4




When unexpected guests arrive in
town and you have to show some
hospitality... or when you feel like
having a quiet, candle-lit dinner
somewhere, just for a change, it's nice
to have an East Asia BankAmericard.
With this blue, white and gold card
you can enjoy the advantage of a more
flexible budget because it makes your
monev more convenient.
Whether it's dinner for two, a sale
bargain, an airline ticket, or some
emergency cash, a BankAmericard
can help.
Over 47,000,000 people around the
world use BankAmericard for all
kinds of reasons. You should too. Fill
in your application form today. There
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Application forms available from
EastAsiaBankAmcricardVlSACcnrre,WahKwongBuilding,14th9 15thFbo
48-66HcnncssyRoad,HongKong.Tel: 5-273044
Bankof AmericaBranches.Bankof EastAsia,I.tJ. Branchesandmany
BankAmericirdmerchantsthroughoutHongKong
No ariitimBoe fee9
With an East Asia BankAmericard you
don't pay an entrance fee or get charged
on annual subscription. The only things
we charge you for are optional services
which we provide for the convenience of
our cardholders. These services include
extended credit for spreading the
payments of your bill over several
months and our unique cash advance or
small loan service, for ready cash, if you
need it.
Even if you choose not to use these very
worthwhile services, East Asia
BankAmericard is still perhaps the most
convenient card of all and a big help in
making your money more flexible. You
can use the blue, white and gold card for
all kinds of reasons. For shopping,
entertainment, and travel at literally
thousands of places.
Think of it this way having a
BankAmericard is better than not having
a BankAmericard, especially as it doesn't
have to cost you a cent.
Apply now. Over 47,000,000 people
around the world are already making use
of our card.








lj Application forms available from
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sicks out the top fashions at the Swank Shop.
If yoiir wardrobe is a little jaded, f
you don't have to jet oft to Europe f
to look your stunning best. You can
happily breeze through the top, 11
internationally-acclaimed fashions at f
the Swank Shop. And find somctliing
really special, as American Express H
did. Choose beautiful creations from jd
today's top designers— Ungaro, f
Tiktiner, Gerrny and Francois Clisson.
Skim tlirough their breathtaking new L
season's styles at the Swank Shop[_
Delightful dresses for day or
evening wear come in a profusion
of beautiful fabrics. So do the Swank
Shop's collection of superb blouses
and skirts, trousers, suits and
accessories. In vour size.
11
i who likes to look his best. Send
' your man along to the Swank Shop
for everything from formal suits to
casual shirts.
Come and browse
- and feel good
v• The Swank Shop has a wonderful
k knack of lifting sagging morale,
•-v Come and search tlirough the rowsW-i O
and rows of hangers. Try on a few
things that take your fancy. And
f remember to bring the
X t( p American Express
V 0.-7 Card- it's the perfect
k accessoiy for shopping
at the Swank Shop.
L.: The AvC
?j' DresshyRogerAfdhr
and iW by Ca»JN(rc.'.• 1
The Swank Shop
is the fashion destination
for him and her
Besides excitingly fasliionable
creations for the ladies, the Sw;mk
Shop is equally appealing to men.
Lanvin, Givenchy, Valentino and
Francois Clisson spice the
'AA'W? Swank Shop's line-up
AwkT cby arid evening wear
WiSk and casual clothes
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Makethis the best Christmasyou've ever had in HongKong.Andt
A special selection from
200 shops, restaurants, nightclubs and hotels whe
celebrate Christmas with the American Express;
re arc 2,200 shops, restaurants, nightclubs
a Hong Kong that welcome the
xpress cardholder all year round. Here
c of them where you can celebrate
a a very special way:
with Chinese antiques or handicrafts.
inoisseurs of antique Chinese porcelain have
i great deal to get excited about at Yue Hwa
on the corner of Nathan Road and Jordan
Roacl Porcelain vases range in price from
y under $100 all the way up to
:r.(ph thousands of dollars for a pair.
U V Further up Nathan Road
C£• the Chung Kiu arts and crafts store
'j jS'it) h another magnet for the seeker of
hA fine antiques. If you collect snuff
bottles, one fascinating example,
)1.--' A painted on from the inside,
• nnrtmv 108 nronle in fine detail.
Kevin Jewelry in the Hongkong Hilton and the
Holiday Inn have many beautiful settings including classic
nlatinum necklaces encrusted with diamonds.
Beautiful clothes for him and her.
The Swank Shop has stunning
dresses, slacks, blouses, skirts and suits by
Ungaro, Tiktiner, Genny and Francois Clisson.
For the men, Lanvin, Givenchy, Valentino J
and Francois Clisson sports coats, slacks
and the latest shirts.
Dine out at a superb restaurant.
There are so many restaurants
in Hong Kong which welcome the American
Express Card Here are twelve to start with:
1. Cafe d'Amigo
Wongneichung Road, Happy Valley.
V.and cuisine'to delight the most demanding
gourmet. Turtle soup and Scottish smoked
salmon are an indication of the delicacies
10. Forum Restaurant
479 Lockhart Road, He
restaurant with a reputation for_
11. Great Shanghai Restaur
K 6A Prat Avenue, Kowl
Beggar's Chicken are the pride
12. Landau's
257 Gloucester Road(
suzctte. But first linger in the de
255
D3I3E:!P23 GL.L33 (HOWG Korus) LTD.,
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tOTH FL. GRANDBUILDING. 15-18 CONNAUGHTROADC., H.K.• TE LS. 5-223826 5-228155-8• CABLE: DINCLUB• TELEX: 74404 ANSWERBACK74404 DCHKHX
Dear Member,
In conjunction with Francilia Ltd. sole agent of Hungarian Wines, we can offer a selection of great Hungarian wines at never
to be repeated prices for members only. These are the wines that all Europe used to talk about, sing about and drink when
Europe was rich. They called them the Kings of Wines. Try them now at these very special Diners Club prices. Orders must be
in by September 30. Please fill in the order form now and send it todav.
敬啟各：
享 迓 歐 洲 数 百 年 ， 香 醇 無 比 之 匈 牙 利 玆 酒 ， 向 被 怨 爲 酒 中 之 皇 。
敝 公 司 現 徴 得 匈 牙 利 玆 酒 之 本 港 總 代 理 發 盛 利 有 限 公 司 同 憨 ， 以 特 惯 發 笆 上 述 佳 醸 。 請 於 九 角 三 十 日 前 塡 寄 下 列 之 訂 騁 眾 ，
上 何 万 早 品 鸱 酒 中 少 崭 一 饲 牙 利 厗 醜 少 苏 醉 率 呋 ~ 欲 隨 從 涑 ， 以 免 命 隅 。
大來信用證（秃港〗有限公司啟
To: Francilia Ltd.
( Diners Club (HK) Ltd. 10F, Grand Building,
to-18 Connaugnt Rd. C., Hong Kong.
Please send methe following wines delivered free at the special
prices listed below.




Address for hand delivery:_
Tel: (Office) (Home)
Signature Date
For all information about the wines, please call Francilia Ltd. 3-675139
Acceptance of Application subject to approval of






會 員 姓 名 ： ― 會 員 號 碼 ： ―
送貨地址：一
辦 公 览 話 ： ― ； ― ； 住 宅 電 話 ： ―
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Egri Bikaver (Bulls Blood)
(heady, full-bodied, aromatic)
Soproni Kekfrankos (dry, velvety, rich)
Hajosi Cabernet (Smooth, fresh, fragrant)
i;—» 1 n:•,' i: f j—?i 'I•, O
Badacsonyi Keknyelu (dry, delicate)
Badacsonyi Szurkebarat (golden, heady)
Tokaji Furmint (rich, flavourful aromatic)
V f O y T y; ;1
Tokaji Aszu (King of wines, wine of Kings)
•• i i i••,-:-»'•'': -1 1' 1 v.
Torley Extra Dry (6 bottles)
Pannonia Demi Sec. (6 bottles)
rv: l
r-. L- S
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成 功 人 仕 喜 擁 有









海 夕 卩 信 屈 卡





















中 請 海 外 國 際 信 用 卡 手 紹 簡 便 ；
“-262273“1 I
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OTB Card
OTB INTERNATIONAL CREDIT CARD
LIMITED Firmly established in Hong Kong, OTB
Card is specially designed in servicing the needs of
local consumers. With over 2,000 establishments
in different trades, OTB Card provides various
services and credit facilities throughout Hong
Kong, Kowloon and Macau. Apart from a number
of pioneer customer services already well
appreciated, at present OTB Card is launching its











t dial 5-262273 OTB Card, Customer Service
:tion, OTB Card holders can enjoy unmatched
vices such as:—
波 性 服 務 海 外 僧 用 卡 的 各 项 突 破 性 服 務 均 方 便
逝 ， 持 卡 人 祇 致 诳 海 外 信 用 卡 顧 客 服 務 中 心 ：
262273
Macau Travel Service
lB Card holders can L





)tel Lisboa, Hotel Sintra, Hotel Estoril, Hole
atsuya and Hotel Central, etc., with nc
imediate cash and at no extra costs.
‘ 、 澳 門 船 票 ， 酒 店 房 間 海 外 但 用 卡 持 有 人 祇 忠
犯 本 中 心 ， 瑪 上 便 冇 翦 人 代 爲 訂 隅 來 往 瘐 門 之 船
“ 包 括 水 筑 船 、 喷 射 船 及 輪 船 〉 和 侦 門 酒 店 厉 問
包 括 荊 东 、 謝 卿 、 愛 都 、 松 屋 及 中 央 〉 等 ， 全
丨 恥 … 乎 給 竹 爪 成 现 金 。
2. Overseas Travel Service
rS S'o?r) Through us OTB Card
holders can purchase world-
w'e a'r'ine tickets on credit
and with big discounts where
applicable. Hotel accom¬
modations in Taiwan and the






姬 問 ， 紙 酌 收 少 乂 ： 圯 訊 广 給 竹 川 。
3. Emergency Cash Drawing
Emergency cash drawing can—
be made from all branches of
the Overseas Trust Bank. In
Macau, cash drawing is
available at the Overseas Trust
Bank and 24-hour service is 0
available at the foreign currency-exchange counter
in the perimeter-corridor in the lower groundfloor
of Lisboa Casino. And in Taipei cash can be
drawn at the President Hotel.
三 、 急 用 現 金 ， 無 須 支 票 海 外 信 用 卡 持 卡 人 可 注
海 外 信 託 銀 行 所 有 分 行 及 台 北 市 的 統 一 大 飯 店 ， 憑
海 外 信 用 卡 和 冇 效 証 作 ， 捉 収 小 位 現 金 以 應 急 忠 。
1111
設 於 外 閱 走 廊 之 外 幣 找 換 概 位 、 已 貼 有 海 外 信 爪 卡
標 貼 〕 辦 现 収 款 手 給 ， 全 日 二 十 四 小 時 服 務 。
4. Advance Booking Service
0 Booking of tickets for all
performances presented by
the Capital Artists Company
' can be made through OTB
Card Centre by telephone.
四 、 預 訂 華 星 ， 娛 柒 門 券 經 山 迠 項 服 彷 ， 各 持 卡
!]I-]‘111
職 之 外 國 名 歌 敁 弪 樂 份 ， 大 型 歌 舞 刚 和 特 式 丧 演
等 各 塩 門 芬 ， 極 爲 方 便 。
5. Chit Book
Credit facility is offered
to all OTB Card holders
and their representatives
at gasoline filling stations
for the purchase of
gasolineautomotive oils.
‘‘]V
持 冇 人 發 出 巩 川 之 ? 汕 女 ， 簽 名 入 汕 ， - 旅 快
扯 ， 持 卡 人 在 观 汴 入 汕 時 ， 以 奶 出 示 佔 用 , 同 時
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If you hold a Diners Club, OTB, Bank Americard or American
Express card, you can' subscribe to Asian Golf Digest
and charge it to your account. Just fill in the coupon below
and send no payment; the costs will be charged to your credit
card account. You'll save a lot on the regular news-stand
price and enjoy the exciting, in-depth coverage of golfing's
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I Sales Promotion Manager,
3 Asian Golf Digest,
8 G.P.O. Box 47, Hong Kong.
3 Please send me 12 months of Asian Golf Digest and charge HK38.6C
g to myCUEABank AmericardCZlDiners ClutOOTBUDAmerican Expres:
3 Account.
| Name Of Cardholder•
3 Account Number,
3





j Remark: Orders are subject to the approval of Credit Card Company.
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